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TERRACE - -  The Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional District has 
agreed to change its practice of 
dumping dead animals at the 
Thornhiil dump, environment 
ministry officials said last week. 
Dead pets from the Thornhill 
Animal Shelter were being plac- 
ed in garbage bags and disposed 
of with the rest of the garbage at 
the dump, environmental en- 
forcement officer Hoa Le said. 
The practice was investigated in 
response to health concerns 
raised by a local resident. 
"The  concern is that 
scavengers or people using the 
dump may be •exposed to 
disease," Le said. "And pets 
and wildlife might carry the car- 
casses around and spread 
disease." 
The bagged carcasses will 
now be placed further back in 
the dump, he said, and dump - 
workers will immediately cover 
them with garbage and gravel. 
" I t  seems to be the best interim 
solution," he said. 
Waste management techni- 
cian Pat Georgeson sai~ the 
problem is a real concern 
throughout the northwest, par- 
ticularly dueto.the numbers of 
animals killed by the recent 
distemper outbreak. 
, I t 's  something{hat could be 
quitedangerous," She said. 
*Many area residents also 
dispose of dead pets and other 
• .co.r, casses:::at/,:i~thd~,.i.:T~rnhi|l.. 
d~p, , she  a, dded:,,~']H.unied, 
animals, ~poached animals ~turn 
up there : you name it." 
A more permanent solution 
could eventually turn up when a 
biomedical waste management 
plan is completed~by northwest 
hospitals, regional districts and 
veterinary clinics, .she said. 
The Terrace Animal Shelter 
disposes of its carcasses in a 
special imed pit at the Terrace 
dump, Georgeson said. But the 
only way to complete ly  
eliminate the danger of con- 
tamination is to incinerate the 
carcasses - - a costly procedure. 
" It  (the limed pit) just keeps 
the smell down - -  the lime 
doesn't  actually disinfect 
anything." 
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City goes a.wooing 
TERRACE - -  Prince Rupert's 
mayor says he doubts political 
interference by Terrace city 
council will persuade the RCMP 
to move its regional head- 
quarters to Terrace. 
A Terrace delegat ion 
presented the proposal to the 
RCMP subd iv i s lon 's  
superintendent last Friday and 
will lobby the RCMP's B.C. 
commanding officer and the 
.~ federal solicitor-general in a 
meeting in Victoria on Friday. 
Mayor Peter Lester said any 
decision by the RCMP to 
" relocate would be based on how 
efficient, and economical the 
alternatives are. 
:~'The only thing that could 
make a difference - -  although l 
doubt it - -  would be political 
interference by the prov.incial 
s01icitor-general's ministry," 
Lester said. "The province pays 
q0ite a bit of money for the 
operation of the subdivision 
and there could be some 
pressure there. But I don't think 
the RCMP are particularly 
bound 'by political considera- 
tions," 
>Terrace alderman David 
Hdll,' Who: chairs the city's 
tourbhl ~d ~0n0mic develop. 
. ment~~com~Itte¢~,~ svid. there >.is 
: ": , not ld~:~derh~ded aboutthe 
.. C!tY~'pro~sa l "Or  methods. 
I l l  " :!~.We/are.in*the ,business of 
• ~6hondc de~Jelopment for the 
cttyOf T~rra~," Hd!! s~di..'~In: 
, .%.  
bit close to your chest." time." 
Hull described the initiative. RCMP subdivis ion 
as good aggressive marketing of superintendent Roy Pickell 
the city. "We see this as a very agreedthe subdivision would 
good opportunity, fo r  :the 
RCMP and for Terrace." : move to Terrace if that option 
The city'sproposal' calls for - proved more economical nd ef- 
ficient. However, he added, "A 
construction of a second floor . fairly substantial study would 
at the Terrace RCMP detach- 
ment at a cost of more than have to be done on a number of 
$240,000. The .A lmar l in  factors before arriving at that 
building at the corner of Eby conclusion." 
and :'L~zeile Could: temporarily Pickell said he will wait for 
house tile subdivision during instruction from the provincial 
const ruct ion ,  or •alter, commanding officer - -  Don 
nativelycould be its permanent Wilson. "It will depend on what 
site. The paper outlines the ad- he thinks. If he asks me to do a 
vantages that have -led more.- study, then I'll do one." 
than 30 government agencies to 
locate :in Terrace, andpoints 
out 45 per cent of the RCMP 
subdivision staff are •already 
based here. . . . .  
: T~,enty-six new jobswouid} 
come to Terrace if the RCMPT, 
opted to move, injectingim0re 
than/S750,000 a year int0 >the> 
local ~conomy. ' ' . .... 
But Lester said the RCMP's  
cost-benefit analysis followinga' 
similar proposal in 198T< dete'r- 
mined a moyeto Terrace wasn't : 
Wits advantage. ' • ~i:i~::-."., i 
" I t 's '  a. decision that'~the, ~, 
RCMP/~vil!' ,hav~ to ::/m~c • 
Pickell said the subdivision 
does want a new building, but 
says :a move could still be as 
manyas fouryears away. 
David Hull 
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Abuse cases 
on the rise 
• ' ' , '=  r " ! 
before." ~i'~' / * m e '* ' ' L ~ ~ 
Since many cas¢~-" .~- 
results of older victims3inally • 
telling their stories, many Of the 
cases relate to, Old ~:, offcfib, CS; ~ 
W0odhouse noted. "A  lot.of 
the incidents we're investigating 
now took place in the-1970s." 
Local offenders don't match 
any one type or description, he 
said. "From what we see here 
the offenders are coming from 
every walk of life." 
More victims are coming for-  
ward because better support 
systems - -  such as the Sexual 
Assault Centre and the Terrace 
Victims' Assistance Program 
are now available, Woodhouse 
expl~ned, and because society's 
view toward sexual abuse and 
assault has changed. 
"The fact that it can happen 
to anyone is changing attitudes. 
They see thatpeople are here to 
help them - -  not ridicule 
them." 
A cycle of sexual abuse often 
means the discovery of one of. 
fender leads to others, he said, 
because in many cases the of-  
fender was also abused as a 
child. 
Woodhoase said in one case 
the victim-offender chain went 
back three generations. That cy- [ 
cle of victims becoming of- ( 
fenders and creating more vic- ] 
tims is the rule, not the excep- 
tion, he said. 
Terrace RCMP inspector 
Lawrence Yeske has cited the 
"dramatic upsurge of sexual 
assault cases" in his request for 
an additional officer in the 
General Investigation Services 
unit that handles erious crime. 
TERRACE - -  I nc reased  
awareness ofsexual assaults and 
abuse continues to result in 
more and more victims coming 
forward, Terrace RCMP say. 
"Our sexual assault case load 
has at least doubled in the last 
two years," said Cpl. Don 
Woodhouse, who heads the 
local detachment's General In- 
vestigation Services unit. 
The majority of those charg- 
ed with sexual offences are what 
police caU multiple offenders, 
he added. They are cases in 
which the offender has commit- 
ted several assaults, sometimes 
against many different victims. 
Crown counsel  Laur ie  
Langford agreed, adding pro- 
secutors are now working on 42 
sexual assault files now before 
the courts or under investiga- 
tion. 
The high caseload doesn't 
represent an increase in actual 
incidents, they said, but in- 
dicates more victims are coming 
forward than usually have in the 
past. 
Statistics for 1989 indicate a 
41 per cent increase in total sex- 
ual offences in the Terrace area 
over the previous year. 
Woodhouse said many of the 
cases ate coming to light as  the 
victims become older and decide 
to deal with what happened to 
them - -  often sexual abuse they 
suffered as children. 
"Because of the publicity in 
the news (about sexual abuse) 
more people are coming for- 
ward," he said. "And the em- 
barassment and fear of coming 
forward has subsided. It,s not 
the big,  stigma that it ,  was 
• - • L . :  • • • " - ' ,  . " • " ' . ' ,  • . . . . . . .  - . .  - 
Negotiator hired 
/ 
/ 
TERRACE ,-- School District 
88 has again opted to pay a pro- 
fessional negotiator to lead it in 
contract negotiations with the 
Terrace District Teachers' 
Association (TDTA). 
Ralph Elk,, of the Richmond 
consulting firm Gravestock and 
Elke, has been named to head 
the school board's negotiating 
team. 
School board chairman Edna 
Cooper said the board decided 
to hire Elke because Bruce 
Greenwood - -  the school 
district's personnel director - -  
doesn't have bargaining ex- 
perience. 
Greenwood was hired last 
year after the board decided to 
create the new personnel direc- 
tor job. Partof the rationale for 
creating the position was to give 
the school district, a staff 
member who could lead 
negotiations, and avoid the 
need for outside consultants. 
Cooper said it was decided to 
have Greenwood gain ex- 
perience by learning from Eike 
in this year's negotiations. 
Elke was on hand last week as 
both sides met for initial talks to 
set the bargaining timetable and 
protocol. The school district 
and teachers' union will ex- 
change their request packages 
setting out their initial bargain- 
ing positions in a meeting 
tomorrow. 
The two sides begin talks next 
month and have scheduled eight 
meetings from April 7 to April 
23. 
The district's negotiating 
committee will be chaired by 
trustee Kirsten Chapman, and 
Northwest Roundup 
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filled out with trustee Duncan 
Etches and board chairman Ed- 
na Cooper. 
The existing two-year con- 
tract reached last year following 
a 19-day teacher strike runs.out 
June 30. 
Cooper said last week she re- 
mains optimistic about the 
bargaining sessions ahead, and 
says she doesn't expect a repeat 
of last year's labour strife. "!  
think the people (in the TDTA) 
have changed, and the attitudes 
have changed since then." 
TDTA president Greig 
Houlden said it's too early for 
optimism, but said the union is 
serious about bargaining. 
"We're determined to do our 
best," he said. "We want to get 
things off on as productive 
footing as possible." 
t "  
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Forestry not 
TERRACE - -  The new That  poSit ion invo lved 
manager of the Kalum forest responsibility for integrated 
district says the job of forestry management,  inc lud ing  
has become more complicated research into • the visual impact 
in the past decade. • of logging •alongside the Inside Code fines Speaking last week, Br ian Passage on the province,s north 
"e'a'-e  qJ I y U Downie says the forest industry coast. '  ~ .... 
is no longer a single user of Born and raised in B.C., 
The city has dropped plans forest land and must recognize Downie is a registered profes- 
to include building code in- tourism, wildlife and •• other signal forester and received his 
fractions in the list of by-law values. • education, at the; University o f  
offences that will draw fines "It's important to make con- British Columbia. 
at least for the time being, tact with all parts of the corn- Downie has spent all o f  his 
In  recommending the |un i ty ,"  said Downie. 19-year C~r  :with the forest 
move to counci l ;  ad - Downie comes to Terrace service in the northwest, beginn- 
ministrator Bob Hallsor said 
it was necessary because of a 
contradiction between the 
• terms of the  proposed 
ticketing by-law and existing 
city regulations. 
While • the new by-law 
specified a $100 fine for 
breaches of the building 
code, the city's old building 
regulation by-law set the 
minimum fine at $1,000. 
That latter figure is double 
the amount permitted under 
provincial enabling legisla- 
tion. 
The  attorney-general's 
ministry says the offence sec- 
tion of the old by-law would 
have to be amended before 
building code infractions 
could be included in the 
ticketing regulations. 
To prevent further delay in 
introducing the ticket/fine 
system, HaUsor suggested the 
city simply remove building 
code offences from thenew 
by-law. The building regula- 
tion by-law could be amend- 
ed to conform to the provin- 
cial guidelines and code of- 
fences added to the ticketing 
by-law at a later date. 
Rec delegation 
Council has approved 
recreation department plans 
to send four people to this 
year's B.C. Recreation and 
Parks association conference 
in Castlegar. 
In making the request, 
recreation superintendent 
Steve Scott pointed out Ter- 
race will host the conference 
in 1991 and each of the 
delegates ,.-- th ree  city 
emPlOyees and one member 
of the recreation advisory 
commission --  sat on the 
local organizing committee. 
Anticipated cost for the 
delegation is$2,960. 
Council also gave the go. 
ahead for Dale McFadden to 
attend a recreation facilities 
conference scheduled for late 
May in Oliver and Elaine 
Parmenter's participation i  
November s Recreation 
Rendezvous' inVancouver at 
an estimated cost of $740 
each. 
• Scott said all expenses 
were covered by the travel 
allocation included in the 
department's 1990 budget. 
Remembrance 
• . City workers will down 
tools on April 28 to take part 
in a minute's ilence as part 
of a day of recognition for 
workers who have been in- 
jured or killed on the job. 
: In requesting proclama. 
i tion of the day of recogni. 
~tion, Canadian Union of 
:Ptnblic Employees local 2012 
president Ron Wolfe said the 
,intent was to remind both 
:employees and the general 
ipublic of the need "for safe 
i~and healthy workplaces. It 
!!!~vill also serve as a incentive 
|~'for all to  work toward that 
i;goal," he added. 
|;'~• Council approved the re- 
I{quest but turned down one 
;l~that the flags at city hall be 
|?.'fiown at half-mast on the 
l~grounds it was contrary to 
,l~:the protocol governing such 
[ :inatters. 
I!!: Grant denied 
.l~iii~. Council have once again 
I(denied a request from the 
l:Canhdian Paralegic Associa- 
~iion: (CPA) for a $1,000 
~grant on the grounds it does 
not meet policy criteria. 
In  making the request, 
• CPA executive director Doug 
Mowat said the organization 
had embarked on a 
regionalization program to 
'~"piovide services to  the 
physically disabled in British 
~Columbia• in their own com- 
vunity." • 
:: However, city Policy 52 
tis~ows grants where, in 
ounci l 's opinion, " the  
)rganization...is thought to 
,be.flghtfully funded by the I 
i:~rbVin~ial' and/or '~ fedelal I 
.government... . . .::" 
from his position as staff ing in Prince Rupert and then in 
manager for silviculture, pro- Smithers when the regional of. 
tection, planning, research, fice was moved there in the ear- 
range and recreation with the ly  1980s. 
forest service's regional office He replaces Gerry |odd  who 
in Smithers. retired earlier this •year. • : erian Downie 
Balance difficult, bul possible 
TERRACE - -  While he admits representation on the body, said, adding "I think with peg- 
it won't be easy, the chairman 
of the provincial government's 
newly-formed B .C .  Round 
Table on the Environment and 
the Economy is confident hat 
body will arrive at a generally 
acceptable solution to current 
land use conflicts. 
Chuck Connaghan was 
recently~in Terrace as part of a 
province-wide tour meeting 
local government and environ- 
ment group representatives and 
explaining the objectives of the 
new body. 
Those were to develop and 
submit o cabinet a sustainable 
development strategy, a dispute 
resolution mechanism and ideas 
on "he ighten ing public 
awareness of issues urrounding 
the environment and the 
economy." 
Emphasizing the broad 
Chuck Connlaghan 
Connaghan noted the 
3l-member body included in- 
dividuals from the environmen- 
tal and conservat ion 
movements, large and small in- 
dustry, trade unions, municipal 
government and the native com- 
munity. 
Although specific issues 
would become apparent  
through a series of public 
meetings to take place later this 
year, he said it was already ob- 
vious forestry practice was a 
major one in the Terrace area. 
However, he pointed out, 
"That's the economic base of 
your community and the 
reg ion."  The object ive,  
therefore, would be to find a 
balance between environmental 
concerns and economic needs. 
"That's really what we see as 
sustainable development," he 
pie of good wilL.we can pro- 
bably come to some 
agreements." 
Executive director Lee Doney 
agreed, suggesting all sectors of 
society were now more aware of 
the need to address environmen. 
tal concerns. However, while 
the values might be the same, 
the differences emerged when 
translating them into policy. 
Another challenge facing the 
body is to develop acredible in- 
formation base. While a lot of 
statistical data was available, 
he said there were often ques- 
tions about how individual in- 
terests interpreted that same in- 
formation. "A lot of people out 
there are confused as to just 
what is truth," Doney added. 
Although he anticipated it 
could take up to a year to bring 
forward the sustainable 
development strategy, Con- 
naghan said some suggestions, 
including• methods for resolving 
land use disputes, could be 
ready before then. 
Lee Doney 
"Even after I lost 60 Ibs., 
Nutri/System was 
still there for me" 
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AWAY FROM 
IT ALL] ..... 
We ~ve everything 
• you're looking for. Good 
times, good company, 
relaxing atmosphere and 
fdendly staffll 
Pool Tournament every 
Batuniay starting at 
1:00 p,m, 
EVERY' 
WEDNESDAY 
IS  SUDS DAY!  
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Eat In Or Take Out 
Fresh Baking Avallalde 
THORNHILI 
2387 Thornhlll St., 
NEIGHBOURHOOD.PUB I 
638-8404,  
SPRING 
CAS 
~Y 
The Nutd/System* Weight Loss Program includes a var ety of 
delicious mealsand snacks, nutritional and behavioral counsel ng, 
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! r ln l~M " | JM,_..w~. O.'.~_"~.P~'I n 
r The  good, the bad 
i i iiand the plain ugly 
I * ! i * : I~CE - -  A local angling 
.... )g roup  says council should 
• i .i~remember • bigger is not better. 
" :~When it plans developments for 
~ i thecity. 
- " I f  we encourage a lot of 
~people to locate here, we will be 
• ,iabetting the kind of squalid ur- 
• ~ 5an sprawl which has ruined so 
~much of the lower mainland," 
:Ilsays the'northwest chapter of 
:~the St~ elhead Society in a brief 
i lsubmitted to council ast week. 
~: The document is the society's 
:: ' response to the recently released 
• :tou'isx ~ and economic develop- 
environment." also capitalize on the growing' 
It points to smoke pollution demand for organically grown 
in Smithers and dioxin pro- food resultingfromthepublic's 
blems and "acrid sulphurous increasing dissatisfaction with 
air" in Kitimat and Port Ed- imported produce which has 
ward as examples of the price been "heavily sprayed with 
paid for industrialization, pesticides." 
• ,Instead, it proposes concen- The society says a revived 
trating on continued develop- agriculture industry would offer 
ment of the tourist trade based diversity based on easily accessi. 
on the area's "excellent angling 
opportunities." Pointing out 
angling injects an estimated $1 
billion plus into the 'Alaskan 
economy each year, the society 
recommends ~, the Ci ty  hire an 
economic analyst to  establish meat=strategy which suggested 
:wai:sihe city could expand its the:current and future value of 
ind~zstlial base. However, the the Skeena sport fishery. 
;S6cietysays, that would also br- In keeping with its 
,:!n[i: increased population which 
Could threaten the quality of life 
~hich many residents regard as 
unpottant. 
i~<~While it concedes the current 
lack of industry means 
homeowners face a dispropor- 
tionately high tax burden, the 
:'society.. suggests the cost is 
Worth it to maintain "a cleaner, 
iess crowded and therefore freer 
environment-friendly emphasis, 
the Steelhead Society also sug- 
gests council encourage "a  
renaissance in local agriculture 
(including) the fruit business." 
"Terrace has plenty of fertile 
soil within its boundaries," the 
brief points out, adding some 
local stores are already carrying 
regional produce whenever its 
available. Local growers could 
ble local and regional markets 
and would be "a first step in 
weaning us away from the 
unhealthy and risky dependence 
we have Upon the forest in- 
dustry." 
Turning to ideas put forward 
in the city's strategy document, 
the society rejects the idea of a 
road through the Telkwa Pass 
- -  "thefishery on the the upper 
reaches of the Copper River is 
already a fragile one" -- 
dismisses game farms as 
"charicatures of nature" and 
warns a steel mill would 
"destroy all the fine things 
about  Terrace while 
simultaneously undercutting 
any meaningfu l  tour ism 
development." 
• Bet ter  than average budget 
TERRACE - -  School District 
88 will fare better than most 
B.C. school districts under the 
provincial government's new 
system of financing education. 
The school board will be 
allowed to increase its budget by 
6.67 per cent without holding a 
school tax re ferendum,  
secretary- t reasurer  Barry 
Piersdorff said. The province- 
wide average is an increase of 
6.01 per cent. 
Changes to the way education 
is.financed were announced a
month ago by education 
minister Tony Brummet who 
said school spending is out of 
control and that there is a 
danger of a taxpayers' revolt. 
~, The figures handed own for 
/each indiyiduaPdistrict show 
:this district will receive its pro- 
Vincial grant based on a rate of 
$5,826.87 per student,  
Piersdorff said. The average 
rate for the entire province is 
$5,259. 
That means the province will 
let the distr ict  spend 
$30,282,243 in the 1990-91 
budget year, Piersdorff added. 
If trustees decide to spend, more 
than that in the budget, they 
will have to get the residential 
taxpayers' approval for the ex- 
tra expenditure in a school tax 
referendum. 
The northwest region's 
school districts receive more 
because of an economic adjust- 
ment to balance out 
geographical nd other factors 
that make the per pupil costs of 
The adjustment also includes 
an extra amount for districts 
that have spent more than their 
allotment in the past to avoid 
cuts to services under the new 
system, he said. 
He also said the school 
district will have no idea what 
the effect will he on residential 
taxes until finance minister Mel 
Couvelier brings down the pro- 
vincial budget, which is said to 
contain tax relief measures for 
property owners. 
Trustees will meet March 27 
to approve the new budget sub- 
mission, Piersdorff said. The 
deadline is March 30. 
"The demand for projects 
education here higher than the '~and . . . . . .  "progTams is 
prov,nc~al ave~e.  Pzersdorff unpreced~hted," he.stud of the 
said the Atlin-area school school budgetting process. 
board's block is more than "The board has some very 
$13,000 per student, tough decisions to make." 
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Senseless act 
DAMAGE TO newly seeded playing field at Copper Mountain School took place last weekwhen a 
vehicle tore through the fragile tuff That's school principal Barry Eyjolfson who says the van- 
dalism showed no respect to the school or its students There's a $500 standing reward for infor- 
mation leading to the conviction of those who damage school properties. The field and an 
neighbouring adventure playground are a combined project of the school and of the recreation 
commission. 
Car 
vandals 
sought 
. . . . .  ~- ' ,~ :1  " :  - 
/. 
TERRACE - -  Police are still 
trying to find the vandals who 
stole a B.C. Telephone com- 
pany car and torched it at the 
Thornhill dump, according to a 
B.C. Tel official. 
The burnt-out shell of the 
company-owned 1989 Chevelle 
was found at the dump Feb. 12, 
customer service manager 
Brooke Hodson said last week. 
He said the thieves tole j~ : f~ 
the B.C. Tel lot on Laze[!~ .¢. 
"after hours.-  -'~" '" :"; 
They apparently used an axe 
to break open a lock box attach- 
ed to the car's bumper and get 
the keys to the car, Hodson ex- 
plained. Keys were also taken 
from the boxes on two •other 
vehicles in the lot. 
B.C. Tel has asked for in- 
creased police coverage, he said. 
The company has also changed 
locks on cars from which keys 
were stolen, and removed the 
keys from the lock boxes on the 
company's other cars. 
'"We didn't want them niak- 
ing  a'  ' repeat pei'fotman~," 
Hodson said. 
The $12,000 car was gutted 
and has been written off. 
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Nobody likes a government budget, 
least of ,all a member of a party which 
isn't in power. No matter what the docu- 
ment says, opposition politicians make 
what they can in the way of hay out of its 
provisions. 
And so this is the case with Jim 
Fulton, the New Democratic Member of 
Parliament for Skeena. Never one to 
leave a catchy phrase unsaid, Mr. Fulton 
duly came forth with his opinions of the 
recent federal budget. 
By and large, it was standard Fulton. 
He's easily one of the more quotable of 
all politicians in B.C. and knows how to 
get the most of an issue. This time he got 
a bit carried away. 
"Despite promise after promise that 
the Polar 8 icebreaker would be built in 
B.C., at a cost of $680 million - -  the 
Conservatives crapped it," says Fulton { 
in a March 6 mailing from his office. - 
What's this? A member of the opposi- 
tion defending what is on the surface a 
floating white elephant? There may be 
things to criticize in this budget, but can- 
ning something that cost $680 million 
surely can't be one of them. 
There's something wrong with the idea | ~  
of building a ship that would cost $680 
million. No vessel is worth that expense, x____.._ 
The concept is insane and ludicrous. 
1 
Why, for a mere $500 million and 
change, we could buy one of those fancy 
American B-2 stealth bombers. Then - 
again, we'd love to hear Mr. Fulton's.  'Small outfits 
reaction if the Tories ever proposed the :': 
idea. 
Pulp, pulp, pulp 
next 25 years. In effect, it's a signing 
over of one of our most precious assets 
- -  our forests -- in return for industrial 
development. A rough, comparison 
might be the:deal Alcan has with the pro-/ 
vince for northwest water to power its 
Kitimat smelter. 
The agreement goes before public 
hearings this May. It'll bring out the big 
question of just exactly how much wood 
there is in our forests, who should get it 
and why. As such, the agreement pro- 
posal deserves the highest level of 
scrutiny. 
If anybody wants to understand 
Pulpwood Agreement 17, the proposal 
to assign a security of 623,000 cubic 
metres of pulp for 25 years, they'd best 
head to forestry school. A couple of 
courses in politics are also in order. 
It's a creature jammed with all of the 
.complexities of wood supply, of where 
and how to log and of environmental 
controls. It's also full of how govern- 
ments and politicians react to big 
business and vice versa. 
What's at stake is a guarantee by the 
province that a company or companies 
will have a source of pulp wood for the 
Condoms end life 
For years we parents have 
tried everything to motivate our 
teenagers. Coached by STEP, 
Dr. Hiam Ginott, and Tough 
Love, we've praised, pushed, 
and bitten our tongues. 
Sometimes, in desperation, 
we've resorted to Dairy Queen 
treats and blatant bribery. 
' At best, the fruits of our 
labours have been spotty. 
Now I know why our 
endeavours fell short: Our ap- 
proach was wrong. 
This revelation came to me 
while reading news of a recent 
school board meeting where 
parents argued whether or not 
condom machines hould be in- 
stalled in their high schools. 
One mother claimed making 
condoms available in schools 
would give students "a green 
light to go ahead with sexual ex- 
perimentation because the 
school board sanctions it." 
I don't agree the board sanc- 
tions promiscuity when it per- 
mits installation of condom 
machines. (Does the Liquor 
Store sanction drunken driving: 
when it sells a fifth of whiskey?) 
Will the mere presence of a 
co in -operated  condom 
dispenser arouse level-headed 
teenagers to engage in the deca- 
dent goings-on this mother 
foresees? If it does, we ought to 
analyze the persu&~|ve powers 
of this monster machine so we 
can harness its hidden vibes to 
better use. 
Maybe then, if we purchase 
ant farms by the truckload arid 
wedge them into nooks 
throughout the school, the ants' 
proverbial :,lndustflousness L~ 
Through 
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rub off on our educatees indac- 
ing them to apply themselves 
diligently to their educational 
tasks. 
And maybe then, if we dare 
our sons and daughters to look 
closer at dropouts' everyday 
disadvantages and vexations, 
the lifelong drawbacks of quit- 
ting school prematurely will 
convince our kids to stay in 
class until they graduate. 
Somehow, I doubt we can tap 
into the condom machine's 
juices• But if the mother's 
reasoning was sound, then 
wastebaskets in classrooms 
would produce student bodies 
chockablock with fastidious 
Felix Ungers. 
Wall clocks would rule out 
latecomers, and lockers would 
teach kids respect for others' 
bdongings as well as their own. 
Gyms, sports equipment, and 
cinder tracks would turn our 
pupils on to healthy outdoor ex- 
ercise, while weaning them from 
TV and videos. 
L ibrar ies stocked with 
literature, magazines, and 
references would give us scads 
of, bookworms, dozens of 
students conversant in current, 
affairs, and more than a smat- 
teringl of university-calibre 
deserve more 
This hasn't happened. 
Perhaps we should be happy 
students have resisted these sub- 
tle influences. Because if the 
mother's logic held, we'd have 
to scrap a few things to head off 
disaster. 
For example, we'd have to get 
rid of fire extinguishers, 
sprinklers, and fire alarms, for 
fear of sparking a shower of ar- 
sonists. 
We'd have to lock up video 
and 35ram cameras, or media 
and journalism students might 
trigger a flash of exhibitionism 
a la Marilyn Monroe. 
Condom machines lack 
power. Kids just love to drive 
Mum and Dad up the wall, and 
VICTORIA - -  It can't be said 
often enough or loudly 
enough: the most important in- 
gredient of a healthy economy 
is the small business ector. 
In British Columbia, there 
axe about 105,000 small firms 
with fewer.than 20 employees. 
That's about92 p~. cent of.all 
companies Operating in the 
province. 
Small business creates 96 per 
cent of all new jobs, and foots 
40 per cent of the private 
payroll in British Columbia. 
Annual gross revenues 
generated by small business are 
in excess of $37 billion. 
As I said at the outset, the 
small business ector is the 
most important part of our 
economy. Without small 
business, there is no growth, 
no job-creation, no economic 
health. What's more, because 
of its diversity, the small- 
business ector keeps the 
economy afloat whenever our 
resource-based industries ex- 
perience a down-cycle. 
"Small business people, 
once the unsung heroes of any 
economy, are emerging as the 
best hope for the future," says 
John Bulloch, president of the 
Canadian Federation of In- 
dependent Business. 
Considering the importance 
of small business, its demands 
on government have been 
modest, and even those modest 
demands have been largely ig- 
nored. 
Contrary to big industry, 
which has never been bashful 
about demanding governmnet 
handouts - -  right down to 
full-scale financial bailouts - -  
small business doesn't ask for 
special favours. What it does 
want is a good climate in 
which to operate. 
Bulloch has told govern- 
ments for years that grants and 
loans aren't he answer to the 
problems that plague small 
businesseS. ubsidies, he says, 
don't  work. A better tax struc- 
ture does. 
Bulloch gets support for that 
view from some unexpected 
quarter. Gerard Janssen, NDP 
critic for small business 
the mention of S E X will do it. development and former presi- and, for all the aforemention- 
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ed reasonk,: run a high risk of 
going under. 
But after identifying all the 
problems, the task force falls 
back on the old solutions 
which, according to the Cana- 
dian Chamber of Commerce 
and the Canadian Federation 
of Independent Business, simp- 
ly don't work. 
Introduction of a new loan 
guarantee program for start-up 
firms and replacement of the 
regional seed capital program 
witha selective loan guarantee 
program are two of the recom- 
mendations put forth by the 
task force to help the small 
business ector. 
There is a problem with loan 
guarantee programs. Since they 
are delivered by financial in- 
stitutions, the result is often 
that banks and trust companies 
will not even consider financ- 
ing a venture unless it has the 
blessing of a loan guarantee. 
For a variety of reasons, 
however, not all entrepreneurs 
want to involve the govern- 
ment in their ventures. Some 
fear the red tape, others imply 
want to keep the government's 
nose out of their business. 
More important, hough, loan 
guarantees don't reduce a 
small company's debt-load, 
identified by the task force as.- 
the number one problem. 
Other recommendations i  
the report call for the removal 
of the six-per-cent sales tax on 
machinery and equipment put, 
chased by small businesses and 
withdrawal of the federal 
Goods and Services Tax (good! 
luck). • 
It seems we have yet another 
report el!ing us what's.wrong:: 
with our most important :'>:: 
economic Sector, but falling ::~:.i:! 
abysmally short of offering /~; 
workable solutions. Small ~:'~ 
businesses deserve better than ;i 
that. :.~ :: 
dent of the Aiberni chan~b'er 
of Commerce, Says the same 
thing. 
"The Canadian Chamber of 
Commerce has urged govern- 
ments for years not to give 
help to small business by way 
of grants and loan guarantees. 
There are better ways, like a 
better tax system," Janssen 
says. 
"Small business needs a bet- 
ter climate in which to survive. 
Unless that happens, the 
failure rate of new small firms 
will remain high," Janssen 
adds. 
A recent government task 
force report ouches on some 
of the problems that plague 
small business in British Col- 
umbia. The task force was 
jointly chaired by Socred 
MLAs Ivan Messmer 
(Boundary-Similkamecn) a d 
Dan Petersen (Langley). 
A lot of small businesses 
start up with too little 
capital, owe too much 
money, pay too much 
interest 
"Excessively high levels of 
debt, the narrow equity base 
and low levels of retained ear- 
nings, despite very acceptable 
levels of sales, have resulted in 
a situation in which small 
firms experience extreme dif- 
ficulty growing past the small- 
scale production stage due to 
the pressure of debt-servicing 
and repayment obligations, 
and low levels of productivity- 
enhancing investment in new 
machinery ant[ equipment," 
the report says. 
In other words, a lot of 
small businesses start up with 
too little capital, owe too 
much money, pay too much 
interest on borrowed money, 
cannot afford new equipment, 
From the 
Capital I f 
to be irrelevant 
. ,effect A 
number of guides operating in 
the Skeena watershed and fears 
Consequent overcrowding 
would detract from the 
wilderness fishing experience. 
Bob Hooton said the idea 
behind the measures was to 
create {.'sustainable oppor- 
tunities'! for existing uides and 
insulate them from further "un- 
warranted c0mpetmon." 
Suggesting the client market 
was finite,.! he pointed out ex- 
isting guides often competed for 
the' same clientele: Failure to 
control the •increase in their 
number would 0nly have ex- 
acerbated that situation and 
could ultimately have damaged 
the;'tourism industry. 
Increased competition would 
have required more aggressive 
marketing by guides, he ex- 
plained. That, in turn could 
have created the impression of 
"a cut-throat, free-for-all" and 
convinced potential visitors "a 
quality experience" was no 
longer available here. As a 
result, those anglers would have 
decided to look elsewhere. 
Emphasizing the proposed 
restrictions on the number of 
guides and guided rod-days 
were intended only to put a 
"cap" on existing operations, 
he added, "We've basically 
made provision for anybody 
that's been there in the past to 
operate in the future at the level 
Bob Hooton 
they've njoyed up to now..- 
While he agreed individually 
guides might see the restrictions 
as preventing future expansion 
of their operations, Hooton 
claimed that collectively they 
recognized there were enough 
guides out there already and 
some form of control was 
necessary. 
NOT OVER YET" 
Although a total of 32 rivers 
in the region were now covered 
by the new policy, Hooton con- 
ceded the process was far from 
finished. 
He said it had been recogniz- 
ed from the beginning that 
restricting guiding on given 
rivers would likely result in a 
"spill over" effect into other 
"fringe areas." However, the 
extent of that movement and 
the speed with which it had oc- 
cured had come as a surprise. 
Already, he said, "the growth 
rate on some of those fringe 
areas is staggering." However, 
it remained to be seen whether 
the proposed level of angling ac- 
tivity on those streams actually 
took place. 
Year end reports submitted 
by guides would answer that 
question and indicate whether 
restrictions would also have to 
be considered on those rivers. 
TARGET SPECIE. Bud Harris of Tacoma, Washington was singing 
the praises of the local rivers after a fishing trip that saw him catch 
Spring salmon like the one seen above. But should he return, he'll 
find he could have to pay up to $20 a clay extra to fish some of the 
area's more desirable streams. That prospect has prompted some 
concerns about the possible effects of the angling guide policy on 
tourism. 
! iil i 
o 
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What  it all means  
Under the provisions of the new policy, each river in the 
Skeena watershed is given a specific designation based on the 
characteristics qf.[~e stream.; Restrictions vary depending on 
the classification and reflect he ministry's long term objec- 
!itives for that stretch of water. Below, a summ/iry" of'the ra- 
tionale and reguliitions for each classification. 
CLASS 1 RIVERS --  Offer "extremely valuable wilderness 
fishing" and need to be controlled if that is to be retained. 
' All anglers, whether guided or not, require special icence. 
B .C . ,  residents pay $1 per day, other Canadians and 
foreigners $20 a d.ay. 
RestrictiOns on number of guides and guided rod-days but 
i no limit on n6mguided use at the moment. Examples are 
Copper River upstream of.Limonite Creek and Babine River. 
' CLASS 2 RIVERS --  Have "high natural values" which 
!could be reduced if unrestricted guidi=lg allowed. 
1 No licence required by B.C. residents unless guided when 
i • : have to pay $1 a day. All others, guided or not, pay $10 a day. 
~: Restrictions on number of guides and guided rod-days but 
no limit on non-guided use. Examples are Kalum River and 
':several stretches of Skeena~ 
i~ CLASS 3 RIVERS -- Quality of fishery does not depend on 
t :i either wilderness character or overcrowding. 
: Unrestricted for all anglers whether guided or not and 
• :theref°re no licences required. Specified stretches of Skeena 
|:immediately upstream (including Ferry Island) and • I downstream of Terrace will fall into this category. 
ICLASS 4 RIVERS-- Unclassified waters at this stage either 
[ [ ibecahse little used or little known about them. Subject o 
[ [:reclassification should future developments warrant it. 
I 
I rn pact fea red 
:Goncerned :the., riew,,angling 
guide~ 'poliCy* threatens;, both 
tourism ~ and the  livelihood' of 
some guides, the chamber of 
commerce says more informa- 
tion is needed before imposing 
the proposed measures. 
Explaining the organization's 
position, president Bob Park 
said it appeared decisions on the 
number of guides and rod-days 
to be permitted on local rivers 
were based on insufficient and, 
in some cases, inaccurate infor- 
mation about current useage 
levels. 
Therefore, the chamber "felt 
very strongly" the policy and its 
restrictions hould be put on 
hold "so there can be a further 
review with more facts and 
figures to go on." 
Park also expressed concern 
about the long-term effect on 
the area's second largest in- 
dustry. Many visitors, he said, 
came here specifically to fish 
local rivers and made a substan- 
tial contribution tothe economy 
in so doing• 
Now, fishing many of those 
rivers would require the pur- 
chase 0f'special permits as well 
as.the regular angling licence, 
" I  don't think; they (the En- 
vironment ministry) should be 
nailing the tourists the way they. 
are," he maintained. 
And while he conceded there 
may be overcrowding on "some 
rivers, he was not. sure "attack- 
ing the gdides" was the solu- 
tion. Although the final figures 
had not yet been released, he 
feared some guides would find 
their allocation of rod-days cut 
to the extent their operation was 
no longer economically viable. 
The delay in establishing the 
quotas was already having an 
ad~'erse effect  on their 
businesses, he added, because it
made it difficult to plan their 
season. " I f  they don't know 
where they're going to be 
fishing, they can't take book- 
ings." 
Although the chamber had 
raised these issues during 
meetings of an advisory com- 
mittee set up by the ministry, 
Park concluded, "I don't think 
it did a beck of a lot of good to 
be honest." 
They ' l l  guide regardless !. . iii 
TERRACE --  While the Kit- 
sumkalum band will likely get 
the angling guide licence it has 
been seeking, the manager of its 
guiding operation says confron- 
tation is inevitable if it does not 
include a rod-day allocation for 
the Kalum River. 
"They have. their, choice on 
what they're going to do and 
whetherthey!re goingto make 
(guiding on theKalum) legal or 
not," Richard Bohn said after 
the latest round of advisory 
committee discussions. 
Confirming the band had 
received a licence application 
from the Fish and Wildlife 
branch,  Bohn said he 
understood it would be granted 
but would only cover the main 
s~em Skeena. That was not ac- 
ceptable. 
In the past the Kitsumkalum 
have maintained the Kalum is a 
traditional fishing ground and 
pointed out it forms part of 
other guides." 
But in the end, "We're going 
to  be (guiding there) anyway, 
regardless," he warned, adding 
"I f  we have to spend all our 
time in the courts after the 
seas0nis over, I guess that's 
what We're going to have to 
do " 
While he confirmed theKit- 
sumkalum were "certainly in 
the queue" for a licence to 
guide on the unrestricted stret- 
ches of the Skeena River, Fish 
and Wildlife's Bob Hooton said 
the branch was not in a position 
tO offer the band preferential 
treatment. 
Although it accepted the 
strategic location of the vill~ige 
and the band's long association 
with the Kaium River, "We 
have to live by the law of the 
land at this stage and there's 
nothing in the law of the land 
that says that river or any other 
belongs to any particular 
Dear Sir: 
Shakepeare wrote "Even 
the Devil quotes Scripture." 
In my letter of Dec. 29, I 
referred to a crisis of 
morals .... etc The word 
morals f its exactly the 
description which anyone 
can find inWebster's. "Prin- 
ciples and practice in regard 
to right, wrong, and duty; 
general conduct or 
behaviour, especially in sex- 
ual matters; moral  
philosophy; ethics." 
Ms. Scarborongh confuses 
the issue by referring to 
"moral", which used to be 
the motivation for most 
stories and plays• It was 
overdone in Victorian times 
and is almost nonexistent to- 
day. 
Semantics aside, what we 
need is a complete overhaul 
of the school system, conver- 
ting the present kids' palaces 
into learning factories. Male 
and female would be 
separate for the short time 
that they spend in class, and 
there would be neither time 
nor place for any other ac- 
tivity other thatn learning. 
This would enforce 
celibacy for let's say, six 
hours per day, after which 
they would be free, as 
always, to pursue their lives 
(and lusts, if they so desired) 
on their own time. Condom 
machines, playing felds and 
anything not directly con-  
nected with learning would" 
be irrelevant and would not 
be provided. 
Give it a lot of thought, • 
Ms.  Scarborough. The 
school system has become a
"sacred  cow"  and a 
substitute for parental 
guidance and supervision. It
has become an alternate 
babysitter, taking over from 
parents and television. I 
maintain that is is high time 
that all that should come to 
an end. 
"We need a complete 
overhaul of the school 
system, converting the 
present kids' palaces in- 
to learning factories." 
I I I I  
We taxpayers are paying 
for education only. Sex 
education,  if deemed 
necessary, but not 15roviding 
a romping round for sexual 
hotheads who would be bet- 
ter off expelled, or a peddl- 
ing place for drugs and con- 
doms. 
Let's hear your views, 
readersl! 
Yours truly, 
Thomas Atrill 
New Hazelton, B.C. 
Work together 
for resolution 
Dear Sir: 
I think I understand both 
of the arguments regarding 
the "to be or not to be" 
unification of the chief 
medical health offi~r and 
manager ~ i~ositions of Sk~xia 
Health Unit. 
Granted, the combined 
responsibilities would entail 
a heavier workload.  
However, the stress factor of 
such a re-organization would 
likely be less. Functioning 
under a " two bosses' 
system" can be incredibly 
frustrating. Being a teacher, 
I would not like having two 
principals running the 
"ship". Inefficiency and a 
lack of direction would likely 
germinate. 
Still, there is the legitimate 
concern of overburdening 
one man --  in this case Dr. 
Bowering• I may be naive, 
but couldn't a compromise 
be the appointing of the joint 
position and also the hiring 
of an assistant to handle 
some of the duties• 
Then you would have one 
person who is ultimately 
responsible for co-ordination 
and direction, and who 
would also delegate respon- 
siblity and, hopefully, lessen 
potent ia l ly unwieldy 
demands. 
I know the Skeena Union 
Board of Health comprises 
faring, hardworking, cons- 
cientious individuals. 
I also know that Dave 
Bowering is a dedicated, far- 
s ighted,~ innov~t!W person 
• who livesand.brea~hes alth...~ 
issues. I think the region 
would lose an uncommon, 
special resource that would 
be hard to replace if he 
"moves on". 
I grew to respect he ef- 
forts of both the Skeena 
Union Board of Health and 
Dr. Bowering when I was in- 
volved with Project Squeeze, 
a combined enterprise of the 
school community and the 
health community, that was 
concerned with teens and 
alcohol abuse• 
"The area would lose 
an uncommon, special 
resource that would be 
hard to replace if Dr. 
Bowering moves on." 
Because of the support of 
Skeena Union Board of 
Health members and Dr. 
Bowering, a pressurized pro- 
ject, unique in B.C., was 
• allowed to happen. When 
people work together, it is 
amazing what can be resolv- 
ed. 
Brian Koven 
Terrace, B.C. 
Guno withdraws 
from N DP race 
Dear Fellow Northerners: Islands, and coastal com- 
As you all know the munities as one seat. Atlin, 
"giant"  cbnstituency of Cassiar, Dense Lake, 
Atlin has now been merged Telegraph Creek, and other 
with North Coast and northern communities join 
Bulkley-Stikine. Stewart and the Hazeltons, Smithers, 
the communities of the Nags Houston, and Burns Lake to 
Valley join with Prince form Bulkley-Stikine. 
Rupert, the Queen Charlotte ¢Oltt 'd A6  
About  letters 
, 
The Terrace Standard granted in extraordinary cir-. 
welcomes letters to the editor cumstances. 
on all topics. All letters must Thank you letters hould 
be signed and carry an ad- be submitted to the"Card of 
dress and local telephone 1 Thanks' section of the  
number. Addresses or phone classifiedS. 
numbers won't be printed Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter iwill 
their land claim, Therefore, it
also has claimed the right to 
group,,' he explained. [ 
However, he added, if ap- 
plications from existing guides with the letter, but they are 
n e c e s s a r y  guide there if it wishes. [ cessary for confirmation be edited or returned to the 
Maintaining the band wants did not equal available rod-days [ . . . .  
to  avoid confrontation, Bohn on  the Kaium, the band could of the letter's authenticity writer. All letters are run on  
' LICENCED OR NOT, the Kitsumkalum Bano says ,[ wm offer an emphasized,"We,d like to dolt .apply for those, or; alternative-. The  writer's name wi l l  be a space available basis, w i th  
angling guide service on all local rivers. Above, business manager b~, ; theru les '  It' would bea lot ly;  in'ake pdVa~e arrangements: ~ publ ished.  Requests fo r  shorter letters likely to be 
• names to be withheld may be : published soonest, ~. i~ i ~ 
Richard B0hn is seen aboard Simloghet II, one of tWo boats the .... easier and,thep would be a lot to.share the quota with a guide ...... 
' J j  . . . .  I I I I I I  I ~ i i I I I ' I I I  I I I I I  band will use both for guiding and planned river toursl ~. ":""~. ~' : ~less hard feelings among the pe~l t ted  to fish'that rh;er: ; : ' . . . .  ; ' ' ' ;:: ~ ' 'I~!~ : i '. , ; :  
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Marina . . . .  
work on 
schedule 
TERRACE - -  With tenders 
for stage two of the MK Bay 
Marina expansion project 
due to close tomorrow, 
Kitimat-Stikine regional 
district's administrator says 
the first stage has been suc- 
cessfully completed espite a
"tight time constraint." 
Worries about the effect 
on fish habitat had prompted 
the federal Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans to place 
a March i deadline for the 
excavation of 15,000 cu.m. 
of material from the marina 
msin. 
Although some minor pro- 
blems had prompted Kildala 
Road Construction to ask the 
DFO for a three-day exten- 
sion of the deadline, Bob 
Marcellin said the depot- 
men| had granted the re- 
quest. 
He said tender documents 
for stage two -- involving 
dry land excavation of 
100,000 cu.m. of sand and 
gravel - -  had automatically 
been sent out Lo all bidders 
for stage one and there had 
also been enquiries from 
about half a dozen other 
companies. 
TO THE TERRACE STANDARD ' : ~: *" : ' ''~ ~; :: : 
Hero 
from A5 : 
MLA Guno withdraws name 
" : i " 
I believe very strongly in the tion in Skeena, which is greater cellent candidates are at work: 
principles and policies of the Terrace, Kitimat, Kitimaat 
New Democratic Party. I enjoy Village and Kitwanga. 
the confidence of my caucus, The North Coast is well serv- 
Mike Harcourt, and our Cd by Dan Miller, MLA. 
Member of Parliament in this Bulkley Stikine has nominated 
area, Jim Fulton, For those Ms. Jackie Pement, whom I 
reasons I had until very recently support and' expect will be 
planned to run fo.r the nomina- elected. In Skeenm two ex- 
,il 
Title changed 
in recent letter 
Dear Sir: 
In reference to G. Bolton's 
letter that appeared in your 
Wednesday, Feb. 28, 1990 
paper re: my article called 
"Walking a Fine Line" in 
your Feb. 21, 1990 paper. 
To set the record straight 
for G. Bolton and anyone 
else who took offense to my 
article, I am sorry. 
The article was originally 
titled "From Riches to 
Poverty?". Maybe the title 
should not.have been chang- 
ed. Maybe G. Bolton would 
, have realized I was trying to 
make a statment and not try- 
ing to point a finger at any 
one group of people. 
Thank you. for writing 
your opinion, G. Bolton, 
even though I really wasn't 
expecting a reply to my let- 
ter. 
P. Whitford 
Terrace, B.C. 
Helmut Giesbrecht from Ter- 
race and Mike Corbeil, froni 
Kitimat. On March 3 I, one will 
be nominated and I intend to do 
everything I can to elect him to 
the Legislature for Skeena. 
I intend to serve the ent ire 
electorate'of Atlin to the best of 
myabilities until the province 
elects a new government. With 
regret = I" have  chosen to 
withdraw from the Skeena 
nomination for personal and 
health reasons. PolitiCs is a very 
tough• and demanding occupa- 
tion. 
Hundreds of friends and ,~up- 
porters from across the nor- 
thwest have encouraged me to 
stay in politics. I want them to 
know how difficult this decision 
is for me and to urge them to 
support Dan Miller, Jackie Pe- 
ment, and the NDP nominee for 
Skeena. 
It is in the policies of the 
NDP that we n()rtherners, 
native and non-native, will find 
justice, fairness, and security. 
Most Sincerely, 
Larry Guno, MLA 
Atlin 
c 
m 
i )  
L~ik to, ~a,.,,ou ¢,, volunteer and make your con,mumn' a 
b~.zter ~]ac¢ 1o ];~'e.'Find out where ~'our friend~':md neiGhbour~ 
are~vl~l"~the;ftimeand monevan~ oinin, '- '" ~'11~. " 
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, ' i 0S IN I lS  SUCCISS FOR WOMEN IS 'k  CONFERENCE 
. ~* DESIGNED FORWOMENATALLSTAGESOFTHEIRCABEERS, 
WORKSHOPS COVER COMMUNICATION .TECHNIQUES, 
ASSERTIVENESS SKILLS, TIME MANAGEM|NT AND CAREER 
CHANGE. JOIN US AT THE INN OF THE.WEST, TERRACE ON 
| - . .  
1STH MARCH AND GAIN NEW IDEASF.OR.REAUZINO THE 
POTENTIAL OF YOUR BUSINESS, SHARE INFORMATION AND 
MAKE NEW CONTACTS. CONFERENCE FEES ARE $75.00, 
OR $6S.00 IF POSTMARKED BEFORE MARCH 9TH~ FOR 
MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE FEDERAL BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT BANK, 4641 LAZELLE AVENUE, TERRACE BC, 
TELEPHONE 635 4951. 
KIYNOTI[ SPEAK|R! 
: 1 . 
SALLY ABBOTT 
Sally Abbolf. President of 
Sally Abbolt A Associates. is" 
an Internolionol speaker on 
sales and motivation. Her 
experience range, across 
three cantinents and includes 
being Ihn first female Sales 
Manager for the largest 
printing company in Ihe 
soulhnm hemisphere and the 
past Associate PuI01isher of 
BC Business Magazine. Softy 
brings a wealth of practical 
information mixed with her 
own special brand of humour, 
wisdom and boundless vllalily. 
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Debble Spearn 
4620 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace 
DEBBIE SPEARN 
Debbie has lived In Terracefor 8 years now, graduating 
from Caledonia Sr. Secondary School. She began her 
career with the Inn of the West in 1986 as their Catering 
Director and since then has been promoted to General 
Manager. :; . : ,  . 
Currently• enrolled in The University of Michigan's 
Education Institute of the American Hotel and Motel 
Association (specializing in Food and Beverage Manage- 
ment), Dabble is studying to become a certified Hotel Ad- 
ministrator with a main focus on sales and marketing. 
Debbie thoroughly enjoys working within the business 
community of Terrace and feels that working with the 
public is the biggest reward in being a part of the hospitali. 
ty industry. 
,. 
JUDY APPLER 
Rainbow EmbreMery - A Personallzation Business 
In December 1987, Rainbow Embroidery started as a 
home based business. The purchase of an industrial em- 
broidery machine began the concept of a business'that 
would be creative, personalized and the only one like it.in 
this region, west of Prince George. 
The business expanded in May of 1988 with the addS. 
tion of an established retail shirt-shop. Rainbow 
Embroidery offers for sale a variety of caps, jackets and 
various styles of shirts and sports wear. 
Currently located in the Skeena Mall Rainbow 
Embroidery adds the "personal touch, i to all your 
Judy Apple r monogram needs. 
SKEENA 
MALL 
, i ~ i~  ~ 
 AINBOW , .  
 -MBROIDERY 
/!ii ~ ~!~' 
Theresa Brlnkac C.T.C. 
,!1 . 
THERESA BRINKAC 
Theresa has been a resident of Terrace for almost 20 
years now. 
She can bee seen behind her desk at Elan Travel with a 
friendly smile and ready to answer all your travel ques. 
tions. 
Theresa received her C.T.C. (Certified Travel 
Counsellor) certificate in ~1987 through the oper, learning 
Institute while she was employed at Terrace Travel. She 
als0 holds a business administration certificate from open 
learning institute, 
As well as being seen busy at her office, Theresa 
dedicates a lot of personal time to community Involve. 
ment such as Big Brothers & Big Sisters & recently 
became a chartered member of The Skeena Valley Rotary 
Club. In the past she has been in~,olVed with The Terrace 
Figure Skating club and Terrace Youth Centre. ! 
'L L. . . . .  •~ 
Gall Currle 
GAlL CURRIE 
What began as a part-time Secretarial job became a full- 
time management career to Gall Curde. 
Gall, Skeena Mall Property Managel;, 0dginally worked 
in the medical field. However she decided t~ leave the 
work.force and stayed home 12' years t0"mise three 
children. 
Looking for new challenges when her children became 
school-aged, she began working part.time as a secretary 
in the Skeena Mall office. 
"Within 14 months I was the mall manager," Gaff ex- 
plains. 
Gall has been at Skeena Mall eight years, seven as mall 
manager. She describes her job as rewarding and 
challenging. ,~ 
Nancy Condon 
NANCY CONDON 
A search for toys out of the ordinary led Nancy Condon 
to start her own business. 
Gingerbread Playhouse first opened its doors in october 
of 1989 and is continuously expanding stock. Featuring 
such names as Brig, Logo, Little Tikes, Playmobil ~.nd Bat- 
tat. Gringerbread Playhouse also carries a large variety of 
educational games and toys, arts and crafts, as well as 
childrens party games and accessories. 
Nancy, a mother of two children, ages five and seven, : 
knows from first-hand experience youngster's favorite 
playthings. Now she is putting that knowledge to.work in 
her own business! " / .... 
SKEENA ~ 
MALL :i 1635"5236 
Shauna Penney 
SHAUNA PENNEY 
j~ 
I've been a Terrace Resident for over 3 years now. I'm 
originally from Cape Breton, Nova Scotia where I attended 
the University Cr, ilege of Cape Breton to achieve a 
Bacllelor of Business-Administration Degree, ISm now 
managing NutdlSystem which creates many challenges & 
rewardsl • 
I've also become Involved in some community projects. 
Presently, I'm banquet c~lrperson for the. Miss Terrace 
Pageant Committee and ire done work for the school 
district as a figure skating coach .  ~ • ' . 
My move to Terrace has been one of the greatest ex- , 
parlances I've,endeavored. Hopefully my stay In Terrace 
will. be a long one as I've grown to:: really enjoy ~ the 
hospftal ty of the pe®le In this community. : :~  ~, • 
I I I  I 
USINESS REVIE 
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~"~">:;~"' . . . . . .  NEW TO the Trans Provincial 
. . . . .  Airlines fleet is this. Bristol 
Freighter, once owned by the 
New Zealand air force. It took six 
~,~;,: ,~ days and 89 hours of flying time 
. to get from New Zealand to Ter- 
race. The aircraft is more than 30,  
years ago and joins two others 
owned by the airline. The 
aircraft's distinctive feature are 
l l ~ l  ~ two cargo bay doors located in its 
nose. The three are the only 
Bristols left flying in the world. 
The airline uses its Bristols to ship 
in supplies and concentrate out 
from Iskut Valley gold projects. 
More expected of local 
government, says mayor 
TERRACE-  Increased public 
awareness of environmental 
issues and the apparent adop- 
~tion of "sustainable develop- 
ment" as the watchword of the 
90s Will likely mean a sharp shift 
in what local governments do 
over the,coming decade, mayor 
Jack Talstra suggests. 
That prediction followed the 
-city's recent public meeting on 
its proposed tourism and 
.economic development s rategy, 
a session dominated by speakers 
urging the environment not be 
sacrificed in the pursuit of  
growth. 
Noting this would not be the 
first time public expectations 
had forced a change of em- 
phasis, Talstra pointed out 
municipalities were at one time Jack Talstra 
expected to ~le~ prl~anly wtttt  
]hTrastructura] matters such as increaSinglY :il0w,' local 
government was being asked to 
get involved in forestry, fishery 
and environmental issues, tradi- 
tional provincial and/or federal 
jurisdictions. 
nUT 
He suggested that was due in 
part to the accessibility of coun- 
cil members• With MLAs based 
in Victoria and MPs in Ottawa, 
local councils were often "the 
first contact" for concerned 
citizens. 
While people may be right in 
demanding council adopt an 
"evolving role...to be all things 
tO all people," Talstra said city 
hall would have to acquire 
greater expertise to meet those 
expectations• It would also 
mean that aldermen, who were 
"basically volunteers," would 
have to spend more and more 
time dealing with those wider 
issues. 
Add the provincial govern- 
ment's efforts to transfer to 
councils responsibility for issues 
such as Sunday sopp ing  
regulations and ne~ghbourhood 
pub and casino applications, 
and the result was "There's a 
lot more pressure on aldermen 
than there ever was before," he 
said. 
- OUT 
"k 'k ~¢ 'k 'k .k 
A native trust company will 
administer a provincial loan 
program for native enterprises. 
The All Nations Trust Com- 
pany will handle business plans 
and loan applications submitted 
to the province's $25 million 
First Citizen,s Fund. 
• R "~ 'k "k"k d, 
Smithers is the place April 6-7 
of a mining conference and 
trade show hosted by the area's 
chamber of commerce. 
There' l l  be booths and 
presentations geared toward 
providing information on nor- 
thwest mining and its service in- 
dustries. 
A provincial crown corpora- 
tion has released a directory of 
env i ronment - re la ted  com- 
panies. 
The B.C. Trade Development 
Corporation effort gives a run- 
down of 43 companies that im- 
prove, analyze or protect 
natural  environments and 
resources. 
Province eyes 
cost reductions 
TERRACE-  The provincial Victoria. 
government is slowly working As well, all the letterhead us- 
toward recycling and cutting ed by cabinet ministers is made 
down on office expenditures, from re-cycledpaper, she said. 
says the minister esponsible for Saving on paper costs in- 
,government management ser- dudes using photocopies which 
vices. ' copy on both sides of a piece of 
Carol Gran said a pilot paper paper'. 
sorting project is in place in Gran'sministry is responsible 
ighds, sewers and sidewalks. 
"Then people expanded their 
demands to include recreational 
facilities like ice arenas and 
swimming pools," he recalled. 
TERRACE-  The city has 
received a rezoning application 
for the construction of a laun- 
dromat on Kalum Street. 
Plans are to locate it in a con- 
verted service bay at the Shell 
station and convenience store. 
The  communi t ies  o f  
Telegraph Creek and lskut have 
been added to the area covered 
bya  federally-sponsored agency 
which promotes mall business. 
16-37 Community Futures 
now covers the Terrace,  
Kh imat , .  Nass ,  S tewar t ,  
Hazelton and Moricetown 
areas. Its main office is located" 
in'Terrace. 
The program offers training 
and money to existing or plann- 
ed small businesses. 
I . Benson 4608 Lakelse Ave. Optical Laboratories Ltd. 638-0341 
XERO,  Canada Ltd. 
Team Xerox, . .  we answer to you! 
Chr i s  Hawk ins  
Chris was recently appointed to Ter- 
race as Safes Representative and has 
been representing Xerox on the nor- 
thcoast for almost wo years. He is 
eager to bring his experience in 
business automation to the Terrace 
business community. 
Put Team Xerox to work 
- -", , . . . . .  ' for-you. 
Call Chds todayl, 
Glenn Po l lock  
Glenn is a senior service represen- 
tative for Xerox. He is a 7-year Ter- 
race resident and Is the local Ten'ace 
technician, aposition he has held for 
the past seven years. 
"•Terry Kruger  
Terry is the Xerox" technician in' 
Kitimat. He has lived in the area for a 
year and a half. Terry has been with 
Xerox for two years. 
635.3323 
Litt le Luxur ies . . .  
IG BENEFITS  
FATE, JOSI OR KELI CAN GIVE you head- 
turning high power hairstyles and colors, direc- 
tional perms, spiral wraps, a specialty. We also 
carry a full line of'Joico & Focus 21 products. 
• Groat c~ S~N warn- 
ups - Pdsm pmsln~Uon 
or Wega coors, 
• ~r  ~¢lng 
• Make~ 
• Facials 
• WaxlM 
• Ha~ ac~ssod|s 
• Bmldlng 
• ~d~Ir SlRIco 
PERM SPECIAL  
Tues. & Thurs. ° 
i nc lud ing  cut  
Offer good for specialty perms 
also. 
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
Men. - Sat. 9 am - 6 pm 
Friday 9 am - 9 pm 
635"2993 In Thornhill I - - - - ' .  
f~~ HOT. SPRINGS I 
RESORT LTD. 
,'~ Caro lGran  seven government ministries in. for the expenditure of $~ ( ~ #  ~ I 
Phone l ines  inc rease  m...on a,o  in provi,in, I goods and services to govern- ent ministries. And alth°ugh g°vernment ii FUN'FUN'FUN 1 1 
-'"~ ' - '  ' . ministries don't: have to use Sl ides & pools  ~ r ~  for 
' ~ C E  i The number of 2,689 for a percentage incre~e Gran's  ministry, she says 
phone lines in the Terrace area of 11,8 per cent. For. residential leading by example and by per- every Monday, 
increased by 6.3 per cent from lines, the increase was  from suasion is better than giving , 2 for 1, 
i~.1988 toi1989, figures froin the 5,707 to 5,940 form percentage orders. . ,  bring a friend• 
~mpany indicate, figure of 4 percent. ' ~. "People will want to do kL ,~ I 
crease m lines for the northwest eluding Prince Ruper t~ that ci. ..... . . . tand what is involved, If  we first 
~for' tlle~s.ame period but.more ty  owns its own-phone 'com. establish our ci'edibility and do 
~anth  e provincial increase.o z pony) from Houston to . , the a better • job, 'they'll come 
~Si',4~per~.¢ent., " . ' , .Quee~ Charlotte !slands',~!~the"; around," Gran said, 
:~i~Alth~Ugh. some of the in- number  of lines 'rose ~ f rom : One 'measure ' Gran has in- 
': :i'ease be attributed to the 26 70,. . . . . .  " • 2 2 1 4 ) I ~...,... ~ . . .  . .  25,121 to , r , ,~,;, . . troduced is centralizing all pro- 
0winguse  ot lax macnmes, ' : ~ >~! ""V ' ' uses I .~  . . . . . .  ~ . , , • . . :  • ,., lnidal govermnent wareho i • , • , ., In Kmmst,  the, number o f ,  . . . . .  ~ C,.~T-el, s~ud,a growing D.C. " " , ,  . . . . . . . .  CALL  7 9 8  ,~,~ " ': . . . . . . . . .  from 4608 l -  re.o,,_ tobetter  lead to efficiency and 
i 
"~'=":'~=~,~numy n~t' :"  uuu~tut ' - - " -d  demand . . ~  ]~t-~l| l ,  t " i |  I YOO [U  ~ " - . . . . .  , ' 
"~ r ~ ~ ~40Cq : "  Io89  ' ,  - ~i'~, control e l  expenaitures . . . . .  ' ~ "~., • ,  - , i i  . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~= ,' . . . . . . .  m Af ter  4 :30  p.m. all poo ls  .... ,,~,,,~ ,,." :£6r hone,lines. . . .  ~ , ' ' " "e  i n ;  
. . . . . . . .  ';~.'~ . . . . . .  P . . . .  ' ' " " . . . . . .  e . ; We, re In the servsc. ' I and slides are 2 for 1. .  ~,~Forbusmess lines in the Ter- , In  Stewart, th number o f ,  a,,o,.,, r,,• ,t, . . . . . . .  , -  the • : ,  
' .  i .~a"~635,~d 638 exchanges)i the. : ,:ljn~increased,. from ~5~ kl.,:!i~88~il, p~vat" e s~tor~'It!s c-usto~mer ser 
fid~bei~,:,~bse;from 2,406+to > i i i l I i l " ~ i  l l I l 
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Piece of 
history 
LOCAL RESIDENT Sonya 
Kupka brought back a piece 
of history -- a chunk of the 
Berlin Wall -- duringa recent 
trip to Europe. Pictured 
above is a crowd gathering a 
section of the wall being torn 
down with the help of a large 
crane. The wall is in the pro- 
cess of being completely 
dismantled. 
Travel funding called unfair 
TERRACE - -  The school 
board wants Victoria to 
recognize the higher cost of stu- 
dent transportation i  the north 
by supplying more money for 
extra-curricular travel. 
School trustees ay northern 
schools are discriminated 
against because there is no extra 
money to compensate for the 
vast distances tudents travel. 
That means band students and 
sports team players are penaliz- 
ed for living in the north .  
"~i~he "situation f6rces students 
and teachers to raise thousands 
oPdollars tomake up the dif- 
ference, trustee Wayne Braid 
said. 
Trustees voted last month to 
send a letter demanding the 
education ministry provide an 
extra northern travel allowance. 
They also decided to try to 
find out exactly how much stu- 
dent travel costs area schools. 
That's not known because most 
of the money for out-of.district 
said. "We're just trying to give team more than $5,000, 
our kids an equal opportunity Hamakawa dded. Money must 
to other kids in the province - -  be raised to cover the cost of 
but that's not easy to do." substitute teachers - -  to replace 
A team that wants to prepare travelling teachers - -  airfare, 
itself for provincial competition travel, motels and food. 
must travel out of the district, "That's all raised totally by 
he said, While Lower Mainland the students and coaches." 
teams can often find top-calibre Cooper said the problem is 
competition in their immediate just one part of the board's 
area. long-running battle to convince 
• Travelling to tournaments in Victoria some things cost more 
the Lower Mainland can cost a in the north. 
INTRODUCING... 
THE HAIR HUT Is very ~':~'!:"~:~,: ~/~! 
pleased to welcome Kell ~ 
Everett to their professional 
team. Kell recently came 
from Vernon where she has 
sucessfu l ly  completed 
numerous pivot point 
courses In advanced hair 
cutt ing for men and 
,, . :,,~iii:-i ::i!ii:~i:l ,~ PRESERVED FOREVER 
• ' : " ' " . ,  ' " "~::! :;)i{i~!~°~1 fIN GLEAMING BRONZE, OOLD . ~1~:"~, ' . , ,~  eyes : : . .  OR SILVER 
O'  " 1:3 Also pink, blue and Ivmy Cblnakote ~[~l~~4~l  
cnlnn r r3 Cul~md m.e  m0en,nos. 
TERRACE - -  Skeena Ceilulose ' " ~ / # ~ , ¢ ~  
will install its own chiPl~r in ' I rPnoApr  OltllM~ltil~! _ ~ $ 1 l V i ~ ~ n ~  ~'!i~ 
1993, says the com,,an,,'s o f  /~n .~u. -  u,.un~.z,.~ ub, .  /__;~..~ .~ v ~ " ' ~ dudng March ~! '~  
Pat Ogawa said the the facili- e ~ U ~ ~ ~  
ty, called a log merchandiser, 
will take over when an agree- 
merit to have West Fraser chip 
logs for Skeena Cellulose ends. 
He Said the merchandiser will 
determine how much of each 
log is good for sawmilling, how 
much is good for the new 
Kalum Wood Products pecial- 
ty mill (partially owned by 
Skeena Cellulose) and how 
much should end up as pulp 
f ibre dest ined for  the 
company's Port Edward pill p 
mill. 
"What •we're looking at. is 
something that will provide us 
with the best possible use for 
each log. We have to start look- 
ing very carefully at the best 
possible utilization - -  to get the 
best possible value," Ogawa 
said. 
A decision on whe~'e to put 
thefacility hasn't yetbeen made 
and it could employ between 
15-20 people, he added, It will 
have an estimated capacity o f  
400,000-600,000 cubic metres a 
year. 
Log merchandisers of this 
sort aren't new to the nor- 
thwest. There's one at Westar's 
Carnaby mill in the Hazeltons. 
They've also been used for years 
on the coast. 
Ogawa said the merchandiser 
will have additional uses such as 
chipping those trees thinned out 
from replanted sites to ensure 
that remaining ones have room 
to grow. 
Action Ads 
Work 
638-SAVE 
, 
PRESENT 
"TRAVEL NITE" 
Friday, March 16, 1990 
Terrace Hotel, 7:30 pm 
Refreshments, Door Prizes 
Bags, Luggage, T-Shirts 
ADMISSION $2.00 
Tickets Sold at Elan Travel 
4 DAYS 
ONLY! 
tr,.,elisr se, b, theschool., wom.n...,,,.,, O,v.,o. I 
Caledonia Senior Secondary the scientific approach to idle 
School principal Tom hair sculpture. KELI EVERETT Choose from two great offer! 
Hamakawa said the problem is and take home your favorite 
serious. The school district is - ~ ' ~  OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
only allotted money to cover ~ Men.- Sat. 9 am- 6 pm furnishings today. But you better 
student travel within the district " Friday 9 am - 9 pm 
- -  for trips to Vancouver, " better hurry! ' . 
George, or Prince 3992 B Old Lakelse Lk. Rd. 
Prince N0 INTEREST Rupert the students are on their in Thornhill °w ()ur difficulty here is 635=2993 '
because of our  location," he ' .for 1 2 onths! 
: N0 INTEREST • , r~ l  
~ . , , l  l "  for 90 days! 
SATURDAY ONLY SPECIALS 
i RITAMACNEIL ~~E I L FLYING ON YOUR OWN II 
i i M a 
• i \ / reason 
" /  to 
Sofa & Loveseat 
%~, ~1 Y I '~ f  L ....... ,~li ....... ! '" , re0..$1,295 
k "~,,,o,.nn • h~. • i ,~- - - - , . . .~ , ,~ , , _~,  , "]/~•!iir,,;::~SAX. SPECIAL _4i J[ A 
VCR .~ ..~ .... ;,.~ . 
jI~-~IAL " ~ = a k __ SAT. SPECIAL__ ~ L ~  ' 
,4 ~,..\ ~ ,,,a ~ n i~ l~ i  ~F~,~ 
,   Terrace Furniture  
IlL 'L 
I' OFFER .o...,,,., 
~" ENDS s,t...,,,. 
, SAT. 
i'~ ~ 4434 Lekelse Ave. • 
: , I I I  
"~ Win tickets to 
RITA'S COHCERT, 
MARCH 19 
, Entry with any RIt! 
. 1984 Pontiac hatchback with 
' !00 damage. 
:.:i P31ice spotted 
Impaired car chase 
draws 10 months I A 
TE]RI~,(~£;- A 2l-year.old responsible fleeing south on ER 
imp dredMriver who led police Tetrahlt St. From there Fur- 
on a chasethroughout thesouth tado led officers on a tour of the i 
side of, town before hitting a southside that finally ended at 
• police C~has been sentenced to the intersection of heath Ave. 
: 0 montlis m prison, and Kenney St., where he lost "a ~ ~ ~ 
: Nelson Furtado pleaded guil. control and plowed into a 
ty Feb. 27  to charges of am- snowbank. ~k~:  Thefrlendllest 'Inn town, . _~ ,~ 
])alreddriving, dangerousdriv- RCMP said Furtado then ~p ' , . , v  MeJ~oorplace'!VourPlace"loenJoyan ~)~i~i~ n 
i g, tw6!~unts'ofhit-and-run, backed out of the snowbank m E  evehinooflotlrnatedlnlng~dm~to~Prlcosl ~ '~[W,a~l  
failing {6 stop for police, driv- and slammed in to  a police car i + ' = = "  " 'o""  your  eye=----. 
ing without a. licence and driv- doing $2,000 damage before he 
ing + without Insurance in con- was apprehended. "+" 
nection with the incident. Nobody was injured in the in- ~ YOU can almost hoar the osoanl 
; Judge E.L. Iverson also pro- cidents, police said. ~ ~ ~  _ . . . . . . .  
habited Furtado from driving At the same court appearance 
for three years and ordered a Furtado was sentenced to .... 
two-yea~ term of probation, another six months in jail on a 
RCMP,~id they were respon- series of unrelated charges. He 
dine to a::reported hit-and-run pleaded guilty to four countsof [~ / DAVARIANINN ,.. ~ ~ 
accident on Goulet Ave. just failing to appear in court, two [ )7 Choose a ~  of 3 items from the "~ /~ 
before 7a.m. Feb. 24 that left a counts of impaired riving, one I ~ following: ~ /  
count of  possession of  a nar- ~ C~len ~©ksad Tt~'~wns %_/ 
cotic, one count of dangerous ~ ned ~ '?mvsnctk~" ,% 
SOlO with smoked 
the vehicle driving and one count of memo. mousse and sl~m~s, erMl~ Hdbul 
assault. 
, Court Report 
TERRACE - -  Here are convic- 
tions resulting from recent cases 
heard in Terrace provincial 
court: 
Feb. 12 
James Cavanaugh Alton 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol evel over the 
legal imit of .08. Alton was fin- 
ed $500 and given a one-year 
driver's licence suspension. 
Gordon Marcel May pleaded 
guilty to driving with a blood- 
alcohol content over .08 and 
was fined $750. He was also 
prohibited from driving for one 
year. 
herin Larry Johnson was 
found guilty of driving with a 
blood-alcohol evel over the 
legal limit. Johnson was fined 
$300 and prohibited from driv- 
ing for oneyear. 
Feb. 13 
Joseph heeler pleaded guilty 
to assault. Judge E.L. Iverson 
sentenced heeler to 30 days in 
jail and one year on probation. 
Stephan Shane Wolfe was 
convicted on three counts of 
assault. Wolfe was sentenced to
a total of four months in jail 
and one year probation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Feb. 16 
David Peter Bohp_.pleaded 
guilty to a Wildlife-~.et viola- 
tion and was fined $600. 
Michael Theodore Vallee 
pleaded guilty to impaired riv- 
ing .  He was fined $350 and is 
prohibited from driving for one 
year. , 
Feb. 19 .. 
Delores Hillis pleaded guilty 
to two counts of theft under 
$1,000, She was given a 
suspended sentence, 18 months 
probation, and ordered to do 
community work service. 
Bikkar Singh Sadhu pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving. 
Sadhu was fined $650 and pro- 
hibited from driving for one 
year. 
Feb. 20 
Farron Shane Balatti was 
convicted on a charge of 
breaching probation, and was 
sentenced to three days in jail. 
Feb. 22 
Joseph Francois Lemieux 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol evel over the 
legal limit. Lemieux was 
sentenced to 14 days in jail and 
a one-year driver's licence 
• suspension. 
Mackay Augustine pleaded 
guilty to possession of a nar- 
cotic and was fined $400. 
Randy McCullough pleaded 
guilty to assault and was fined 
$300. 
Feb. 23 
Wayne Harold Millar pleaded 
guilty to impaired r iv ing .  He 
was fined $300 and prohibited 
from driving forone year. 
Robert Lee Montgomery 
pleaded guilty to theft under 
$1,000 and was fined $35. 
Emilien Valcourt was con- 
victed of leaving the scene of an 
accident. He was fined $400. 
Thomas Michael Barnes 
pleaded guilty to driving while 
disqualified and was fined $250. 
Oysters .Florentine Halbndals| A 
' Smoked Alaska / 
Black Cml Scallop, and Bacon ~ .  
Slllldld FantaU SIIdmp,, Callmad, 0ystm /~ ,~,~.~~ L ~ 
T 
I =14 
For more Inlormatlon and roservallons call: 
.q.on.. Sun. LUNCH: Men.- Fd. 4a32 La~alse Ave . . . . . . . .  
• 5p.m. lo11 p+m.. 11:30a.m. to2p.m. Tenao+e.c. IKIO.~I]U] 
? .  
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THANK YOU 
f r  Thanks to the following for donations o~i 
the International Potluck Supper. !i!,~ 
Afcan Smelters & Chemicals L id ,  Northwestern Specialty Foods & Gifts ~ ~:~, 
Alderman Me Takhar Overwallea Foods L L" 
Dr. L, Almas Panagopoulos 2 for I Pizza Place ,.~. ~ 
Bert's Delicatessen Pizza Hut ~. ,~ ~i' 
B,C. Hydro Shah Yah Restaurant !";' :." ~r% 
Canada Safeway Ltd. Slkh Association ...~:, !~i! ~* 
Cassio Hall Elementary Skeena Cellulose Inc. (~ .~.i~,~ 
City of Terrace Skeena Mall Administration Office ;. ~,:,, 
Co-op Shopping Centre Skeena Sawmills " . -  
Copper Mountain Elementary Skeena Valley Guru Nanak Brothed~l iii i .  
Tart=era P;nne R, nf l lml~ " , . ' ; . ' :  Don Diego's Restaurant. 
Freewoman Vesta Douglas 
E.T. Kenny Elementary 
Gill Convenient Store 
GIm's Restaurant 
Dr. G. Hedge 
Golden Flame Restaurant 
J & F Distributors 
Kerm~de Friendship Society 
Hikko's 2 for 1 Pizza Place 
Northern Drugs Ltd. 
Northern Native Broadcasting 
Terrace Pipes & Drums 
Terrace Travel ":"-: 
Terrace Women's Resource Centre ~ '~i~ ; 
Terrace & District Credit Union ~ 
Terrace & District Teachers Assn. .., 
Thomhill Elementary .;~ 
Tim Horton's Donuts 
Totem Fumture& App ances - ,  i~.~! 
Totem Press Terrace Ltd. 
Dr. P. Van Herk 
Wilkinson Business Machines 
Woolworth's Co. Ltd. 
Yap Chi Restaurant 
AND ENTERTAINERS: 
Melody Johnson with Kltsumkalum Band Dancers, GIIlian and Judy Chrysler (puppet 
show), Larry Vu, Vlckl Parv]ainen and Dancers, Romy and Alexis Malkapar, Kent. 
Alanna Turcotte, Merhzad Vahedi, Filipino Assn. Stick Dancers, Band "Fantastic '. - 
. .7 . ,  
uS[I 
-~- ! . -  
~ Q 
0 
l i i " '  Jus t  enjoy the exercise. It keeps me busy through the winter. In the 
: ~ three months rve been coming te ~ontu0RHS I feel more energetic. 
I ~ Sherrle Hamer 
ii s ANNING SPECIAL i115 Sessions SA  000 
i  ,:.,i'i /ROnWORHS 
!ii4551Greig Av2~e & FItness celt6 3 5=4 1 3 0 
• ~ ' ,  'q 
/ 
.0./. 
ON ALL OUR NEW 
SUBARU & 
MAZDAS 
IN STOCK. 
Offer Good Until 
/ ' I March 31, 1990 
THOItNHILL MOTORS LTII. 
3040 Hwy. East, Terrace, B.C. 
635-7286 Dealer No. 7041 635-7288 
and WINE STORE • i 1 ,1  i l ' l  
;election of Import products. Plus quality sportswear M ~.~_L~!J~i 
- o.. .o,,++.- 635-6300 
11 p.m. 11 a,m. to 11 p.m. (except Christmas/ T 
i ' 
( 
I 
i 
l 
-, i -  ~'~ 
l ; " 
J 
, ! 
i 
i 
.I 
,, !!i 
, I  
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Board '°Al°-T°rm¢'sta a 'w'n¢ ay'Maroh14'199°" " s l a m s  referelnd plan 
~;okrt Ss,, ,aai~ln ;keatYo n 
that must hold a local refcren- but he said for now "the '~"-' 
dum. The referendum system 
will make school boards more 
accountable to local taxpayers, 
Brummet said. 
Stewart trustee Kris Chap- 
man cal led Brummet 's  
statements "irresponsible" and 
denounced the need for more 
accountability. 
" I  strenuously disagree with 
the insinuation boards are not 
accountable," she said. " I f  tax- 
payers think the board is 
overspending or are upset, they 
negatives eem to exceed the 
positives." 
Some trustees said it will 
make them spend too much 
time convincing voters to sup- 
port a referendum. 
Secretary-treasurer Barry 
Piersdorff estimated a referen- 
dum would cost the school 
district a minimum of $10,000. 
That's the same as the cost of 
running a full trustee election, 
he said, but added that cost 
doesn't ake into account the 
Wayne Braid 
issue to the voters. 
The province's tentative date 
for school spending referenda is
April 7. 
Napoleon said the province 
has left boards with little time to 
prepare for the new system. 
" I t 's  budget ime and we don't 
even know the full implications 
of what is happening." 
can express their displeasure at extra money that would be 
the ballot box." spent on a public-relations eam- 
Va[ Napoleon Deibert Morgan agreed say- palgn to sell the referendum 
• work over budget Highway 
TERRACE -- A large highways project between auditors go over all the books at the project s 
over its original budget by the time it is finished. 
The new figure of $11.229 million, is 8.7 per 
cent more than the original $10.335 million 
budgeted for the Khyex to Tyce project when it 
was aanounced in 1987. 
Highways officials say the new cost is because 
of delays in construction which saw the highway 
moved from beside CN rail tracks, a section of 
the Skeena River filled in and the new road plac- 
ed overtop. 
One lift of asphalt has now been placed on the 
roadbed and the final one will be laid later this 
year. The project was to have been completed in
last August and then last November. 
Regional highways manager .Ion Buckle said 
the increased cost is unusual and not a normal 
circumstance with highways projects. 
The cost overrun breaks down to paying a new 
contractor to take over a portion of the project 
from one of two original prime contractors, for 
fill needed to construct adetour because of con- 
struction delays and to pay CN for flagging work 
caused when trucks crossed its tracks. 
A highways official did say the final cost isn't 
yet known and won't be calculated until ministry 
Part of the delay arose when Williamson Bros. 
Construction of Vernon, one of two prime con- 
tractors, stopped work on the project. It and 
sub-contractor Rapid Demolition of Nanaimo 
said the highways ministry failed to tell them the 
exact condition of a rock quarry from which flil 
was being taken. 
The two companies also said they were told 
there were leftover explosives in the quarry from 
other projects and that these presented a risk to 
their workers. 
That situation, and the replacement of 
Williamson with another contractor has now 
lead to four lawsuits featuring the two com- 
panies, the highways ministry and a bonding 
company. A decision is expected later this year. 
*** ,k 'k*  
In the meantime, another lawsuit, this one 
concerning a' derailment in '1988 at the project 
site is pending. 
CN spokesman AI Menard said the company is
still gathering cost figures after one of its trains 
struck a truck on the tracks. 
At the time of the incident, Menard estimated 
the cost at $1 million. 
a witty film 
Steel Magnolias features a 
block-buster line-up with 
Sally Reid, Dolly Patton, 
Shidey MacLaine, Daryl 
Hannah, Olympia Dukakia 
and Julia Roberts in the 
stardng roles. 
Steel Magnolias is a witty 
movie centered on the 
women who work in and 
frequent a cozy, beauty 
:. parlor in the fictional small 
town of Chlnquapin, Loui- 
siena. 
The core of the film Is the 
relationship between 
M'Lynn (Field) and her 
vivacious, diabetic daughter, 
Shelby (Roberts). Despite 
.the severity of her disease, 
Shelby Is determined to live 
a normal life - -  including 
having a child against the 
advice of many. M'Lynn and 
Shelby's poignant stow is 
intertwined with those of 
thejEc|ose f0ends . . . .  , .... , 
Wit~cJe~'ensemble ........ ~ 
playing and memorably off- | 
beat characters, Steel | 
Magnolias is a blooming | 
delight. 
• , :  | 
Fish case 
underway 
TERRACE - -  An appeals case 
that will decide whether natives 
control B.C. 's freshwater 
fisheries began this week in 
Smithers county court. 
The Crown is appealing the 
acquittal ast year of a native 
man charged with illegal fishing 
on the Bulkley River at 
Moricetown. Jerry Nikal was 
found not guilty on the basis the 
local Indian band's fishing 
bylaw overrides federal aud 
provincial fishing regulations. 
Pacific Fishermen's Defence 
Alliance lawyer Chris Harvey 
says if government lawyers 
don't get a conviction in the 
case, B.C. wilt lose control of 
rivers that flow through 
reserves. 
G i tksan-Wet ' suwet 'en  
spokesman Don Ryan says the 
notion native control would 
result in over-fishing and declin- 
i~  fish stocks is unfounded. 
He said the native people 
have a far greater interest in 
:maintaining stocks than do 
: commercial fishermen. "We are 
the guardians of the source," he 
said. "They take 97 to 98 per 
cent of the fishery." 
Ryan said the native bylaw is  
federal aw and won't be over- 
turned. Government lawyers 
know that, he said, and are in- 
~tead trying to prove the 
riverbeds are not part of the 
reserve, and therefore native 
-bylaws don't apply. 
He said the riverbed argu- 
ment is just a ploy, and the 
federal and provincial govern- 
inents are just avoiding the real 
issue , -  negotiating native con- 
trol of resources. 
,,j- "They're grasping for straws 
~t~g to figure a way out of this 
i'i thing that they should have set- 
% fled 100 years ago. And it's go- 
~ing to continue until they f'mally 
decide to sit down and talk." 
David A. Wanaer  and 
J ohn  Bandst ra  
are pleased to announce that 
as of March 1, 1990 
Murdoch  R. Rober tson  
has Joined Lhcm in the practice of law 
as associate counsel. 
We invite Doch's present and former clhmls -o 
drop In for a visit at 
Warner  Bandst ra  
200 - 4630 Laz.clle Avenue, TelTace. B.C. V8(I 1S6 
(above Canada Manpowcr} 
telephone {604} ,635-2622 or 638-8148 
fax line {604} 635-4998 
Come take our 
newest showroom 
out for a spin. 
The new Passat is our biggest, most outstanding handling and tenacious 
spacious Volkswagen ever. roadholding. 
The Passat is designed to transport So drop by and take our roomy new 
five adults in complete comfort. It's so showpiece for a test drive today. ! 
roomy that even the rear seats recline. @ P~mt ~19,950 i 
Yet Passat doesn't surrender perfor- *i 
mance for comfort. Like all German- 
engineered Volkswagens, it offers 
- 'Based On ma~fact ~er', suggested relad for the ,edatl w lh  § ,De,o manual Itarrs~ssioQ 
O l ~ .  destination charge and dealer preps,abort exlta Deldcr ~ ,e l  for less 
Columbia AutoHaus Ltd. I 
.X . l '& ' l l  3779RVERDRVE TERRACE,'e36-5717 ~: . . • ' 
('~ount c,~allton 
i, t, ro.J 
,o o..o..ce ,he o e.i, of 
d,,i,, e.q.i, ae .e",  i.l.g 
ghe exoi,.g .e,,, 
, .e.. .,ill da==le re., a.d 
d,e eleg,,.  ,a,.o¢l, ere ., II 
,ha.. a,d ,el= yo.. 
OJ l,e. ,hi.[ of fine 
di.i.g, d,i.[ 
 Po to. 
(~esorl. 
Reservations Recommended 
AT 5:00 PM 
MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LTD.' 
798-2214 
Park  statUs for lava beds 
TERRACE - -  The provincial 
government will create at least 
one more park and is looking at 
a series o f  smaller ones in the 
northwest, says provincial park s
minister Ivan Messmer, 
Speaking while in Terrace last 
week, Messmer said a Class A 
park could designated at the 
Tseax lava beds north of Ter- 
race by this fail. 
The beds are considered the 
country's youngest lava flow 
and were cre~ted approximately 
250 year s ago. 
They Covered two Nisga'a 
villages housing 2,000 people 
and are considered a sacred 
• place, • said Nisga'a Tribal 
Council executive director Rod 
Robinson. 
"The lava beds must be pro- 
tected. We've agreed to set aside 
the issue Of aboriginal rights 
and work with the government 
in this regard," he said. 
Robinson added that the park 
would not only protect the beds 
but ,would add to the area's 
tourism industry. 
Messmer said it is still too 
early to discuss the kind of costs 
of the park development a.nd 
from where the money will 
Ivan Messner 
come, but did add parks of- 
ficials will help with the plann- 
ing. 
"We're working closely with 
the  Nisga'a on this and any 
development will be in full co-' 
operation with them," said 
Messmer. 
*** ,k**  
Messmer also said talks are 
i ' ~+~ ~ .... 
i-: 
, !7  " ' / ' :~ 
Rod Robinson 
continuing to establish a series 
of marine parks along the 
Douglas Channel. 
"We had excel lent 
meetings," said Messmer who 
heard from Kitimat tourist in- 
terests. 
Parks ministry reports have 
already identified several oca- 
tions and although some are 
near logging areas, Messmer ex- 
pects to find a compromise. "
"In general it appears: like 
everything else, we'll sit at the 
table and discuss it, There has 
to be some give and take. 
Everybody will be involved," he 
said. 
The development of marine 
parks would also involve at least 
one company, a prospect 
Messmer welcomes. 
"It's part of our theme of 
adopt-a-park. There's no way 
government alone can put up 
the capital expenditures to 
devek~p parks," he said. "It's a 
case of working together." 
That will become more im- 
portant as while tourism is the 
province's second largest in- 
dustry, it could very well 
become the largest one and so 
require -more amounts of 
money, Messmer added. 
At the same time, Messmer 
said having private investment 
in parks does not mean the 
government will surrender con- 
trol or management of park 
lands. 
Parkland "will stay that way. 
We're not going to turn them 
into Coney Island," he said; 
Skeena 
needs 
more 
COs 
. '  16 t. ,  
TERRACE - -  More conserva- 
tion officers will be based here 
if a request for a general in- 
crease in the north is granted, 
environment officials say. 
Regional manager  Dick 
Anderson has requested three 
more conservation officers for 
the Skeena region in response to 
the increased workload. 
"We certainly need the peo- 
ple there in Terrace," senior 
conservat ion of f icer  AI 
Breitkruetz said. " I f  I get 
another officer or two, that's 
where they'll go." 
Anderson said the latest re- 
quest for more officers followed 
demands from angling guides 
who say the ministry's new 
angling uide policy won't work 
without more staff to enforce it. 
"We've requested three new 
officers for the region," he 
said. "We feel that's what it 
would take to do the job." 
Some hirings,were announced 
last year as part of a move to en- 
force the government's new 
mandate to prosecute en, 
vironmental offenders. 
The anti-pollution crackdown 
has put extra pressure on con- 
servation officers, Breitkruetz 
said, because they are spending 
more time on environmental 
and waste management cases. 
"It's certainly taking up more 
of their time," he said. 
Major cases, however, are be- 
ing handled by Marilyn Funk, 
the new environmental enforce- 
ment  officer. A pesticide 
manager to han~dle pesticide 
permit applications must still be 
hired, and the increases also 
boosted the number of far north 
conservation officers and ad- 
ministrative support staff. 
Presently 12 field conserva- 
tion officers cover the region, 
which stretches from Burns 
Lake to  the.Queen Charlotte 
Islands: and~nonh to:the:Yukol I 
• . ,  ; " i ' j  i t , ,  , "  : ! :  f ,~ , . , ,  . ?  
Parking 
rule, 
decl VE 
for the start of enforcement. 
Areas designated as no park- 
ing zones include Eby between 
Greig and Lazeile, nearly all the 
south side of Lakelse from Eby d 
to Emerson and the east side of 
Ottawa between Lakelse and 
Lazelle. 
No parking will also apply to 
the west side of Emerson bet- 
wean Greig and Lakelse while 
the opposite side of the street 
will be a 30 minute zone. The re- 
mainder of Emerson (Lakelse to 
Park) w i l lhue  a 15 minute 
restriction. ~/ 
On most, of the remaining 
streets in an area stretching 
from Sparks = east to Atwood 
and Grieg north to Park. one 
hour parking will be permitted. 
Administrlitor Bob Hallsor 
said some of those streets were 
already corr~tly signposted and 
public Works' crews would soon 
begin to install new ones where 
necessary. A survey carried out 
last year by the city's by-law en- 
forcement Officer had identified 
those strcet~iihere signs were 
missing. 
Painting appropriate curbs 
yellow would hue  to wait until 
. Includes 
valance 
and all 
hardware 
t 
i l  50 °° 
While quan6tles last. In stock items only. 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN " 
the Streets hdd been swept clean . . ~  
of the grue l  that lhad ac- ' ' ' . 
. cumulated over the course of 
the winter; he added, 
As far as the issuing of tickets ..... 
and levying of fines was con- i 
cerned, Hallsor said the city was f ~ 
i still awaiting for the province s.; 
Chief  Justice to  approvel its 
/ 
ticketing :by-law;' He .would be ' 
seeking a quick decision,on'the 
matter during a visit to Victoria 
th isweek,  : ' ", race Carpet Centre once that approval was  : , 
granted, the ticketing by-law : , , ;  .,/. 3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16W. 
would be taken to final adop-  
t ion atthe fiext council meeting ~ ? il, i, : . - i '  ~ TERRACE 
afterWhlch ihe.enforcement of - : :  i ; : ; .  : : . . . . .  635-2976 • 
ricer ~could begin ticketing o f~.  ;7;7;,.; ,,';:~<'r" r ~ " ~ :" ' ]  
' J '  . " i < ' 
UR DECOR 
I 
border. 
Terrace's office, which nor- 
mally has two officers, has been 
running on one since the 
transfer~ last fall of Terry 
McGunigle. New conservation 
officer Peter Kalina arrives 
from the Queen Charlotte 
Islands at the end of the month. 
Conservation officer Kelly 
Dahl said there is no lor, ger time 
for deterrence patrols. "It's just 
ridiculous the way it is. We 
coulduse three times the staff." 
The environment ministry 
will know if the request has 
been granted when the province 
brings down its 1990 budget 
next month. 
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hby' l  Name: Christine Stefanik 
D~le & Tim of Birth: Feb. 18, 1990 at 2:47 am 
Weight:. 6 Ibs. 10 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Oaryl & Diane Stefanik 
Illlly'i Natal: Joseph Watson Stretch 
Dibl i Time d Brth: March 6, 1990 at 9:38 am : :  
We l lh t :  7 Ibs .  4 oz .  S ix :  Ma le  
Parents: Joe & Patty Stretch 
SMF.ENA MALL 635-8238 I 1,0O/o off anything I SAVE with wheels, 
GREAT DREAMS 
• ' Are On . . . . . .  
 S'ALE at TOTEM 
i 
• head b, 
bee s 
dressers 
* " ratiles 
% SAVINGS OF 
17- 50% 
FREE DELIVERY * FREE SET-UP , FREE REMOVAL 
on new bed on new bed on old bed 
, 
FURNITURE & APPLI CE LTD. 
Since 1963 
4501 Lakeise ' 638-1158 . , , , 
• •: :•  • : < , • ~ • • i ¸  , 
L • • 
i i 
D 
! tJ 
t • 
!I, 
t • 
i 
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FOOD FLOOR 
RENOVATION SAL 
.k 
0~0 
• k•% 
J]F: 
0"0  
GROCERY DEPARTMENT ! 
•Excluding: Fresh Meat & Bakery--Fresh Produce & Dairy 
All Tobacco Products & Commercial Accounts.? 
N 
: ( 
m , 
SALE STARTSMONDAY, MARCH i2 at 9 A.M, , ! 
UNTIL SATURDAY, MARCH 17 at 6 P.M. ~:::: ~ ~ ::,i~ ~i::::: 
(Food Floor will then be closed for final renovations) -~- 
WATCH FOR OUR GRAND RE-OPENING SALE!! 
.,~.t 
NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS, ..,, 
Our Cafeteria, Family Fashions,_ Hardware 
Furniture, Garden Centre, Gas Bar & Bulk P 
will remain open for your shopping conveniel 
during the Food Floor renovations, 
as will our Home, Centre on Molitor Streel 
Co-(ip apologize s for any inconvience this" ma! 
WATCH FOR OUR GRAND RE-OPENING SALE!! 
Terrace Co-op Department :Sto .... re  " .. .£ 
• j" , r '  
ue, 6 p m :"~ 
Tarmac RfnndRr~ Wadnaedm,  l~lar~,h ¢ ,¢ 4 nan n . . .  ~ ,  
WHAT'S  
UP 
r The Terrace Standard often 
What's Up u a public service 
to Its rnden and tbo~e com- 
munity, oriPmlzatlona in the, 
sa i l .  ,,' • 
MARCH ~-2S, 1990 --' Nor- 
thwest Regional Jurled Show at 
Terrace Public Library. Hours: 
Tues.- Sat. 12-3 p.m.. Tues. - 
Thurs. 7-9 p.m., Sunday 1-4 
p.m. " 
• ~****  
MARCH 17, 1990- -  Celtic 
Night. Join us for a fun nite of 
celtic music, amateur perfor- 
mances, old time waltzes, pub 
singing at the arena banquet 
room. Tickets at No. 302, 4622 
Greig'Ave. or phone 635-9511 
• or 635-3475. Are there any 
Irish, Scottish, down east or 
. Newfie Fiddlers, musicians, 
"~ singers, etc. who are dying to 
perform on'Celtic Nite, please 
contact  Danny Sheridan 
(635-9511 days) 635-5327 eves. 
for more into. 
" "k t, ,k t, ,k 
- MARCH 24, 1990 --  Annual 
Craft Exhibit, 1:30 - 4 p.m. at 
Happy Gang Centi'e. A display 
of quilts, afghans, needlepoint 
or crewel pictures or em- 
broidery. Light refreshment 
• will be served, Bring your items 
for display at 10 a.m. 
"A" ~'t .  ~- .k 
MARCH 26, 1990 - -  Are you 
:afraid to leave the safety of 
hnme???? ordo you fear walk- 
ing  alone, driving alone, 
c rowded places, department 
stores,  supermarkets ,  
restaurants????? Do you have 
~panic attacks or experience 
high anxiety???? You are not 
alonelH Come meet with us at 
7 p.m. at Skeena Health Unit 
' Auditorium. For more infor- 
mation call 638-3325, ask for 
Marsha. 
MARCH 26-29, 1990 - -  April 
2-5. Everybody is invited to at- 
tend a Special Series of Gospel 
Meetings each night at Oil's 
Restaurant, 8 p.m. Evangelists 
Mr. D. Howard and A. 
Ikrgsma will preach the Word. 
Come and find biblical answers 
to the many questions that arise 
in our minds. More into 
635-3810. 
t "t..k -k .k- 
.. MARCH 29~ 1990-  Ministry' 
of  Heal th ahd Terrace 
Women's Centre are sponsor. 
ing "Nobody's Perfect" 'a free 
five week parenting program, 
for parents with children from 
hirth to age five. Register now 
for its last session until 
September. Classes ~ will be 
Thursday afternoons, beginn- 
ing Mar. 29, 1990. Childcare 
and t ranspor ta t ion  are 
available. For more into. call 
Carol 638-3310 or Candice "
635-2116. 
,A' ,A. ,A, ,A- ~ 
MARCH 30, 1990 - -  The 
Caledonia School Band is 
holding a "Silent Auction" 
Mar. 30 from 6 - 9 p.m., Mar. 
31 from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. and 
April 1 from 12 - 4 p.m. in the 
Skeena Mall. Proceeds will he 
used to send the band to a 
music festivalat UBC in early 
May. More into. call 635-4341 
evenings. 
APRIL !, 1990-  Terrace 
Mens Soccer General Meeting 
will be held Sunday at Ip.m. at 
the Terrace Public Library. All 
interested parties please attend. 
APRIL 12, 1990 - -  General 
Meeting of Branch 73. Old Age 
Pensioner's Organization at 
Happy Gang Centre on Kalum. 
Thursday at 2 p.m. New 
members welcome. 
APRIL 23 • 28, 1990 - -  The 
25th Annual Terrace Science 
Fair. Entry forms and informa- 
tion leaflets are available at all 
Terrace schools and at the Ter- 
race Public Library. 
THE RED CROSS IN TER- 
RACE needs volunteers to help 
with their Sickroom Equipment 
Loan Service. Time required: 2
"hours weekly. If you would like 
, to have• more information 
' about his volunteer communl. 
" " ty Service, please contact Carol: 
Glen at 635-2122. 
I 
The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to i t s  
readers and those eom- 
• munity organizations In 
the a~a. 
Items for this seetion 
are for .non-pro f i t  
!/organiTationS and for  
:/hose:events In wh ich  
there is no cost to gain 
admission. 
To meet our produc. 
tion deadlines, we ask 
that nil Items be submit. 
ted by noon on the 
' : .~  
/ . '  : ..:4:"i 
i ¸' 
Heavy Metal 
THE TERRACE Community Band s now the proud~9wne~ of a Yamaha double E~ .flaLtuba thanksto a .  
" successful effort to false'money for the approximately $~1300 cost. Tha't's Kent Taylo~ W th th'e nstru- 
..~ m.en~ .~e ~i~xed ti~e"~uba in high schoo yea~.s ago and I~iS interest Was revivecl ast fa I when his son, 
began t'c~l~in'gschboib~~cl:cl,asses. .... " . . . . . . .  , - , . .  . : .:.. 
An n iversa ry' ma rked 
It was a double anniversary 
celebration at the local Elks 
Hall Feb. 24 when a dinner and 
dance was held to mark the 75th 
anniversary of the Order of 
Royal Purple in Canada ndthe 
32nd anniversary of the local 
lodge. 
Royal Purple lodge 216 came 
into being Feb. 22, 1958 with 
Dorma McKerracker as the first 
Honoured Royal Lady for the 
39 member group. For the first 
two years, meetings were held in 
the old Oddfellows hall on 
Lakelse. In 1960 the Elks and 
Royal Purple moved into newly 
acquired premises in what is 
now the Carpenters hall. 
Enthusiastic in their support 
of the purchase, the ladies of 
the Royal Purple outfitted the 
kitchen with all the necessities 
and put in a lot of hours cater- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  raise money. 
Their first major project in- 
volved a bridge toll on the old 
Skeena bridge. Although some 
drivers were not particularly 
happy about paying to cross the 
bridge, it was a great success -- 
• $2,230 was raised and donated 
tO the seniors' residence on 
Tuck Avenue. 
moenl4b 
Since then, many other local 
groups have.received donations 
from the Royal Purple in- 
cluding the Child Development 
Centre, various senior':s 
organizations, the Salvation At- 
bYonne Moen + I  
ROYAL CELEBRATION, as in Royal Purple, took place at the Elks 
hall recently as the local lodge marked 32 years of service to the 
community, 
past 32 years to help make this a 
better community. 
And finally, among the 
stories from the past that those 
~, Home Support group (four attending the celebration heard 
art systems), the Fire dep~irt, was this amusing anecdote. 
ment (for the fire safety ho{zse) i In 1979, the Elks decided they 
andMiilsMemorial hospital. ,  ' had outgrown their hall and 
the Elks Purple Cross Fund;  :after much bargaining purchas- 
which offers medical and travel ed their current home on 
assistance to  the hearing ira. :.Tetrault..This time the move 
paired, has also been a' major • was alittle more involved, what 
o beneficiary of the ladies '  With all the items that had been 
generosity and hard work.That • .... collected over the past 19 years. 
' FRIDAy preeeding the m meat als° 
fund financed the .establish ~ One of those items was a 1904 
t o ;  a speech and:'hearin 8 player pian0;i acquired earlier The RCMP arrived at the scene, 
I i-: followlnll week's Issue. I1' rehabilitation .centre 'iti Van. by the'RoybJ Purple,.'Darrell shook their heads and quickly 
[ ' We aho Hk that items be | couver, . . Gurnsey had o~fered to refinish departed leaving the dumb- 
l: typewritten or be printed | ks you can see, .the ~ Royal the: ' founded movers to load forty I~ !U~k/b:~:::: ;. :" . : : !  | r" ..... , .  - . . . . . .  '. '.'r;..,..~. ~-: ,.. ~piano before tt was installed 
,.,~;,~.:;.~,,,.,~ ~..!~• . : ,  • .. ~. ~.~.,.:m• ~le:ts:a~grea! org~tlOii.~:~,lii.~,,the:~:hew, ':hall r :ahd two dozen Pj~6!lceys o.nd.assorted 
volunteered to transport the in- 
strument to his home. 
Both insisted they were well 
experienced in this type of 
delicate operation --  it would 
be a piece of cake[ With great 
care the piano was loaded onto 
Fisher's pick,up and the duo set 
off for GUrnsey's place. 
One moment all was going 
well with the journey almost 
over, the next the Royal 
Purple's pride and joy was scat- 
tered all over the comer of 
North Sparks and Halliwell. 
Schools prepare 
for Science Fair 
Science is usually thought of 
a.~ pretty serious tuff, but it can 
also be fun and this year's 
Science Fair will again offer 
participants a bit of both. 
Pointing out the fair is 
celebrating its 25th anniversary 
this year, Thornhili Primary 
teacher Nancy Bose said one of 
the highlights of the week-long 
event will be the visit of the 
Science World team. 
Demonstrating scientific prin- 
ciples in an entertaining and in- 
teresting manner, they will be 
putting on three performances a 
day for local students and a 
final, public performance on 
Saturday,. April 28. Nancy Bose 
She said that day will also see a series of competitions in
which students will attempt to build the tallest pop can and 
straw towers, construct a one metre bridge Using only. two 
sheets of paper and 12 staples and find a way getting two eggs 
to survive being dropped from the top of a fire engine ladder. 
Bose, one of many instructors helping to put the event 
together, said there will also be a new event his time - -  a 
scavenger hunt involving teams of youngsters in the 
kindergarten-grade 3 and grades 4-6. 
Competitors will be given 20 minutes to collect specified 
objects (such as flowers and leaves) or information (the height 
of a piece of playground equipment). Points will be awarded 
for each successfully Completed task with victory going to the 
team with the most points. 
• Bose said the idea was enthusiastically received when it was 
introduced at New Hazelton elementary last year. •"They were 
just buzzing, they really enjoyed themselves," she recalled. 
Young scientists also have an opportunity to show what 
they have learned by entering either a display or experiment in 
the fair. There will be six classifications according to age and 
entrants will be marked on scientific process, demonstrated 
understanding of the subject, presentation a d thoroughness. 
Displays will also be judged on originality. 
Bose said judging will take place Friday, April 27 with 
awa~Els presented the following afternoon during an public 
Open house-in the Caledonia Senior Secondary gymnasium. 
Perk up your ears 
• Something's brewing at Northwest Community Collegel 
Following the tremendous uccess of last September's "60s 
Coffee House, the Student's Association is in the midst of 
planning another evening of live, local entertainment. 
Activities coordinator Kim Cordeiro says the list of per. 
formers is growing daily but the association is still on the 
look-out for more people to sing, dance or read. "Anything. 
goes in this finest of college traditions," she adds. 
It all takes place Friday, March 30 in Room 2002 in the 
cafeteria building 7 p.m.-10 p.m. For more information or 
tickets, call Cordeiro at 635-6511 (local 332). 
MS campaign under way 
Give a little, win a lot - -  that's the message being sent out 
by the Multiple Sclerosis ociety in launching its third annual 
camper affle fund raising drive. 
And over the past wo years, those individual "llttles" have 
added up to almost $100,000 to be spent on research and ser- 
vices programs for people suffering from MS. 
The raffle is a joint project of the society and the B.C. and 
Yukon Building and Construction Trades Council. Locally, 
the fundraiser has been supported since its inception by 
members of the International Union of Operating Engineers 
and the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. 
As part of that continuing support, they joined society 
members last weekend in selling raffle tickets in the Skeena 
Mall. Purchase of a ticket not only ensures achance at winn- 
ing the camper (to be drawn April 26) but also gives the 
holder a shot at a $1,000 early bird prize to be drawn March 
31. 
MS is a disease for which there is no known cure, It attacks 
the central nervous ystem and symptoms can include fatigue, 
numbness, a loss of coordination and speech and vision pro- 
blems. The society's mandate is to offer assistance to both 
victims and their families, to raise money to finance those ser- 
vices and to promote public awareness. 
Pointing out many of its own members benefitted from the 
work of the society, trades council president Len Werden said 
the organization was "very impressed with the dedicated 
work of the society's taff and volunteers." He also urged 
people to support its efforts. 
Paying tribute to the unions' contribution, society presi- 
dent Bill Maurice said it "reinforces our belief that strong 
community participation is the key to successful 
fundralsing." This year's goal, he added, was to raise 
$120,000. 
Bienvenue a Paris 
Imagine arriving in Paris on a Saturday morning, spending 
the day in the French capital and getting back home in time to 
catch Hockey Night in Canada. 
That's just what Northwest Community College's French 
department is offering its students --  even if the emphasis i
on the word 'imagine'. It's all part of the department's hird 
• annual French Immersion Day to take place April 7. 
Up to 15 students will begin their imaginary trip to Paris 
with breakfast, spend the rest of the morning and afternoon 
taking part in a series of workshops and even have an oppor- 
• t~tyto  drop in on a boutique to purchase a souvenir of the 
~ ' ;¢0 i iege  isalso inviting local francolihones and ::frail.. • 
cophiles to join m for eitherall or. part of the day, For fa ther  
detaiisi, contact Marilyn Skarra at 635-651 l,,Iocal 355, : : 
l 1 
\ • 
# 
$ 
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i 
watching the Blue Jays "assuming the major 
league players are not on strike." 
Underlining the popularity of the exchange, 
Haupt said 45 grade nine and 10 students had ap- 
plied for.the 24 available spots. Although all suc- 
cessful applicants had to be passing their courses, 
he said the the main selection criteria had been 
the student's maturity and having a friendly, 
outgoing nature. An effort had also been made 
to achieve an even ratio between male and female 
students. 
Noting the inter-cultural emphasis and re- 
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leOIJl.D IMVE Students head east ADVEI~TI~ED • 
t 
Baruch will accompany the students on the,trip, 
said the group's destination will be the communi- 
ty.of Belleville, a city of 50,000 located between 
• Toronto and Kingston. 
StU~ 
surrounding area, take part in an overnight 
camp-out and do some fishing on Lake Ontario. 
Haupt said other planned activities included a 
day trip to Ottawa and an evening in Toronto and a camp-out at Lakelse. 
While the federal government" is paying the 
transportation costs to Belleville, Haupt said the 
students are busy raising money to cover other 
expenses. With a fund raising target of approx- 
imately $4,000, he said the students would be "" 
seeking support from local service clubs and 
businesses ither in the form of donations or pay- 
ment for performing specific jobs. 
With the departure date for the Skeena 
students et for the last week of April, Haupt 
said, "The kids are really hyped about it." 
Short trips are no safer 
In this, one in a series o f  ar- 
ticles contributed by the Terrace 
Child Development Centre, 
some hints on how to ensure a 
safer environment fo r  children 
as they grow up. The centre in- 
vites phone calls f rom any 
parents with concerns or ques- 
t ions about their child's 
development. The number is 
635-9388. 
More Canadian children will 
die in car accidents this year 
than from any other injury. 
And, one of the most dangerous 
situations a child can be expos- 
ed to is the short everyday trip 
to visit a friend or to the corner 
store. 
In a car accident there are ac- 
tually two kinds of collisions: 
the car's collision, when it hits 
something, and the 'human col- 
lision', when a child hits parts 
of the car, other passengers oris 
flung from the vehicle. 
It is the human collision that 
causes injury or death. An 
unrestrained child continues to 
move~forward at the car's 
original-.sPeed •once the car has 
come,to a stop• 
The force of the impact is 
tremeadouL even at low speeds 
of 15 kph or less. I f  death 
doesn't occur, severe disabling 
injuries and disfigurement is 
often the result. 
...So, ~ restrain your child on 
every trip, however short or 
routine. This applies to children 
of all ages, even a newborn in- 
fant. Holding an infant in your 
arms will not prevent injury as 
your own body weight could 
crush the infant against the 
dashboard even if you are 
belted in yourself. It is impossi- 
ble to hold onto an infant when 
a sudden impact occurs. 
5AF£NUT 
• SORRY 
"A good rule to follow isi 
Everyone rides buckled up or 
the car doesn't gol 
Use the right seat for the age 
and size of your child. Babies 
need an infant seat. Not only 
will your baby be secure, but, 
the seat gives your baby the 
comfort and support needed to 
travel happily. You can give 
your full attention to driving 
and not worry about the baby 
falling and being hurt. 
Make sure that the seat is in- 
stalled correctly according to in- 
struetions. Hospitals and com- 
munity groups are now working 
together to make "the first ride 
a safe ride". Infant seats are 
available for a small rental fee 
in many Canadia~ com- 
mupities. 
Next time you get into a car 
with a child make sure the child 
restraint seats are properly in- 
stalled and that your small 
passengers are securely belted 
into the seats and then buckle 
up yourself! An inured adult 
may not be able to help a 
frightened child should an acci- 
dent occur, 
For more information write 
to the Director General, Road 
and Motor Vehicle Safety, 
Transport Canada, Ottawa, 
Ontario KIA ON5 and ask for 
their booklet 'Keep Them Safe'. 
The Canadian Consumers 
Associat ion. 251 Laurier 
Avenue West, Ottawa, Ontario 
K IP - -  5Z7 published a special 
report on child restraints. 'Kids 
in Cars', available by writing to 
them (cost $2.00). 
~ ~ KSANHOUSE SOCIETY .: . . . . . . .  
I Box58" , - . . . . . . .  ' "  . . . . . . . .  
TERRACE, B.C. .: . 
VgG 4B5 i : - i  : /  
DO you have some spare time? ~ ,,,~ 
Wouldyou:l ike 10 help make your cornmmunity a health 
' safer place to live? ' 
" Ksan House Society i s  looking for / 
VOLUNTEERS 
to work for the Terrace Sexual Assault Centre and the Terrace Transition 
House; 
Here are some ways you can help: 
• -- Court Accompaniment --  Crisis Intervention 
-- Fund Raising --- OfflceWork 
-- Public Education --  Child Care 
FOR MORE INFOMATION CALL: 
635-4042 or 635-2373 or 635,6447 
EMP£OYMENT, -. 
PzuS 
IF YOUAREAN EMPLOYER . . . . . . . . . . . .  
* wanting to hire help now; 
• able to train-on the job; and 
• interested in wage assistance during 
the training period, 
ASK US ABOUT EMPLOYMENT PLUS! 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC 
MEETING 
SEVEN SISTERS LOCAL 
RESOURCE USE PLAN 
The Ministry of Forests invites the general 
public to a presentation of the ANNUAL 
REPORT of the Seven Sisters Local Resource 
Use Plan on the following dates: 
HAZELTON 
April 2, 1990, 7:30 PM at the 
Legion Hall In South Hazelton 
AND 
TERRACE.  !  ii!ii i !i i April 3, 1990 at the 
Kalum Forest District Office : 
Copies of the Annual Report will beavailabie 
at the meeting or at the District Offices in 
Hazelton and Terrace on or after April S, 1990. 
Any and all comments with regard tothe 
Annual Report should be addressed to: . . . . .  
DISTRICT MANAGER ' i 
KISPIOX FOREST DISTRICT 
BOX 215 i i • :  
HAZELTON, S.C. 
V0J 1Y0 
"Attitude, excellent. We could select from them l
very easily so obviously they were screened. 
Within 48 hours I had a new employee started 
without very much red tape." 
Helena Ulrich 
Victoria Lampshade Shop 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM : 
FOR PRIVATE SECTOR BUSINESSES, NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS 
AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 
Receive Half of an Employee's Wage 
You can help ease your workload, and receive 50% 
of an employee's wage, up to $3.50 per hour 
assistance, when you hire and train someone now 
receiving income assistance from the Ministry 
of Social Services and Housing. We'll help you, 
while you help someone develop or update skills on 
the job. 
• week for a minimumof 2 months; and- -~: " - '  i!i 
• pay at least the provincial minimum wage;and i :  
* provide a trainee with work experience and job 
skills. " 
The Employment Plus group of programs Is part of a $28 million 
continuing commitmar)t from your provincial government to help 
income assistance recipients get back into the work force by 
assisting British Columbia employers to hire and train. • 
Employment Plus gives people receiving Income assistance the 
opportum~y todevelop or, update skills while training on the job. 
This work experience can be their first step to permanent employ. 
ment and an independent and secure future. 
Employment Plus is a major commitment under a federal/ 
provincial agreement toprovide employment opportunities for, 
income assistance recipients. .. 
FO. P.OGRA.0ETAILS AND APPLICATION FOR.S, CONTACr YOUR NEAREST DISTRICt OFFICE. : 
• ~, : . . . .  • • CHECK THE BLUE PAGES OF YOUR PHONE BOOK. ~: ' ~' " 
~ ~i ...... '~ ',~: ' ' Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Social Services and Housing i' ~ iI .i.~ 'i.lil ~ . ~: i i:i i 
-i : : ,  • " ~ Honourable Peter A. Dueck, Minister ~. i :~i~i ' i~, 
- . /~  L 
/i i~iii~!~!i~!! iii~i~i~  !/ r ~ • 
• : !:i'i; :~ ¸ 
! 
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i sM issio n a ry wo rk 
a challenge  OOoes , 
ELDERS BRIAN Olsen and Jeff Goates of the Church of Christ Latter 
Day Sain!s are serving as missionaries in B,C. for the next two 
years, For now, they live and work in the Terrace area. 
new things is an enjoyable and 
.interesting portion of their 
terms. 
"It 's green and beautiful 
here, especially up north," says 
Elder Olsen. "People here are 
very friendly." 
He and Goates ay they have 
had a good reaction from peo- 
ple with which they have come 
into contact. Most are aware of 
the church's TV ads which con- 
centrate on family and know of 
TERRACE - -  They don't 
receive a salary, must keep to a 
strict budget and 'could find 
themselves sentanywhere in the 
world. But to two young mis- 
sionaries from Utah, the ex- 
perience brings them spiritual 
and personal growth. 
Brian Olsen, 20, and Jeff 
Coates, 19,.are elders (female 
missionaries are called sisters) 
with the Church of Jesus Christ 
Latter Day Saints, more 
popularly called Mormons. 
• They've volunteered to serve 
two years as missionaries with 
the churchr joining approx- 
imately 150 others in B.C. and 
40,000 around the world. 
Aside from church and mis- 
-sionary work, the two-year 
period is part ~ of a personal 
growth process, says Elder 
Olsen . . . . . .  
"Being on your own, you 
learn a lot of things - -  budget- 
tins, cooking," he said in ad- 
ding the experience also trains 
leaders for the church. 
They can't-spent more than' 
$400 a month on accommoda. 
tion, food and other expenses 
and rely on money, saved before 
becoming missionaries and help 
from family .to finance their 
two-year terms. 
The two could also find 
themselves sent with very little 
notice to other areas, but say 
meeting new people and seeing 
Fibre key to good health 
BY SONYA KUPKA 
March i s  nutrition month, 
leading Skeena Health Unit 
community nutritionist Sonya 
"Kupka to examine the use of 
fibre in diet. 
Last week I suggested wat- 
ching your fat intake. Fat is a 
very rich source of calories and 
can contribute to overweight, 
heart disease and some cancers. 
You may have noticed that 
you're a bit hungrier, or maybe 
not quite as satisfied after a 
meal now that you're eating less 
the Mormon .Tabernacle Choir 
based in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
One of the church tenets is 
keeping at home a supply of 
food and water sufficient for at 
least a couple of days in case of 
disasters or other emergencies. 
That worked during last 
year's earthquake in the San 
Fransisco, area' when church 
members were able to feed 
themselves and neighbours, aid 
the two. 
oatbran and oatmeal, rice bran, 
dried peas and beans, apples 
and carrots) seem to help a bit 
in some people by lowering the 
amount of cholesterol in their 
blood. While this doesn't solve 
the whole problem, every little 
bit counts. And remember, 
these foods are low in fat and 
calories but are high in satisfac- 
tion and nutrition. They also 
replace other high fat foods 
from your diet. 
Insoluble fibres can be found 
a good he/dth deed for the day. 
Eat a variety of fibre sources. 
The most important part of a 
high fibre diet is water. Without 
it, fibre can't do its job and you 
may feel constipated. 
Here's a checklist of good 
fibre habits. 
* Increase fibre intake slowly to 
prevent cramps and bloating. 
• Drink plenty of water. 
• Eat a whole grain cereal 
regularly. Try different types 
now and then to get a variety of 
fibre. 
• Read bread labels to ensure 
the first ingrd~ifent is'a whole 
grain. 
More fibre and legume ideas 
next week. 
depending on your weight. 
" You may not want to go 
without the calories you're 
missing and you certainly don't 
want to feel unsatisfied after a 
meal. What can you do? Start 
eating lots of complex car- 
bohydrates, with a special em- 
phai~ on fibre. 
But don't carbohydrates 
make you fat? In fact, car- 
bohydrates are low in fat and 
calories, making them the 
perfect diet food, And most car- 
bohydrate foods, .like whole 
grains, potatoes with skin, 
brown rice, legumes, vegetables 
and fruit are also good sources 
of  fibre, 
Fibre, the part of plants 
Which humans can't digest, is 
beneficial to our health. 
It helps to make us feel full 
because it *absorbs water and 
swells. Some people feel this 
helps them control their weight 
because it helps them control 
their intake of other fattening 
foods. 
. In terms of lowering blood 
cholesterol and keeping you 
"regular", it really depends on 
from where you get your fibre. 
There are two main kinds - -  
soluble and insoluble. 
-: Soluble fibres (like those in 
in wheat bran, the tough parts 
fat. You body misses the of vegetables and fruit peels. 
calories:it,got ffSm"fatiThat " They seem:f0 promote good 
may be good, bad or' neutral, bowel health and function. 
So don't just eat a bowl of 
oat bran and think you've done 
TRAINING & ENTERPRISE CENTRE 
EVERYTHING WOULD BE GREAT IF I DIDN'T HAVE 
TO HAVE EMPLOYEES - WOULDN'T ITI 
Mark your calendar and plan to attend the fifth in our series, entitled" 
"What to Pay for Whom You Want - a look at "Pay and Rations."' 
Do you wondor how other businesses decide what to pay for the jobs 
they need done. If you pick a number out of the air and leave this area 
to gosh and by golly, then you may find it useful to attend this 
workshop. There are some ways to decide on what s the right wage 
and also to spend time developing other forms of compensation for 
your business. 
We Can Help 
Join us on Monday, March 19, 1990 
From 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. 
At Inn of the West, Terrace, B.C. 
susan Niven, a dynamic private sector training consultant and pro- 
fessionarspeaker will lead the seminar. Susan has 15 years ex- 
perience in business, personnel and training. She recognizes and era- 
phaslzes the unique situat on the small business finds itself in and the 
sp.ecla! °pp°rtunities that this offers Susan's Cornoration Canadion . . . . .  , ,. In- 
shtute of Travel Counsellors and Health Care Organizations. 
The seminar will be provided at no charge but you need to pre- 
register. Please call the Ministry of Advanced Educat on, Training and 
Technology at 638-3211. 
Please brifig along information on a couple of the jobs in your 
business that you can use during the workshopwith Susan. 
: * Free Delivery , 
::: , ' ' 0 '  ' Down O.A.C. 
: • Same Day Credit Approval : ; , ' ;  ~ , ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
For more information 
COnlacl your local Branch of the CanaOian 
Diabetes Association 0t the National Office, 
/8 Bond Streel. Toronto, Onlario M5B 2J8. 
'90,x, 
from 
*302 
per month 
48 rnoeths O,A,C. 
8.9% financing 
'90 vans ! I 'Off supero. Cabs 
from • • from 
'32811'325 
per mmth uu per month 
48 months O.A.C. 48 months O,A.C. 
)90  Crow 
Cabs 
from 
*469 
n per month 48 months O.A.C. 
• 8.9% financing 
' Buy or lease any new or used gas/dle~el truck or van 
~,, for lees from factory broker with ,O" down O.A.C. 
IntereSted In uvlng$2,00O? ' A new car or truck every 2 years? 
CALL  COLLECT ANYT IME 
2 173.7778, i
, trot 
zelottfon ef 
uml v|hlfllo 
)90  Tempo 
from 
*225 
per month 
48 months O,A,C, 
8.9% financing 
Call todayl 
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Kinsmen Club Rehab Foundalion 
• : R.V."RAFFLE. 
1. Winner of R.V. Van plus $5,000 cash , , ,  
Lyle Turner --  Abbotsford, B.C. 
2. Winner of $5,000 cash 
Dave Yates --  New Weetmin!ster , B.C. 
3. Winner of $3,000 cash 
G. Cromon -.. Coquitlum, B.C. 
V A N C O U V E R  
Touring Ensemble 
) ,  ..... % 
".:. 1:; 
• ~e~$ lENT,  s 
LA BOHEME 
A Terrace COncert Society production 
Friday, April 6 
• Tickets available at Erwln's Jewellers in the Skoena Mall 
Sponsored By: ~~j~t '~ '~ , - -~~ "A style of living, 
or Just for giving" 
OPENING MAY '90 
:, ~""x  h 
L . / /  
v 
~ii:ii% :: i~: • " ~? / i  ~ ~ :'i>! ~ 
: f lus know people who are foster Ten deserving foster familie~s wili ~: ~,~ 
~i~!!i!parents. They're friends or family who be chosen and honoured at a .... ~ 
~i~!!::!hlways seem to have an endless upply reception hosted by the Lieutenant ~ 
~!i!i! ;::of love, patience and determindtion, Govemor. .... 
~ii::: .... Wel-l, now you can give them more " Tonominate your special foster :i 
than just your admiration. You can ' family, Simply call the number below 7 
nominate them for the Lieutenant ,: andask  fora nomination package. 
Governor's Foster Families Award. Nominat ions  must be in by :~ 
Nominees must: ' : : )Apri! 7th, 1990 . . . .  
. be residents of B.C. d'%,...,~.,~ 
/ have at least 2years contimled i: :' I !U~U~I"  ~,~[ J [ "~ ; 
; service caring for foster children fo r :  : :  ~:! ~t~' - . . ' :  ~"  .., , : . • ~ : 
:: : : the Minist'ry !~ ~A[ Br l l lSn  UOIU lnD la  . ,: :':i 
show respect and understanding: . . .^  ^  / . / . .~  ..,..~...,.. ;!:! 
[:,::; ::':: i when working with foster child/en: :~ :~ ] . ~ . ~ ) ' . ~ o ~ ,  ,/~i~i! i ;~il 
their parents , :: :::ii:::, i ' ~ . . I  . i . i j . i  ,::!iii::i¢ii~!~,~i~ 1 
].;!i i~ haqe:'a cooperative r lat p~o~,,, o  ~,,~. c0,u,~ii:6:~i i ~  
: " '  ' '  M ln lMryofSoekd~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ :  
;, h , . . . .  , ,  ) 
• 'i 
|i" 
i 
t 
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Sacred c 
',There's an anti-humanist 
movement out there, and it's 
growing every day. That anti- 
humanist movement says man is 
a trespasser on planet earth, 
that all he does is desecrate the 
wilderness, which is some kind 
of  chapel. They always talk 
about it like it was some kind of 
cathedraL" -- Robin Taylor, 
minority leader of the Alaskan 
House of  Representatives, 
speaking last .month to the Ter- 
race Chamber of Com.merce. 
Luigi Spumoni, president for 
l i fe of: . the Italian Union of 
Wreckers and Demolition Men, 
looks :upto the vaulted ceiling 
and makes sweeping gestures 
with hishands: 
"Sure itsa nice, alia those 
fancy pictures. Michelangelo, 
he's a good painter. But, we 
gotta lotsa paintings in Italia 
nice new paintings, not old 
fading pictures like-a this. You 
ever" see those nice-a ones they 
sell in Milano: those paintings 
of the gondolas or Leaning' 
Tower, all ona Velvet? Looka 
molto bone --  real good[" 
The fashionably dressed jour- 
The. Skeen-o 
Angler 
by 
forehead and continues. 
nalist, dispatched by People "One night we watcha da 
Magazine to cover the chapel television, ana we see these guys 
controversy, looks down from ina'Germany takin'!bricksfrom 
the frescos and through her a wall and sellin' them as 
designer glasses at  the cor'- comesi dice?-- how y0usay?" 
pulent, middle-aged Italian. i "Souvenirs?" 
"So, what exactly is this idea, "Yathat,sa" right, souvenirs. 
you're promoting?" she asks. And I say to Mamma; 'Mann- 
Spumoni's face becomes a 
lightbulb. "It goes like-a this. 
We gotta lotta people outa work 
in Florence. Itsa poor city. Peo- 
ple needa jobs. They gotta bigga 
families: lotsa mouths to feed." 
He wipes the sweat from his 
ma, thatsa nswer. Ifthose dir' 
ty bricks from Berlin sell for the 
bigga dollar, just think how 
much lira we get for a brick 
from ia Cappella Sistina --  the 
Sistine Chapell' Hey, how come 
you not writing this down?" 
• : ~/i ¸ • • / // . . . . .  i•i . . . . . .  
sl now 
: "impatiently, ~ "We tak~it apart 
much each year. And we hire 
painters, nice young fellas that 
needa worki They make new 
,i~ . . . .  ~ paintings, even make some ira, 
~ l l  pr°vements like put pants on-a 
some Of these guys.', 
• ' |B"  A • u, Mr. Spumoni..." 
"Who will you sell them to?" ,Hey,  call me Luigi," says 
/• ~ i;: •• 
brow• "Surely ~t lot o f~op le  
will try to stop you?" , : 
Spumoni frowns and his eyes : :  
darken. "Sure lotsa people 
wanna take 'bread outa, Our 
mouths. We fight them..We say 
to the government we needa 
jobs. To the government makin' 
jobs is everything, '!  i 
"But  Mr. Spumoni," she  
the young journalist stammers, the Latin with a wink. says after a stunned silence,: i
"Oh, that'sa simple.,' says "Er:.Luigi, then...don't you "People have said Michelangelo 
Spumoni. "My fren' Mr. think it will be awfully difficult has enhanced and celebrated the 
Ishiwara, he saybigga market in to  take apart such a delicate dignity of human beings 
Japan and all over the world, • treasure as this without destroy, 
People• pay big dollars for a ink the parts youseek?" 
piece ofthisstuff." ' "No  problem, don' worry 
But if you destroy this you Pretty head. We usesmall 
wonderful work of  art andar- wrecking balls an' a lotta 
c hitecture,  you' l l  have crowbarwork. It looka real bad 
widespread unemployment once in-a beginning, real messy, but 
it's gone." ahists f'LX it up good 'in a little 
"No , .  no, you don ' t  while." 
understan' " shouts Spumoni The young woman knits her 
e 
through his unparalleled craft, 
and taken his rightful place as  
the supreme Renaissance artist 
because of the indelible imprint 
his work has !eft on the Western 
imagination." , 
The Italian wrecker ponders 
what he has just heard. ',Nice 
sounding words," he says at 
last, "but you can't eat words." 
PORTS ' NE  
JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
J 
Jeff Sharpies 
Sharpies 
dealt to 
Devils 
TERRACE --  The Edmonton 
Offers have sold Jeff Sharpies' 
soul to the Devils - -  the New 
Jersey Devils, that is. 
The Terrace defeneeman was 
dealt o New Jersey in the midst 
of lut  week's NHL trading 
frenzy. The Oilers picked up 
defeneeman Reijo Ruotsalalnen 
in return. 
The trade was announced 
Tuesday as the pro hockey 
trading deadline neared. 
Sharpies had just been sent 
back down to Edmonton's Cape 
Breton farm team after being 
called up to warm the bench and 
back up the Oilers defence. 
He never actually played an 
NHL game in an Oilers jersey, 
largely due to a shoulder separa. 
lion he suffered early in the 
season. The Injury happened 
just before he was traded to Ed- 
monton by the Detroit Red 
Wings last November. 
BLADES 
FENDING OFF the sword attack of his instructor, 
karate club competitor Joe Zucchiatti is one of 
several club members going to Japan for two weeks 
at the end of the month to meet their masters. The 
Terrace swordsmen are trying to earn black belt 
status in laido -- the art of drawing the sword. 
Pro life not all TDs 
TERRACE --  Uncertainty, in- 
juries, drugs --  and above all 
the never-ending pressure to 
perform. 
They're all parts of the pro- 
fessional football business that 
don't come through in the 
television images of heroes 
rushing into the end zone for a 
touchdown. 
"All you see wheh you're a 
kid is the glamour of it," says 
Saskatchewan Roughrider 
James Ellingson. "But it's just 
a business. If you can do 
something for them -- the 
teams and owners - -  then 
you're on. If not, you hit the 
road." 
Ellingson spoke to students at 
Skeena Jr. Secondary last 
Thursday as part of a visit to 
Terrace sponsored by a local 
church ~,outh group. 
The 26-year-old slot back on 
Saskatchewan's defensive line 
was on the Roughriders' 1989 
Grey Cup champion team. Last 
year was his fourth season in the 
league, and the first in which he 
got considerable playing time. 
When he was first drafted by 
Saskatchewan in 1986 he found 
reeking th~ CFL was "a dream 
come true." But with ex- 
perience comes wisdom. 
! The public's perception of 
pro football - -  fun, easy. work 
inexchange for gobs of money 
and unending fame and glory-- 
James Ellingson 
just isn't true, he says now. 
And that's just for the players 
who do actually make it. 
."Ninety-eight per cent of the 
other guys who want to make it 
don't," he said. "Very few guys 
actually make it." 
For those that do, life doesn't 
always live up to the TV images:~ 
Pressure on players at the 
training camps is incredible, he 
said. "It's dog-eat-dog. There 
are two guys fighting for every 
one job. Fifty per cent of the 
hopefuls are cut at training 
he said. "You have to really like 
football to play the line. I won't 
do it - -  it's just not worth it." 
He said the quest for perfor- 
'~/I yOU see when mance leads many to steroids 
you're a kid is the and other drugs. "They'll do 
g/amour of it. But  it's anything they can to make it." 
just a business. If you Ellingson told students he has 
can do something for never taken steroids or any 
other performance-enhancing 
them ~ the teams and drugs, although e estimated as 
owners ~ then you're many as 25 per cent of CFL 
on. If not, you hit the /  players do. 
road." The pressure to perform - -  
x 
Ul  
coaches rarely tell: players 
what's in store for them. 
"Management refuses to tell 
you the truth about your own 
future," he said. "They say 
you're doing great. Most 
players on all teams haye ab- 
solutely no trust in the manage- 
ment." 
Yet the owners demand 100 
per cent loyalty from the 
players, he said, and the 
hypocrisy of that leaves many 
players jaded. 
They feel pressured and force 
from friends, family, coaches 
and themselves --  make many 
players willing to trade their 
health for a few seasons of 
glory, he said. 
"They should definitely he 
banned," he said. But he said 
every time the players vote on 
whether to introduce random 
testing, the proposals are 
defeated by a huge majority. 
CFL players aren't paid near- 
.ly as much as their NFL 
counterparts, he added. Since 
the average Canadian player 
earns $65,000 a year, and his 
pro football career, lasts on 
average only three and a half 
seasons; most realize they must 
plan beyond football. 
themselyes to the very limits of ~ "But a lot of guys think foot- 
camp." their bodies, he said, often ball is going to last forever." he 
That kind of uncertainty resulting in in ju r ies . .~  ~[dded. *'Some guys pour'their 
leaves even good players with For the offensive line, foot-/~,h01e Hves into it - -  and when 
virtually no  job security, he ball~lsm0reabout "perma/ien~/ :that ~ falls" apart/  ~ they fall 
said.: And-team owners, and ~ headaches ,and neck injuri s/"~ ai~art.'"~ ~o . . . . . .  ~ .... 
SFU's date 
with history 
TERRACE - -  Michelle Hendry 
and the Simon Fraser University 
Clan are headed for Tennesee, 
and a rendezvous with history. 
Their sudden death playoff 
win in women's university 
basketball action gave the 
Clanswomen their first-ever trip 
to the 16-team national cham- 
pionships --  which get under- 
way Friday. 
Thursday's victory was just 
one more dazzling chapter in 
the 1990 Michelle Hendry story. 
The Terrace cent re - -who 
has gone from Caledonia Ker- 
mode to the Canadian ational 
team in two short yeats - -  made 
it look easy, hooping 33 points 
in 25 minutes. 
The performance, sort of 
average by Hendry standards, 
gave SFU an 87-55 stomping of 
Oregon's Pacific University in 
the Clan's most important game 
ever. 
Average, because she has 
averaged more than 30 points 
per game since the playoffs 
began. In SFU's vital 68-62 win 
over Western Washington 
University the week before, she 
scored 30 despite being triple- 
teamed and having the flu. 
That game gave the Clan their 
long sought-after district title 
and now with their win over the 
district 2 champs, they are 
heading for Jackson, Ten- 
nessee, site of the National" 
Women's Basketball Tourna- 
ment. 
The next mission for Hendry 
and Clan is to dunk the Univer- 
i 
Awards 
so far: 
• NAIA  d is t r i c t  1 
player-of-the-year,  for  the: 
second consecut ive year. 
® Distr ict p layer-of . the-  
week four  times. 
• Spor t  B .C . ' s  1989 
university ath lete-of . the-  
year. 
• League leader in scor- 
ing and field goal percen- 
tage, also for  the second 
consecutive year.  
sity of Minnesota Friday night. 
Thedistrict 10 champions have 
a tough 26-5 record and are sure 
to be formidable opponents. 
But SFU has a 28-6 win-loss 
record, a 13-game winning 
streak -- and a wildcard named 
Michelle Hendry. 
We'll be watching• 
FRIENDLY FANS at Skeena Jr. Secondary kept Saskatchewan 
Roughrider James Ellingson busy signing autographs after speak- 
ing to students about life as a professional football player, :-':~.:~i/..: 
• . ' e - • . . . . . . .  . . . . .  - • • - .  .+  • . - . . . .  . . . .  . . . 
, : • . , , , 
. . . . . . .  E. • • : ,  , 
.:; • '..+t : : :  ' , :  
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• Sylv ia  Griffin 
The management ofTERRACE REALT~I TERRACE REALTY LTD. " LTD.-ROYALLEPAGEABNrecoIInI:.'es~ 
,'SYLVIA GRIFFIN as the outstaedlng MEMBER .... salesman for the month of FEBRUARY:; 
We value her excellent performance and'i 
service to the public in the field of Real! 
, Estate. -~ 
I • I I  +'' +'+'°+°+'° °°+°+ 
I - "a  ,,,-,-'~-__ ; .~v~,,.~ed her "SALESMAN OF THE 
" " l ' l~ '~tk~l~- ' - -  - - " -  ~ -  CONGRATU - -  / ~ LATIONSI 
i " ++++~+: ' - ;  ...... : " 
i ~ TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
Assocmte Broker Network • " ic l " " M - +  Choce home :n cho ocat,on ' 
• ii 
...... MEMBER l 
i __l mmz  TERRACE REALTY LTD.I 
~?1|+[+i++~+~+! i~ LEPAGE-- ~ 4635Lazelle Avenue ! 
j 638-0371 
I l(ll: , .++,.,o...,++ o w. _o . 
+++ +~+~+"++-  + - + • .++ i ...... +: ~+,!+'+~.'~=+ + . . . . .  . , + : 
o + + +  +++++ ++ + ++++++++ _-+ ,++++++ . m i  . . . . . . I I I I I+ + + • ++ ......... +'++++++ • 
. .+  . . . .  + i  i++i _ _ +  + .  + +  + .  . . . .  . y  . 
I - - "  BRAND-NEe 'Home needs upgrading and' '  ~ l=tz~lm' - -  
i 
IN THE 50's some repairs. Nice large proper- SUITE HOME 
Spacious non-basement home DeJORG CRESCENT ty with solid built home. Eiectric Solid bungalow located in 
on concrete ringwall. Natural Bright, contemporary residence heat, 5 bedrooms, 2 Horseshoe area has 3 bedrooms 
gas heat, 3 bedrooms, small in prestigious subdivision• washrooms, full basement with up plus fully developed base. 
detached shop, paved Spacious tile foyer opens to liv. suite• Asking $79,500. MLS ment with kitchen which could 
driveway, sundeck in the back ingrocm with Bay window and EARLY BIRD BARGAIN be used for rental income or 
rear lane access and central vaulted ceiling; dining area. Newly listed, this home is the mother.in.law suite. Separate 
Horseshoe location. Listed at Stylish kitchen with eating bay perfect opportunity for the Iron. electrical meters and entrances. 
$53,500• MLS and work island joins informal dyman• Finishing is needed in $75,000• 
family room with handy laundry, this 1210 sq. ft. home in a good 
Den, storage and powder room area of Themhill. 3 Bedrooms. 
complete the main level• Electric heat. 80x200 lot. 
TRUCKERS! ALERT, , ,  Upstairs..• elegant master with Detached 22x23.8 garage. Only RUST CLASS FAMILY 
We have listed a home for YOU! 3 pc. ensure and walk-in $41,500. MLS HOME 
A cozy 3+1; bedroom house closet• Two additional TRAILER LOTS Roomy Open'areas, vaulted ceil. 
which features anexcellent bedrooms and main bath. SA 
19x28 detached sfiop & 19x28 $144,900• Excl. =~ -AGREEMENT FOR LE ings, 3 bedroom, 1272 sq: 
home on the Bench, 4 pc~e. on- garage that must be seen to be Ideal high and dry mobile home suite, 2 fireplaces, nat. gas 
appreciated. Nat. Gas heat, twin IM THE VALLEY lots in safe, secure, area of heat, rear sundock, hobby 
seal windows, and a wrap- Ideal property for hobby farmer Thomhill. Move your mobile off room, large rec room, great 
around sun deck add to the or someone with animals. 18.8 a pad and onto a large serviced storage areas, paved driveway 
charm of this home •38 of an acres of land including 5 acres lot. Various sizes available, and separate 18x31 wired 
acre• Listed EXCLUSIVELY at cleared and 4 year old home Minimum ground preparation re- 
$104,500. with modem amenities, quired. Asking $9,900. Open to shop. $99,500. MLS 
Close to town. $99,000• offers and terms. MLS. 
mouern  ~uropean ~t t tchen  
Almost new, tastefully --  Tinted triple seal win- REALTY LTD. - -  
decorated, above ground dows ROYAL LEPAGE 
basement home. Fully -- Custom vert ical  ASSOCIATE BROKER 
• finished upstairs and blinds + NETWORK. 635-5397 HorsE Gedllnskl Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Griffin Bert LJu~jh Joe Barbose . Ralph Gedliqski Chdstel Godlinski 
,i':: downstairs. A total of - -Modern  European .... Home or 638-0371 Of- 635.6397 e35.57M 638.0484 635.5784 636.6604 635,4980. 636.6397 
2,136 square feet of liv- kitchen : r ice. 
ing space offers many at- " --Natural gas heat and 
tractive featuressuch as: hot water Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
2"x6"  construct ion -And  a f i rst  class ]oca- 
--bedroomsVery spacious yard.ti°n with a private back 
~ --Vaulted ceiling in liV- This home is a must on 
l ing  room with glass ~ your  Viewinglist if you 
• ~,~doors,,~ to balcony are in the upper price 
~ Two'full washrooms housing market. MLS. 
+/~Large .  . recreat ion For an appointment to 
room with glass doors to view contact Christel 
back yard Godlinski at TERRACE 
;. • : + 
i ;  i + !~.  i ,/+p++ + 
' , ,+ • . 
+, • , Joy Dover ' 
' J ohn  • Cur r le , .P res ident  of NRS Pruden & Curds  (1976)  
i LEal,, wou ld  like to  congratu late  Joy  Dover  on  her  recent  i ~, award  rece ived  f rom The Nor thwest  Real Estate Board fop 
i the h ighest  contr ibut ing sa lesperson to the board for  the year  
1 989. . . . . . .  
J oy  began her  real estate career  in 1 979  and has rece ived  
i this coveted  award  e ight  t imes.  Joy  Is also a member  of the  
:i P res i  g lous NR$ Pres idents  Club. ,+ 
: 'iJoy wou ld  like to thank all her  f r iends and loyal  c l ients who 
have 'he lped  her to  achieve thesegoa ls , ,  and hopes  shews  
be  able to 'cont inue  to serve  them in the future, . . . .  
Joy Dover, National Real Estate Service,P~den 
~& Currle (1976) Ltd. 635-6142. ' "  ~ .... 
For t'he ensw~rs to all yourreal estate needsl ' 
. . . . .  call  our best  sel lers today. .  :~ ! 
; ~ Pruden &Currle (1976)Ltd. + 
i ~ ~ • 636-6142 + ~ +I+~ 
~:i~ ii ¸: •:• ~ . • . . . .  . 
LAKESHORE ACREAGE 
Located on Kalum Lake - 22 acres 
of vacant land. Aocro~lelllGO ft. of 
more111~lfma~on give us a call. 
Asking $69,900 MLS 
HANDYMAN'S SPECIAL 
Great potential is shown in this 
11 O0 sq. ft. 3 bedroom home. Some 
upgrading done, some needed. 
Situated on large lot with potential 
for extra lot. 156' wide by 65' deep. 
Centrally located on corner et Park 
and Sparks. Good buy at $34,900. 
Call Lauds. 
~ ROOM GALORE ] 
Can be yours with this over 2000 I
sq. it. two storey home, Home of-J 
fers very spacious kitchen.dining I 
area, 4 bedrooms and 2V= baths.| 
This home also features a fully self-J 
contained one bedroom suite. 77 x I 
194 lot. Asking $86,000. I 
EXCEPTIONALLY WELL 
DEVELOPED 
Property 'features a beautifully 
finished home with a separately 
housed 16' x 32' swimming pool on 
a 1,25 acre, landscaped and fenc. 
ed, Situated in Kitwanga, Call for 
more information today• Shaunce 
Kruisselbrink. MLS 
MOBILE HOME WITH 
ADDITIONS 
12 x 68 mobile home with a finish. 
ed addition plus a large attached 
garage. Appliances & drapes Includ. 
ed. Lots of windows make this a 
bdght & cheeP/ home• Asking 
$10,900. Offers encouraged, MLS. 
- TIRED OF PAYING PAD I CENTRALLY LOCATED 
' + RENT? i In 'the Horseshoe for your family's 
Consider thl~ Io1 for setting up your I convenience to schools and shopp. 
mobile• Hydro, natural gas, waterl Ing, this 2 storey home has loads of 
and cabldvision are available. Pdced I comfort 1o offer. 10 yeara aid. Four 
right at" $7,500. For information, I bedrooms, two fireplaces, Full base. 
call today. Sbaunce Krulsselbdnk. I ment. Attached garage and double 
MLS 1+ paved riveway, Asking $I 19,500.. 
++ +++++~ + + + + ~ '  ++ 
;t + ;~:+,il'llllilmm +:i+' 
STAN PARKER JIM DUFFY' 
638-4031 635.6688 
A GREAT GETAWAY 
This property is an estate sale and 
must sell before winter. 27 acres 
located near Cedarvale with 1600 
ft. of highway frontage. Two storey 
A.frame cabin is inconspicuously 
nestled between the trees with 
lovely view of the Skeena River. A 
small lake is located on. a bench 
area above the cabin• All offers con. 
sldered on this already well pdced 
property of $25,500. MLS. Call 
Laurie for more info. 
QUIET PRIVACY 
Is yours with this 1200 sq. ft. base- 
ment home located on 1 •78 acres in 
the Gnssen Creek Subdivision• Pro- 
pert/has been developed to insure 
total privacy for your quiet lifestyle; 
You will be impressed with the 
vaulted ceilings in the gvlngroom 
and sitting room areas. Kitchen has 
been totally redone and features 
new Birch cabinets• Other features 
are 3 bedrooms, fireplace and hot 
tub. Call Jim to make your 'appoint- 
ment to view this property priced at 
$87•000. 
Excellent building lot located near 
Uplands School on a quiet area of 
the bench• rot size is 114' x 132', 
Natural gas and water available• 
Asking $25,000 MLS 
PRIVATE & SPACIOUS 
EXCEPTIONAL APPEAL 
If elbow room is what you need 
without giving up convenience, 
CHEAPER THAN RENTING 
You can make your start in the 
housing market with the purchase 
of this 12 x 43 mobile home with 
10 x 30 addition set up on its own 
lot. Three bedrooms. Natural gas 
heat. Excellent condition. Very af- 
fordably priced at $24,900• MLS 
TWO GREAT STARTER don't overlook this attractively land. ~ w u 
scaped and private Ih acre prope~ HOMES 
with appealing family home• This Molitor Street: 873 sq. It, base. 
property shows much" pride of ment, 3 bdrms, N/G, garage, 61' x 
ownership and the. quality of 176' lot. Asking $58,900 
finishing inside and out is very eye King Street: 1344 sq. it, 3 bdrms, 
catching. Located on the. bench on spacious rooms, 75' x 200' lot, 
quiet dead end streei:~+For info on Asking $59,900. MLS. 
If you are looking for your •first the many more appealing features, home, check out these two well 
call Laurie. Listed at $98,000• MLS maintained homes. Call Jim Dully. 
; "3 i ~ - CLOSE TO TOWN 
On over 1 acre• Renovations Just Located within easy walking 
completed• Potential for 7 lots. distance of stores, we have this 
Located in quiet area of Kelth 964 sq. ft. basement home. 3 
Estates on corner of Hauflland & bedrooms. Natural gas heat. Self. 
Braun. Call Laude. Asking $48,500 contained bachelor suite. Very well 
MLS maintained. Pdced at lust $64,900• 
DUPLEX 
This side by side two storey unit 
provides approx. 1400 sq. ft. of liv. Have a look at this 34'x70' beauty 
ing space in each unit• Only 9 years with 2-14'x16' bay doors, 18' ceil- 
old and in top notch condition. 3 Ing, cement floorand 3 phase widng 
bedrooms & 1V= bathrooms, on a one acre parcel in KItwanga. 
Located in quiet area of town. Ask- Listed at $75,000, Call Shaunce for 
ing $69,000. Call Lauds. more information. MLS. 
LAURIE FORBES 
636-5382. 
GORDON OLSON 
630.1045 
HANS STACH 
636.6739 
SHAUNCE KRUISsELBRINK 
636.5382 i 
, I 
) 
i I 
I 
i: 
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HOME PLAN 
1 S 
This beautiful and practical Victon'an.style design 
has many fine features to recommend it as your 
next home. 
A:T 
~ : : ; ~ , : -~: . : - '~ . .  - 
i, Jl) .4 II11 OIP'J3" ill 
='=~=" '--=,=us=" '~  ~, ~ ~,~ ... SINCE ! 955 
TRANSPORTATION 
YS TEMS L TD=_ 
i 
• HI D0Y • LOCAL & LONG BSTANCE CH~,RTERS 
• VAN • SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N. 
• FLAT DECK • DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• DALLY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT • DALLY FREIGHT SERVICE:T0 KITIMAT 
KITIMAT Member of TERRACE 
,.v,,u. 2728 632-2544 635- ~UNITED or 635-7102 272-  3rd Street "/ I  
Kitlmat • ,,~u.. 3111 Blackbum 
Terrace 
i 
bl~Jl~ wm,cY~o,4 ; l  NO~ I'1 ~"  In! Vll~,~umyWll St=rage/ I f~  
Ill ~?~ ~-2~I  ~ ' .~  I~I~ 
WIDTH 5~C)'/16764 rr~n 
DESIGN NO.  ~-~.  3Z-O' /9753mm 
TOTAL FINISHED AREA. 1949 ~l f t / le l  Om 2 
~VVe~,,~ I I . 
I~ .  J r ; - ' -  
AREA- ~45 ~ ft / ?'8 5m 2 NO'? ~ N  
House • Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6273 
~.i,.,~, ~ ~. ~,  . ~ , ~  . ::~i ~ i~  !:: 
:~,~ , "~:~.i~-~ ' ' :~ . .. 
WORLD CLASS HOME 
Park.arna auth~nt¢ 2 storey. 5 8RH.4pce,, 
1.Ensuite baths. PLUS "Rec room "Family room 
"Quiet street "Gas heat *One year o~. Extreme. 
ly well built family home on large lot, 
"$115,000" Gordon Hamilton 635.9537 
(900029) MLS 
VIEW.SITE PARADISE 
Dazzling Lakelse Lake 2 stop/chalet. Stucco. 
on 1.72 acres, with beach nearby. 6 ORI3Pce, 4 
Pce, 2 Pce ena baths. F,A. •end furnace, 2 bay 
storage shop for mohx home, etc.. "$l 44,SOO* 
(890160) Verne 635.3389 
NEWLY DECORATED 
Park-area excitement. Newly decorated, authen- 
bc split enby. Fireside cheer, parquet nears, 5 
BR/1.4pce., 1.3poe,, ensure baths. PLUS "Gas 
heat "Finished basement. See TOPa~ Priced at 
$94,500. Gordon Hamiitem 635.9537 (900028) 
MLS 
LITTLE BUT LOVAnLE 
Cordial Copper Moun~n A.frame packed •ith 
v~fues. Freshly decorated. Ouldl streel, electric 
heat, carpat~no, wondbe~ng stove, lencing, 3 
6R/1 baths. At this Price -- Call Nowl Priced at 
$39,500. (89035) MLS Gordon Lakelse Realty 
638.0268 
" DREAMS COME TRUE! i We have yourdream home. Only one yssr old in I ~ 
Terrace's n~est suedivis~m it comes with 5 
bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, family room, roe room, ! LAKELSE LAKE BUNGALOW 
2 fireplaces, douhld paved ddve•ay, doubte 2 bedr. cabin on Wesl Side of lake yli Beam 
garage with automatic opener, interoom and : Station Road. Fully servteed, furnished, access 
security system, nining roum and oak kitchen to lake via Boat Launch• (89001) MLS Brenda 
have paso doers to larga rear de~k. Quality is 638•1721 
the key wo~l from the sky,his to french doors. 
Make a move up. CaJI Brenda.638.1721 MLS 
i (90OOOl) l 
MAGNIFICENT ESTATE I OUALITY PROPERTY BUY REAL WORTH 
Horseshoe Tradi0on,~i Co~tompqrar/opald~e. I L.aPDe S bedroom hor'ne 6onstin9 soi¢l coacrete I BENCH 2 :sto,~y bungalow featuring mte view. 
] 0~sk/stucco 2 slory. Intercom" syslem, 2 ] bio~. copsb.ou6on, Double paved driveway & I Great fam~ area. 2 fireplacas.formal dining 
] hrepiaces; formai dining room, 7 BR/3 lull baths, i .garaoq, Grnat family area on a quiet no throogh.~ rncm, 0ame room. gourmel kitchen, 4 nP,/2 AND 
t ALSO "Gas heat "New kitel~ "2:car 0araga ] paved street. Easy care landscaping •ith fruit ~ V~ baths. ARRANGE NEW MORTGAGE. 
I *Master suite. Two kllchens, Two sundesks, ] bees, ga0den area and a rear pabu oR kitchen i "$99,900' (690161) 635.2260 MLS Brenda 
i Garden, Greenhouse' MLS "$146,500" [ nouk. Cell Jackie MLS (900035) i Ericksoo 
J (88162) Gordon 
GNEAT STARTERI 
Thornheighis duplex. Situated Do Jevel lanced 
Iot.~A family n~ld live in one .11,111 and rent the 
other, Each side ~ 2 bedraorTtsi full buth, and 
appliances ir~klded in asking price el $~i2~Oou. 
MLS 88113) CaN Brenda 638.1721 
EXCELLENT LOCATION 
Prime building ldt 60' x 132' appxoximately, 
with a partial vie• on Birch Ave. S19.000 MLS 
(890128) Call Verne 
NANOYMAN'S SPECIAL 
1554 sq. ft. parhally finished home in Thomhtll 
100' x 100' lot ideal for handy man or coob'ac. 
tot, Cedar shake roof and some building supplies 
to assist in finisfdng. Only $33.000. Cell Gord 
HamiHon for details. MLS (890209~ 
MOBILE HOME 
Older style 12 x 62, 2 bedroom mobue home 
with 10 x 36 addriion, 18 x 36 heated & w~ed 
shop, 12 x 12 storage shed. Fully fenced & 
landscaped, Cookstove, fridoe, washer & dryer, 
incteded. Call Gord to view. MLS $21,500 
(890208) 
l 
.~ ,~ 
Verne Ferguson Brenda Erickson 
635-3389 638-1721 
Jackie Collier 
635-2677 
Gordon Hamilton 
635.9537 
SKI RESORT POTENTIAL" 
154 acres •ith ~hway hontaoe just waiting 
for ski cabin developmenL Close to Shames 
Mountain. Only 675,000. Call for detads today. 
6352697 ML$ (07133) Brenda 
LAKELSE LAKE PROPERTY 
e~ Kraston Road, 1,T4 acres 04 parhally treed 
level acreage. There is a driveway in and a 16 x 
24 framed cabin sbnct~ra that can he hmshed. 
Highway side of the like and p~iced right. C~II 
Jaokis. MLS (90039) 
CHOICE COMMERCIAL P~OPERTY 
This 146 x 296 foot Jot is in a s~r  location in 
the heart ol the city. This could be the mvestm. 
uent for you. P~iced toe quk:k sale at $98,000, 
Call verne Icr details. MLS 
Slumber 
Lodge 
WINTER 
HOURS 
iii 
The Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
Monday to 
Saturday 
7 amm. - -  
8 :30  p:m. 
Sundays 
8 a .m. - .  
8 p.m. 
' Yldll eel ma' fdledly almosphml 
I II 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 1R8 i 
NEW LISTING 
Horseshoe - 4 bedroom, finished 
basement home, close to schools, 
recreation and downtown. Very 
GoOd cnndtion with recent im- 
provomenta. Call Dick Evans for~ 
details. $86,900 (EXCLUSIVE) 
JUST LISTED 
3 bedroom split leve~ heine in the 
Horseshoe. A very bright, well 
maintained home. Living room 
fireplace, economical utility bills, at- 
tached garage. Don't miss out on 
this one, it's a gem. Call OIck Evans 
Now. $84,900. MLS 
LISTED THIS WEEK 
Ten year old 1371 sq. ft. home. 
Walking distance to recreation and 
downtown. Natural gas heat, 2 
baths plus 4 pce. ensulto. Call Dick 
Evans. Asking $92,900. MLS 
ROOM FOR EVERYONE 
Consider this 1,650 sq. It. home on 
Cedar Cres. Two fireplaces, full 
finished beret., rec room. 4 brms. & 
den, n.g. heat. Contact Gordie 
Sheridan at 635.6142 or eves. at 
635.4781. 
HOME ON 1 ACRE 
Super value in this 1,192 sq ft. 
home on ,91 acre. 112 bsmt, 4 
brms., n.g., assumable mortgage. 
Well pdced at $59,900. MLS 
Owners open to offers. Contact Gor. 
die Sheddan for appts. 
NEW ON HAWTHORNE 
1,200 sq. ft. newly constructP/d 
home in Themhlll. 3 boos. on the 
main,,n.o, full unfinished bsmt., 
large kitchen, .sundeck. Asking 
$89,000. EXCLUSIVE. Owner will 
consider effod Call Gordie. 
LOADS OF EMOTIONAL 
APPEAL 
From the pine feature walls to the 
attractive wood stove in the family 
room, thi s 3 bedroom ,near new" 
family home is a must to see, 
Situated on a large landscaped lot in 
a quiet area. $89,500. Call Joy. 
CONVENIENT SECLUSION 
This attractive starte~ home is set 
hack in a private location. Sulxllvi. 
sign potential in the 68x228 ft. lot 
with frontage on Halllweti and/or 
Gair St. $59,500. Call Joy. 
JUST LISTED - -  
Over 1200 sq. ft. et comfortable ENJOY COUNTRY LIVING 
family living, Thls full basement' with all the conveniences of being 
home Is centrally located to close to downtown in this ranch 
schools, churches and downtown. style home on 5 acres with a land. 
Some of the special features include scapnd and fenced yard, Natural 
a single garage 100x122 ft ot. gas.fired hot water heating, 
Dining room, 2 baths, and a semi- fireplace and 3 bedrooms. Asking 
finished lower level, Asking $87,500, Call Mike. MLS 
$89,000. ML.~ 
Come take a look at the quality 
throughout this home. Oak kitchen 
Is bright and roomy with a large 
southern bay' window, The v- 
Ingroom has a beautiful view of the 
14x70 MOBILE HOME 
with an 6x20 addition. Set up in an 
attractive park, close to schools. In. 
eludes frldoe, ~stove and 
dishwasher. Asking $23,900. 
DON'T MISS OUT i nmlhern mountains, and Is finished i GET AWAY FROM THE 
on one of the few good homes left with hardwood floor andplush area 
This beautifutiy decorated 5 brm I rug. The 1600 sq. It. lower level is I HUSTLE & BUSTLE 
home wltharacroomand3baths partlallyflnlshedaedreadyforyour on 150 acres In a 2 bedroom 
is great for a family. An attached finishing touches. Comes comp eta ~ A.frame style home with propane 
garage, separate shop and tdple with double garage: Listed at lights° cooking and RSF wood 
paved ddveway are great extras: All $110,000. EXCLUSIVE with NRS. heater. Asking $69,500. Call Mike, 
for $79,500. Call Joy. Call Edka. MLS • ' 
PRUDEN & CURRIE•(1976) LTD. 
Dave Reynolds 
636-3126 
i 
Og . . . .  S69,9 
Three bedroom, full basement 
home. New carpet and vinyl flooring 
on the main floor. 2 bedrooms and a 
family room down. For more Infer. 
marion, call Dave at 635.6142, 
MLS 
• HANDYMAN SPECIAL , 
Unfinished home situated on 4.36 
acres. Land is partially cleared. Has 
other outbuildings. Owner is anx. 
Ious. Asking $22,000. Call Dave 
NGWI MLS 636.6142. 
John Currie Dick Evans 
83S-DSDS 638-7008 
VACANT LAND 
78.31 acres listed at $53,500 
77,45 acres listed at $52,500 
2.23 acres R3 zoning listed at 
$53,000 
2,45 acres listed at $31,500 
o~ more information, call Dave at 
635.6142. MLS . . . .  ' ' 
John Ev~ns 
630-6142 
:4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635.6142 
~, ,,,~ ...... ~ 
Joy Dover Gordle Sheridan Edka Pelletfer 
|3|.7070 636.4701 • 6364773 
!~:!/i~ ¸ :•~i~ 
Mike Richardson 
635.6609 
; - ~: -~ . :~ . 
r 
I "  ACTION AD RATES: 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Class i f ied and Class i f ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADL INES:  When a Mat  ho l iday  fa l l s  on  a 
8aturday¢Sundey  or  Monday ,  the  dead l lna  la Thursday  at  
8 p.m. fo r  a l l  d lap ley  and  o laea l f led  ado .  
TERRACE STANDARO, 4e47 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B,C. V8G '158 
AI! ¢lAmaJJ~, .,~!d clasalfled dlspley eda must be prepaid I~y either cash, 
Vlaa or MuTercard, when phoning In ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number reacly. 
20 words (first Insertion) $3.45 plus 5, for additional words. "(Additional Insertions) 
$2.30 plus 4' for add~onal words, $8.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSlFICATIONS.I 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14;' Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm ProdUce 
6. Wanted Misc, 17. GaraGe Sales 
7. For Rent Misc; 18. Travel 
8. Cars for Sale :~. Lost & Found 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 
IO. Aircraft 
! 1. Recreational 
Vehicles 
i 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. LegaiNotices 
22, Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
I l l / f  Tn~ 
The Tofra¢e Stor~ rsse~ss the rlOht o cles.~fy 
under z~prbzle beadinO~ and to ~1 rates ~refore ~ to 
determ~le PNe Ior, atf~l. 
The Torroue Sta~dl~l reserves the rioht o revise, edil, 
c~ or releclamy adviSEment a~l to reteln any answers 
dtfectod to ffv~ News Box Reply Ser,~, it~d to rsp~ ins 
cust{r~r the sum paid for ~ Idvor~smant d box ran~. 
Box rs~ls oll *~"  inst~uuns not plckN up wUhln 1o 
o/expW d ~ adve~dssmect ~1be destray~ unless 
mailing Inst~cUons Ire received. 1 ~ ~f f~ ~x 
Numbers are requested not o send orlOinals of documents to
IvO4d ~.  
cleb~s ot wrers in admtleamente must be rec•lved by 
the publisher wllhln 30 days ~ t~) first pubEcatio~. 
it is aO~ by the edve~sor rNuesun 0 space that he 
liability of too Terrace Standard in the event of teJlure to 
punish an IKIveftlsement or In the event of an error appnonog 
kl the •dvorlJ~l e$ p~lblished shill be Ilfflned to the 
amount paid by the adveressr for only one incorrect Insertion 
|or tbe POrU~IOI tho I{IvorUstog spano nccnpted by the in¢or. 
fecl or omnteo llegl ~'/, and that here sheU be no lia/~fltyin ' 
Iny event Orsater Ozec the amount pikl for such IKIVmllsin O,
1. Real Estate 
• 137 ACRE FARM on Hwy 28, 6t/~ miles sooth 
of FSJ. 3 bedroom house, oarage, barns, out- 
buildings, "water, hydro, and school bus. 
$120,000. Call 996.8379. 8p41 
1 YEAR OLD 1200 ~ .I ft. home. 3 bedrooms, 
N;G., oak kitchen cabinets, full basement, 
must be seen. Thornhaights, Phase III subdlvi. 
slon. Priced to sell. $69,900,635.5757.6p42 
FOR SALE NEW 3 bedroom home with full 
basement on Hawthorn Ave, Call 635.6797, 
6p42 
LOT - Excellent building lot located near 
hospital, school in a quiet area. Paved street, 
NG, water aM sewer. Must selL, 635.3986. 
6p44 
• MUST SELL - Almost brand new 3 bedroom 
home, near hospital, school, Master bedroom, 
2-poe enspite European kitchen NG, Much 
more, 635.3986, 7p44 
PORT ST. JAMES AIRPORT PROPERTY, 6,1 
acres, 14x70 mobge home, factory porch, 
40x40 steel shop, hangar/garage. Lawn, 
garden, groenhoose, xtras. Asking $65,000. 
996.6453 4p46 
HOUSE ~R ~ALE, private sale, 3 bedrooms 
upstalrs, with 2 bedroorn basement suito, Gas 
heat, carport, sundeck, garage with wood 
heat and electrlcily. Nicely fenced lot. Asking 
$65,000.638-8085 2p46 
,1500 SO. FT. LOG HOME with root cellar 
located at Gerrnansen Landing. 5 acres, good 
road, gravlty water, wood stove and boiler. 
Asking $31,500, Call Gap/at 996-8015 4p46 
10 ACRE LOT, 1 mile E, deep well, excellent 
water, water lines, electric line in shed, septic 
system, Ready to build. 1-635.3947 4p46 
FOR SALE, 2 acres level, excellent garden soil 
with, hydro and well., Recreational property 
with frontage on Hwy. 16 and the Skeena 
River, Pdvate boat launch. Phone 635.5061, 
5p47 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, i,300 ~1, it.' wood and: 
electric heat, garage, large yard, fddge and 
stove. On bus route, $4e,000, 635•9722 
2p46 
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED• HOME on DeJong * 
Cresc, near new, qualily thru and thru, 4 
bedrm,, 3 baths, gas heat, fireplaces, 
sundeck, fully landscaped, To view phone 
Terrace Really Ltd, and ask for Rusty or Bert 
Ljungh 638.0371 or 635.5754, lc47 
CHEAP AS RENTING. Make an appointment to 
view this2 bedrm.' non basement home with 
gas heat and a garage in the Horseshoe, Ask. 
Ing $44,500. Contact Rusty or Bert Ljungh at 
'Terrace Realty LM, 638.0371 or 635.5754. 
. lc47 
*$27,000* 
3 bedroom house with natural gas and 
wood stove ~ Vz sore lot 60x400. Atach. • 
ed caq~rt, garden shed, needs TLC, Van- 
dora moved to Vancouver vacant must 
sell, 
CALL COLLECT 
: 1-464 4649 
1. Real Estate 
LOT FOR SALE. City water 63.6 x 132. On 
Cramer Street. Paved, dead.end road, Oulet 
location. Very low, reasonable price. 
635•7456 ,6p46 
HtlDSONS BAY MTN. SKI HILL Land for sale. 
Easy access, footing for 20'x30' building, 
view of the mountain, $5,500. Ideal for a 
family or go partners with friends. Least ex- 
pensive land on the mountalnl 845.2962 
lc47 
• '88 CAVALIER 
4 door, automaUc. 
=9,995 
McEwan ' 
635-4941 
2. Mobile Homes 
• 1.981 MOBILE HOME in good condition• 2 addi- 
tions, Fireplace, patio doors and all ap- 
pliances, Astdng $26,000. 080, Phone 
567-2993. 4p44 
MOBILE HOME PADS For rent. Located in 
Thornhill, Highway 16 E and Clark Ave. Close 
to schools, Pads available. One double wide, 
one R.V., several single wide, Please call 
Evelyn at 1.656-9564. 6p45 
14'x70'.TWO BEDROOM MANCOMOblte home 
onlarge foils Coppe~ide, Fully fencod, large 
shed,,Jddge, stove $29,500 OBO, 638.8956. 
6p45 
12x68 MOBILE With addition, renovated, new 
carpet & vinyl, 2 bedrooms, natural gas, ap. 
pliances, universal gym, sun deck. Nice Ioca• 
.lion, $14,000. 635.7612, 6p45 
WELL MAINTAINED 12x68 mobile home, 
Frldge, stove, washer, dryer, natural gas, New 
carpets. Quiet trailer court. Must be seen 
$15,000, OBO, 635-9411, 6p47 
1980 14x74 
Crowr~o~t Trailer 
Sat up In local ,railer park, 3 
bedrooms, 2 full bathrooms. Comes 
with 5 appliances, p~l ly  built 
joay shack, has full pab~,U'~,~)')()O 
o,b,o, 638-1238, 
'86 GMC RALLY-VAN 
8 passenger. 
=11,995 
} McEwan.  
635-4941 ' ' 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4, BEDROOM TOWNHDUSES featudng 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard, carport and satelitte T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31tfn 
FURNISHED ROOM, INCLUDING TV, laundry, 
and kitchen lsclllties. Available immediately. 
Ideal for a working single person, Non Smoker, 
Viewing 635.6154 6p42 
DOWNTOWN SPACE For lease. Located 
upstairs on 4600 Block - Lakelse, Good for 
office space or storage, Call 035.7939 or Ter. 
race Realty (Crystal) 636.0371, 6p44 
UNFURNISHED TWO BEORBOM log house In 
Rnsswood, water and electricity included in 
rent of $150 monthly. Large gardon area, COO. 
tact Parr, enter's, radiophone H49.5042 on JK 
or JL channel. References required, " 6p46 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOL8 
1 room $380, 2 room $450& 3 room 
$520, Fddge, stove, heat and bet water 
Included:. Carpet throuObeut; Laundry 
tacllitJes, storage space, References re• 
:qulred for I, 2. & 3 bedroom a~zrlmente, 
PHONE OFFICE 636-5224: ~ 
If avll i i lble 
CTI O,N AD S 
P'BUY  SELL P'RENT  'TRADE 
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3. For Rent 5. For Sale Misc. 
FOR RENT one l-bedroom and one 2.bedronm 2 WATERBEDS, 1 kingsize walnut finish, 1 
duplex suite. Fddge and stove, wall to wall double, solid pine, clear finish, $200 each 
carpets, in town. No pets please. Call 0B0,635.2315 6p46 
635.5464. 6p45 i SET OF TWIN BEDS with walnut head- 
FURNISHED ROOM including TV, laundry and boards, $100 each. Call 635.2522. 6p46 
kitchen facilities. Available immodiatoiy, Ideal 
for a working single persoo, Non smoker• 
Viewing 635-8154 6c46 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE on private lot. Excellent 
cond., washer, dryer hook.up. Available Im• 
mediately, $370/month ptus references, 
$200 damage depssit. Call 635.7025. 2p46 
"88 RELIANT K-CAR 
4 door, white. 
=4,995 
.035-4941 
4. Wanted to Rent 
FAMILY NEEDS TO RENT 3.4 bedroom house. 
A.S.A.P, Call 635.6714. 6p43 
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY LOOKING For 3.4 
bedromn home. Would be long-term or will 
lease, Have good references• Call 638-8673 
or 635-5541. 6p43 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE OR TOWNHOUSE by 
responsible family by March 30, 1990. Phone 
638-0B53 evenings or 635.4336 days. 
References available. 6p46 
WANTED TO RENT 3 bedroom house in Ter. 
race for a family of 3. By the end of March or 
Apdf. Call 638-8469. 6p47 
RENTED HOUSE SOLD. Responsible family 
with baby desperately needs 3 or 4 bedroom 
apartment house or mobile home by March 
31, 1990. Leave message with Coreena at 
635.3338. lp47 
NON SMOKING GENTLEMAN looking for a one 
bedroom furnished apartment. Call 635-3921. 
2p47 
'85 CHEV S-TRUCK 
4x4, 5 speed. 
635-4;;1' 
FOR SALE: FRESH SHRIMP and ground fish. 
For ordering, call 627.8719 in Prince Rupert. 
Will deliver out of town.. 6p46 
BOYS 10 SPEED BIKE, $50. Junior size guitar 
with case, Like new $75. Chlids cross coun. 
• try skis and boots. $30. 635.7209 6p46 
FOR SALE 31 GOOD GAMES ON one Nlntendo 
cartridge, New - $200 also will pay .10 each 
for good need comics. Phone 635•3823 6p47 
FURNITURE FOR SALE, Kitchen chrome set, 
table and four chairs, $75, wood dining room 
suite, table and four chairs. $400, beautiful 
round wood coffee -table and matching end 
table, $500:. sectional chesterfield, rust color. 
$400, La•Z-Boy rocker, wood frame, beige 
colour with brown fleck. $250, 15 cubic foot 
deep freezer. $200, Misc. stereo equipment, 
$75, rear bagger lawnmower, Sears model, 
$75, 15 inch tires, Will consider offers. Phone 
635.2891 2p47 
TRICYCLE $20, 12" bicycle $25, 4 smoke 
detectors $5 each, 6000 BTU window air con. 
ditioner $100, 1 pair 5' brown vinyl shutters 
$5, red macrame swag lamp with ~lant 
holders and glass table $100. 635.6992 after 
5 p,m, or 635.6146 days, 3p47 
LEFT HANDED BEAR compound bow, 35.45 
Ibs•,arrows, quiver, razortips, slghta,$225,, 
635.9407, 2p47 
'88 FORD SUPERCAB ~ TON 
XLT Lariat package. 
=18,995 
L .  635-4941 [] 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. ~ipers, hallogen 
headlights, rear wlnOow defrost. Cleanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000, Call 638-8654 even. 
ings. tin 
MOVING TO AFRICAI 1988 Ford Tempo for 
sale or lease, 5 spd AM/FM,cassette stereo. 
Cruise control, air conditioning, easy terms, 
nothing down. Take over payments 
$275/month or purchase price, $10,400, 
638.8621 or 635-9221, 6p42 
1983 SUBARU 4x4 Station Wagon, good 
mechanical shape. Asking $4200, OBO 
1.699-8900. 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 
etc.. $1400,00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2.door auto • good cood, 
$1500, 14 fL Td-hull speed boat- 50 horse 
sank, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd, jacks, $2000. New Kuboda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle. Ph. 697-2474, 19tin 
BABY ACCESSORIES including popular "in. 
disposable" fitted co.on diapers, Safe and 
comfortable for baby, easier for parents. Must 
be seen1638.1204, 6p42 
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS, Kahm 220 cm. new, 
nonwaxod, Size lOt/z, Tacks skates; size 
lOt/z Vasque hiking boots, $50 each. Call 
638-8960 evenings, 6p42 
YAMAHA FLUTE, With sliver head joint, open 
hole, a B foot, Call 638-1864 or 638.1928 
after 6 p.m, 6c42 
CONTESTS, REFUNDS, Your hobby? Send 
LEASE and $3.00 for information on current 
forms. Box 718, Vanderhoof, B.C. VOJ 3AO 
6p42 
225 STICKERS OR CHILDREN'S BOOK - Sam- 
ple $2.00, Golden children's books, stickem, 
arts and crafts. Mall order. Economically pdc- 
ed. Send for current list. The General Home 
Store, BOC 718, Vanderhool, B,C. VOJ 3AO, 
6p42 
FORANO BUNCHEI~ HEAD. Good shape. 
$7500, Phone 546-6386, 4p44 
AMIGA 1000 COMPUTER wit~ Fujitsu 2100 
colour pdnter, genlock, HOB monitor, mouse, 
software, books, etc, $2,000, Phone 
638.1441, 6p44 
1 COUCH AND MATCHING SWIVEL ROCKER in 
excellent condition, $500 OBO Phone after 5 
p.m. 635-2980, 6p45 
SKI TOQUES, HEADBANDS, children's 
sweaters ideal for clubs, business advertising 
or individualized gifts, quality knitwear dis- 
count group orders, personalized esigns, For 
Information or orders call SuJo Works 
847-4203, 4p45 
BUSH CABIN: 12 ft. by 20 ft. on 3 axle trailer. 
c/w propane stove, oil heater and various fur. 
nlshlngs, Asking $3500. Phone 845-2551. 
. _ 4p45 
NINTENDO POWER PAD And 2 games, Good 
for kids $150 OBO or will trade for 5 games. 
Also "randy computer tape reoorder, as 
new,S30, 635.3823, 6p45 
SCUBA DIVING EQUIPMENT. Emergency pony 
tank. Horeecoilar, buoyancy control device, 
fins, mask and tank, back pack. All new 112 
pdce, 638.1626, 6p45 
2 LINE BUSINESS TELEPHONES, 2 telematdx 
4001500, 1 telematdx 250, Call 635.6146 
6p46 
Give the gift 
of learning. 
Misty River Books 
4606 Lakelse 635.4428 
'85 8UBURDAN 4X4 
automatic,' two-toce. 
=9,995 
t McEvvan 
635.4041 
,De CHEV 8-10 I 20. Pets & Livestock, -   
2 wheal drive, extended cab,.auto, r VERY PRETTY GREY MARE. Green broke; ~ =11 995 Gentle, easy Inading. Sets open ot brad. Has 
AQHA papers. Call Joe anytime 1-692.3722,. 
4p45• 
McE WEANLING QUARTER HORSE colt. No papers:. 
n Gentle $500 060 before March 1 O, 1990; Call 
" Joe 1-692.3722 anytime. 4p45 
635-4941 I BEAUTIFUL HIMALAYAN Siamese crows klt-il 
tens. Ready to make you happy. $100 each!: 
Delivery arranged. $75 you plckiJp: 11. Recreational 1.692-3722 anytime. 4p45 
Vehicles FOR SALE MANX KITTEN, 3 months old. Ve~I:~. 
14' SHASTA TRAVEL TRA LER, 3 way fridg'e, friendly. 632-5230. : 6P'4§,~ 
stove, oven, furnace. Sleeps 4.6. $1,600 REGISTERED LIMOUSEN BULLS, cows and" 
OBO, 638-8956 after 6 p.m. 6p45 open heifers from Snowbird Limousen.' Phone~ 
Emil at 567-4896. , 4p46 ~ 1 2. Ul  .amOtOrCyCleS REG. BOXER PUPS, Champion stock, Born.. 
1984 HONDA SHADOW 500, perfect condi. Nov. 25189. Fawn, white markings $250to • 
ben, 3600 km, black with chrome, $2500, $500. K, Wall, Burns Lake, 1.694.3338 4p47. 
635-7612 6p46 MARE OWNERS, Keystone Appalonsa'a base  
13. Snowmobiles new Jr, sire. He is a son of "Gner", the leading 
sire of world and national champions. We have 
2 YAMAHA PHAZER Snowmobiles, 1985 a few bookings left to him. We also hava 
mint condition with cleats and gears. 1988 several show quality yearlings and our new 
with ¢)lpe, reods, gears, peddles and torque foals will be arriving soon. Our horses all have 
arm, Very fast. Please call 635.2677 even. top blondlines, willing temperaments, and the 
Ings or leave message, 6p45 confirmation to put you at the top of the class; 
Give us a call. 1-698.7457 eves. 4p47 
PHASER 2 NEW WINDSHIELDS, new sliders. 
Recently mechanically tuned. Good seat. 
Tune-pipe. Extra belts, cover• Good ALL  BREED I 
mechanicalconditlon.Cal1627.8550, 2p4B DOG GROOMING I 14. Beats & Madne Reasonable Rates, 10 Vears Expedenc e35' 1961 CABIN CRUISER. Sleeps 7, wood JANE TURNER 638-8018 
boat with 2, 350 mercury inboard gas motors, Mocnlnge or Evenings 
ERC. New paint job inside and out. Red and 
white, Plus fishing gear and life jacket. Ap. 
praised at $40,000.' Asking $35,000. 
635.5543 after 6 p,m. 6p46 
27 FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT. 6 cylinder Volvo 
diesel, tandem trailer, 140 gallon fuel tanks, 
cmverH~.top, seats 8 passe•  638-88546p47 
15. Machinery FRESHLY PROCESSED FEED! 
Bulk, Mini-Bulk or Bag 
18 H.P. Adens Tractor, hydrostatic ddve, WHY P~AY MORI~' I  ~ 
mower deck, dozer blade, 2 wheel cart, lawn 
roller, tire chains and spare tire, $3,295 080, (~ .  ~t~OOlt C'~/LO~. C~6~ ,~{~. 
635.3258. 4p45 "Serving B.C.'= Intedor" 
• 1987 PETERBILT CABOVER Job available to caribou Rsd~-M~x &Feed: 701-5295 
the dght applicant, Call 635-9722. 6p45 . I ~  
Cadboo Feed and Ranch Sup~y: 308-7068 
K~rllhey Kupboard: 748-4644 
PollardEquipment Ltd. "='=': " " ' "  Sunnysids Produce • Two Mile FI~ 
NEW-USED-REBUILT Ubum Cstiboo Shamr~k Motel: 998.4414 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT PARTS Edom.~lum 
Complete line of Caterpillar Rid Rock Husky: 330-4381 Pimvlew Feed Ltd.: 963-8682 
Replacement Pads . Sa~wam (Downtown): 563-2945 
Wilow River: 568-2348 CALL TOLL FREE o,,~,,r~q.~,,: 74z.r4. 
4p44 '80ol Penn Read ' Prince George, B.C. 
.1985 TOYOTA.VAN, Every option available ~ ,,= i . . 
p us moro. Uke now cond, on, m"st be seen '16. FarnT Produce 
$12,000. Sacilfice OBO 1-690.7493, 4p44 
1983 SUBARU 4x4 Station Wagon, g~ ~ ~ ~ "  
mechanical shape. Asking $4,000 0B0 P lan  your  garden  | early. 1.699-8900. 4p44 I 
1967 FIREBIRD, 1978 Big Block Pontiac 4-'~, Make  Misty River | 
Turbo400transwlthe&MStagell,$1600 Books your first step. I 
O,B.O. For more into 635-4712. 6p44 4606 Laketse 635-4428 / ~ - -  
1975 CHEV BELAIRE VD, 350. Asking J 21. Help Wanted 
$1,000, Call 635-4607. 6p45 WANTED RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER For one 
6 year old. References required. Needed by 1977 OLDSMOBILE DELTA ROYAL 88. Load. 19, LOst & Found March 1. For more information call 635-5023. ed, 4 door, auto, 403, no rust, summer/winter 
radials, $1800, 635-9121. 6p45 LOST: ONE PEARL EARRING with three small 6p44 
1988 FORD COBRA MUSTANG, 15,000 kin, diamonds. Gold setting. Great sentimental SINGLE PARENT requires experienced live.in 
loaded, Rigatta blue and silver, Comes with value. Lost between Bank of Commerce and Nanny for infant child, One child considered. 
car cover, bra and Iouvros, mint condition, ex- Shoppers Drug Mart. Call 635-7124 2p46 Reply to Box 888 OlD Terrace Standard, 4647 
tended warranty, $17,500 OBO. Cal l  KEYS FOUND by the Terrace Post Office, Key Lazelle Avene, Terrace, B.C. V8G 188 6p44 
638.0043 and leave message, 4p46 chain has the initials D.L.P on them, also CARRIBEAN OPPORTUNITY- American diner 
1988 MAZDA 626DX 4 door automatic, Alcankeychain, Owner can claim at Tbe Ter. requires short order cook with some 
power steering, power brakes, 38,000 kin, race Standarc, 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Ter- managerial experience, Must be reliable, 
stereo cassette deck, scotch guard, 3 yrs race, B.C, • 6p47 friendly, able to relate well with people. 6 day 
work week with some shift work. $500 transferable warranty. $14,000. 635-9270 FOUND: a Spalding baseball glove, at dead end U.S.Iwk plus probucti~n bonuses. Tax free. 
6p46 of Medeek in the 4900 block. Te claim, call 
1985 DAYTONA. Turbo charged, very low 638.8886altar4p.m, 2p47 Annual contrac.ts. Work permit requires 
single, no dependants. Clean criminal record. 
mileage. Automatic, PS/P8, stereo and other LOST 1 FINE GOLD CHAIN with small diamond Send full resume to Eats Ltd. Box 1081, 
extras. Exc. cond. $8,900. 635.3565 even- pendant in the vicinity of the Coachman Apts. George Town, Grand Cayman Island, B.W.I• 
Ings. 6p46 and Anderson Street. Reward offered, 4p45 
1981 OMEGA 4 DOOR standard, 89,000 kin, 635.9250. 2p47 WANTED IMMEDIATELY - Fully qualified hair 
Good condition, $1,850. 636-2400 or leave LOST - A silver necklace and earring set. stylist. Excellent returns. Apply at The Hair 
message for Dave 635.7676. Car Is in Ter- Bought from Carters Jewellers. Lost at the Old Hut, 635.2993. 6c46 
race. ~ 6p47 Timers Restaurant in Smithers. Call 
1970 911 Porsche. Rebuilt motor and clutch. 842-5684. • 2p47 MOTHERS HELPER Wanted. Some housekeap- 
In very good condition. Best offer takes. Call ing, some babysitting, Hours vary, $6 • $19 
849-5612 after 4 p.m. 6p47 per hour. Must be bondable. Call 638-8756. 
6p48 
FOR SALE 1987 Flreblrd, air conditioning, WANTED IMMEDIATELY. Full time girl Fdday. 
cruise control, summer driven, warranty, Apply at the Hair Hut. Call 635-2993 or 
50,000 kilometres, $10,500. 845.2962. plhone 635-2753after7 p.m." 6c47 
6p47 
1987 PONTIAC SUNBIRD GT, 5 spd., turbo, MAINTENANCE PERSON REQUIRED for the 
sunroof, cassette, power windows, air- Terrace Hotel. Experience in plumbing,' 
conditioning, bra, winter tires. $11,000. heating, and electrical necessary. Please send 
resume to 4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
635.9407, 2p47 brown collar. Lost downtown," outside I V8G 1M7 lc47 
Mohawk on Boxing day at 11:00 a.m. I CHAMBER MAID required "On call" basis 
'88 NfSSAN SENTRA Any Information I~lsase phone I which may lead to full time Relief desk clerk 
4 door, rod, Heather at I also required. Min of 8 hrs. per week. Forward 
635-9234 or 635.7868 I resume or RIwInl Offlfodl "I  drop off to the Terrace Hotel 4551 =9,995 Crelg Avenue. VDG 1M7 lc47 
I ' McEwan v Te,-ace 
- - - '  638-8504 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1978 GMC 3/4 ton pickup, 6 cylinder, $1200. Dial-A-Message 
Phone 638.8912 after 6 u.m, 6p42 
1975 FORD TRUCK, blue in color, comes with A message just for you from the word of God. Call 
4 studded tires, asking $650 OBO. Call 
638.0971 anytime, 6p45 anytime Sunday - Saturday 24 hours a day. There 
1982FOROF250,6cyL 300 susp. capable of iS a new message every week. 
carrying large camper. 74,000 km,, Call 
636.6907. 6p45 if you have any questions or comments, state your 
1984 MACK (conventional) 440.12 spd, message after the sound of the beep with your 
38,000 Ib dillS. Noway air, new recaps, name, number and address. 
power divider Just rebuilt, new bottom end. 
Sleeperl5th wheel. Ready for work, Good con. The Number Again to Call: . . . .  
dillon. B.C. certified, Call Watson Yr, 
403.536.2351 3p46 j~ i  ~i l~ i l~  i l l~  I ! ia  ~ l l  ~e  • 
1961 BLUE 4x4 DODGE, short box. Very go~i OOO OOUq condition, wrangler tires and canopy, $5,500 
flrm, Pbene635.9080 6p46 Gosl~el meetings held every Sunday et 7':00 p.rn; ' 
1968 AEROSTAR VAN, Goo(I condition, at the 
$9,000 OBO. Call 635-4890 evenings. 6p46 Terrace Gospel Hall, 4802 Scott Ave .  ::i: ~i; 
1961 GMC 3/4 too,, 6 cyl, standard. $3,000. 
View at No. 20, 3689 Muller, 635.2866,6p47 ~. 
i 
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c,, , ,  _,TION . - 
,-_ ~-  ~ ~: '~;~:'"~'~' ~:~ .... :,!i [ /::~/~%~ PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ' 
~--~638.SAVE I . ' " '='~ " ~  :: I ~i:~:' l~ ) MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
. ~'BUY v 'SELLv 'RENTP 'TRADE : "  ' ~'~: 1 !~i! ! I ; ' ;~  KALUM FOREST DISTRI r 
21. Help Wanted ,, : ....... : :j: :: ...... ~ :  PRINCERUPERT REGION 
~In M OfE~N PM:TAI~yns~ ' L " ' ' • : •: . . . . . . . .  : •':':" • ' : : i  PUBL ICNOTICE•: :  ' 
~.n.! ene..rgy, counsellor courses,aUrreeiadln'-gshlg_h ACCnnMTA 'r t,, m'--n,,== ; I::! EQUIPMENT FOR HIRE REGISTRATION 
..... s.rT,~,;ua,, persona,, past life, healing, 76p34~ The oELM'AS"CO.--O"~R=ATIr'~E'~AaSeSOC~IAT~Oa; arequar~re: ::AcZ"c:n; I /  TheleMi noirSptrYar~onFor~v~tt~ ' thl~leUfmlloF°wir~: t ~ipSetdsc~f!~;~tu(~:m'Ce°nn~;' 
- tant/Controller immediately I., I tankers, backhoes, Iowbeds, skldders with tanks, cats, crew' 
LEARN HOW TO EARN MONEY. A ~;tesdy I . 
come is possible with my help. For appoint. 
ment phone 635-3404 
REQUIRED immediately qualified legal 
sonreta~y for Bums Lake Yinkadlnee' Keyakh 
Law Centre Society, Burns Lake, B.C. Sand 
resume to P.O, Dox 8000, 412 Government 
\%_ .,~"/ .,__~".~,/ 
CRIS IS~. '~  
LINE ~REFERRAL • - i~  ICE 
632 - 4333 
Open ~' days a wee]( 9PM - 9AM 
Answering mac~ne 9AM -- 9PM 
)NFIDENTIALITY GUARANTE 
The' AO is pe~ let w~ fund= rated By: 
STOP 
SMOKING 
!(I  
• b ,';,I 
Delmas Co- is th I . .. . . . .  uses, crummles and emergency transoort vehicles to list up o argest and most successful re,aileron me uueen a a th ' . . . . . . . . . . .  '- ' 
. . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . ,. a i sir equtpmem wire me Mlnlstr~ of Forests. Forms are 
unarlone Islanos. The ,;o-up sells a variety Ol cemmodines InCluolng I I available at the Kalum Forest Dlstrk~t Office ~n~ _Keen ~,=l,h 
grocerieg, meat, hardware, lumber, furniture and appliances I I Avenu . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  
" I. I e, retrace, B.C., V8G tL1. 
Reporting to the General Manager the successful candidate will be an | | Rental rates will' norma Iv be on an All Found he,d,, r,;*,~ 
Integral part of the management team. Duties to Include preparation of I' I bos~,, " " . . . .  - . . . .  
multilevel financial statement, cash management, review and imple. | I , " . ' "  . , .... , . . . .  . . . .  
ment Internal controls, project costing, supervision of accounting staff I | ,-.qulpment on previous lists must RE-REGISTER; Full details 
and other duties. The candidate should have experience with coma i I of equipment must be provided when registering; 
putedzed accounting systems, spreadsheets, database and word. | i Reglatmtlons must be received on or before APril i 5, 1990/  
processing software. ' ' / I s ~r  ' DOW. ,e  ' : ~ "J :'>%" ~" " : e~ ~ . . . .  " 
Company housing Is available if required, J I Dist~Iot Manager . ' " ~' 
Please mail or fax your resume, with covering letter and salary exl~c~ | | DATED A~ TERRAce THIS 2ND D~V t~= uAnt.,J~ ~ aczn 
assigns to: I [' ' . . . . .  " /  . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  
ED WOODE G.M. | i ~ ~= 
' Bax 190 I . . . 
• Masset, B.C. VOT 1MO | ' - , : 
Fax (604) 626.3279 Phone (604) 626.3033 / CITY OF TERRACE ~i . 
: / NOTICE OF INTENTION TO PROCEED 
,. - ~' WITH LOCAL IMPROVEMENT 
Street, 6urns Lake, B.C,, VOJ lEO or Fax to 
692•3650 by 4:00 p.m., March 23, 1990. 
2p47 
22. Careers 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY with expanding retail 
finn. Retail experience a definite asset. Only 
well groomed self motivated people, with 
desire to show positive results, need apply. 
We offer you a challenge, responsibility and 
opportunity for a great future. Salary plus 
commissions and excellent company benefits. 
Apply at Maher Shoes in the Skeena Mall• 
Must he transferable. 2p46 
23, Work Wanted 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will do alters. 
tions and mending. Fast, professional service 
at raasonable pdces. Phone 635.9202. 9p38 
SINGLE MALE WITH class 1 air seeks work 
expedence and training. Can relocate 
1.563.9372, 6p42 
HAVE YOUR FAVOURITE Short verse 
caltigraphied, envirofexed and made in a pla. 
qua or picture. Call Theresa 635.9303. 6p43 
RELIABLE LADY looking for house cleaning 
work. Available Men.- Fd. 635-3377. Ask for 
Patsy. 6p43 
H0USE KEEPING SERVICES. Thomhil], 
and Kleanza rea only. 635.2540. 6p46 
MALE SENIOR desires full or part time employ- 
ment, any kind. Has drivers license. 
635-2000 6p46 
24. Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthonasis. Student enquiries 
welcome, Call 635-5581 or 635.5427 5ffnc 
-NORTHWEST ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES 
is offedng group counselling for adults who 
grewup In alcoholic, drug dependent, or other 
otherwise painful/family situations. Date and 
time to be announced. For information call 
NWDS at 638-8117, 6c44 
MODERN METAPHYSICS COURSE - Introduc. 
,ion to metaphysics. Pre.registration by Mar. 
27. Starts Mar. 29. Advanced meditation 
group -- Tuesday night weekly• Drop ins 
welcome. For more information call 
635-7776 3p47 
WHAT,S 
THE 
BIG 
IDEA? 
If yOU have a business 
id.~ but need he/p 
making it work, call the 
Miodstry o f  Regional and 
~ D ~ ~ .  
We can put you in touch 
with the information 
sources you need- 
in your community. 
Toll.Free 
F800.663-0829 
Honourable Stanley B. Hagen 
Minister of Regional 
and Economic Development 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE- Two restaurants in Fort 
St. James. One with lake view, Ilcenced din. 
ing room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel. 996-7510. tin 
FOR SALE WELL ESTABLISHED Welding 
machine repair shop ]n Kitimat, sedous an. 
quides only, Phone 632.5537. 6p42 
THRIVING HITACHI television retail store. Also 
video rentals, music and tapes, Excellent mall 
location in prosperous Houston, B.C. Call Les 
at Radio Schack. 845.266.q. 8p43 
TRAILER COUI~T, 18 pads. All underground 
services, Excellent investment• Phone 
,1•656-9564. 6c44 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE. Due to family ti. 
Iness family moving. Must sell immediately 
$40,000 firm. Excellent buy; All terms 
negoHable. 0% Interest. Phone 638.1993 
evenings. 4p46 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stuff envelopes at 
Ilorne. Earn $600 weekly. Free supplies. Rush 
self addressed stamped envelope to H & H 
Enterprises, Dept. A.A.11, 171 Rink St. A 
suite No, 263., Peterboro, Ont,, K9J 2J62p48 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - Process mall at 
home earn big dollars. Free supplies, rush self 
addressed stamped evenlope. G & E Enter• 
prises 197 Hunter St, w. Compartment A20, 
Peterboro, Ont. K9H 2L1. 2p48 
FOLEY SAW.SHARPENING equipment, Furl 
line with many extras. For more Into or to 
view call 692.3389 eves, 4p47 
26, Personals 
LOVELY YOUNG OKANAGAN college sfudenti 
has. beautiful eofour nude photos for, 
photographers, artists and collectors, for two 
sample pictures, send $5 to Cindy Pflce, Box' 
1286, Kelowna, 0,C. V1Y 7V8, Must be over 
10 to order, 4p45 
i 
Thou art My light and My light shall. 
never be extinguished, why dust 
thou dread extinction? 
8elsated from the Boho'l Holy 
Writings. 
We invite you to explore these 
Writings further by phoning 
636"3219 or 636.9012 
Equi i s ts t F~EGISTER:  il  
CO I I  EDI 
BREAK FREE 
LASER THERAPY 
• Safe • Effective 
• Painless 
DIET .......................... $125 
(Inck~$ 3 bea~e~te) 
STOP SMOKING ..... . . . . . .  805 
(l~US 2 boo,tara Ifneeded) 
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT 
635-9435 
STE. NO. 4 - 4644 Lazelle Ave., 
(above Savalas') 
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE office) 
27, Announcements 
MR AND MRS COLIN ALGER of Stewart are 
proud to announce the engagement of their 
daughter, Tracy Lee Alger to John 
DeMedelros, son of Jorge and Rosa 
DeMedeiros, of Terrace. lp47 
30, Obituaries 
GREER, JOHN FRANKLIN - 81 years, passed 
away on Feb. 4, 1990 at Terracevlew Lodge. 
Mr. Greer was born Nov. 16, 1908 at Rocky 
Mountai~ House, Alberta. He worked in 
Terace in the logging industry for Sands 
Lumber Mill until his retirement, John is sur- 
vived by his loving wife Viola, two sons Dave 
of Terrace and George of Chetwyn. John was 
predeceased by his daughter Carol in 1978, 
Nine orandchildren, brother Bob Greer of 
Rocky Mountain House, Alberta nd one sister 
Gladys Hake of Ouesnel, B.C, and numerous 
nieces and nephews• 
The family wishes to express their sincere 
thanks to Or. Hey and the staff of Terrecevlew 
Lodge, also Shirley Lindsay. We'd also like to 
thank the pallbearers, Dinty Muller, Harold 
Lacey, Chuck Thomas, Duans Greer, Steven 
Garay and Rick Pdtchard. Also the honorary 
pallbearers, Homer Beck, Archie HIppsfey, 
John Chebotar and Rud] Radigk. 
We also wish all the friends for their love 
and support and to all those who sent flowers 
and donations, 
Funeral serv/oes were held at McKay 
Funeral Chapel with Shirley Lindsay of- 
ficiating. Interment was at the Terrace 
Cemetery. 
The Greer family 
31. Auction Sales 
CONSIGN YOUR GOODS NOW for our sale• 1st 
and 3rd Sunday of every month. Open Satur. 
day, 1-5 p,m. L.W. Sears Auction, 4106 Hwy. 
18 East, 635-7824. 4p47 
32. Legal Notices 
TENDERS OF FIRST AID PERSON - Terrace 
Speedway requires a ticketed First Aid person 
(preferably a B.ticket holder) ts attend each 
racing event. Necessary equipment provided. 
Please.reply stating expected fee.) Applica- 
,ions close April 1, 1990, Mail applications 
(cleady marked F.A, attendant) o Terrace 
Stock Car Association, Box 1021. Terrace. 
B,C. 6c44 
TENDERS FOR FOOD CONCESSION - Terrace 
Speedway is accepting tenders for the Food 
Concession for the 1990 racing season. It 
must be self-contained unit. Please submit 
your outline and necessary details. (Cleady 
marked. Fond Concession). To Terrace Stock 
Ca~ Association. Box 1021 Terrace, B.C, 
6c44 
NOTICE - Pursuant to Section 2 of the 
Repairers Lien Act a 1983 Yamaha Motorcv. 
die will be offered for sale to satisfy a 
repairer's lien in the sum of $1,806.93 owed 
by Mike Hughes to the undersigned: 4931 
Agar Avenue, Terrace, B.C., March 27, 1990 
at 7 p,m. Name of holder of the lien: R & R 
Sports, a firm owned by Roland Peog, 
Machinist 4931 Agar Avenue, Terrace, B.C, 
YgG 1H8, 
( ~  Province of
~,tsh Columbia 
Minlstty of 
Forests and Lands 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUM~A 
MINISTRY OF FOREST 
KALUM DISTRICT 
IN~AnO~ 10 
The Ka~um Forest D/strict is~vlU~ sasled tender bids 
for the ,~owing: 
Persons or creams to S,pply qu¢~f~l da~ero~s 
snag fafl~ for Fife Suppression duties as may be 
required ~urlng Ule 19eo Fits Season. 
The bid musl be based on an ALL,re~ hourly rate 
..~t I.~fude~, transpomt~on, p0per failer's gear as per 
w,u.u, requ~rerne, ts, and the number o, isUem l~e I~d. 
dor can s~p~y. All faUers r,up~ed by Ihe bl~r must 
taunt he minimum islfer quallfCat~on crderia which is 
available through the Kalum Forest Oisit¢l Difice, 
200.5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8U IL1. 
s sh~d note that no OU~an~ of er~oyment is 
and ~t the sorvk:u betnO tendered are for 
z,.qurl~e of IvaUabilny o~y. For f~f~r InfonnaUorl 
contact the M~stry of Forests, Proteceon D~oar~ 
at 038.3290. 
O.D. Dmunle 
0lelif¢, Manager 
DATED AT TEBRACE THIS 8TH DAY or MARCH, 1990, 
- ., " '~ ' . /~- .  
PROGRAMMES ~~_~~ KISPIOX BAND 
J~/A 'COUNCIL 
~U'~l l~  BOX 26, KISPIOX, B.C. VOJ 1Yt 
one 842-8248 or 842-5249 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
BAND MANAGER 
~ALARY: $31,000 plus 
LOCATION: KIsplox Reserve 
Submit Resume to: 
KISPIOX BAND COUNCIL 
Box 28, R.R. No. 1 
Klsplox, B.C. 
VOJ IYO 
REQUIREMENTS: Closing date March 30, 1990 
QUALIFICATIONS: Knowledge of Gitksan language prefer- 
red. Knowledge of Financial Statements. Salary negotiable 
depending on experience and other qualifications on resume. 
PERMANENT PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT 
CUSTOMER .... 
SERVICE  
Must be neat, mature, able to deal with the public, 
accurate with figures, know some accounting and 
operation of office equipment. 
Approximately 16 - 20 hours per week. 
Contact: 
Nell, Administration Department 
Terrace Co-op Assoc. 
32. Legal Notices 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
Skeena 
Provincial Forest Review 
Please note that the Skeena Provincial Forest Is currently 
under review and boundary changes are being considered. 
Interested individuals or groups may obtain information from 
the Minlsiry of Forests Offices listed below. The proposals 
will be on display until March 2, 1990. Comments on the pro. 
posals are invited. Those received by March 19, 1990 will 
be considerecl before proceeding further. 
The proposed additions to the Skeena Provincial Forest are 
located on the southwest side of the Kltsumkalum Lake (north 
of Terrace) and on the west side of the KIspiox River about 
six kilometres north of Kisplox. 
District.Manager District Manager Regional Manage~: 
P.O. Box 215 200.5220 Kelth Ave. Bag 5000 
Hazelton, B.C.  Terrace, 8£. Smlther, B.C, 
VOJ lYO VgG 1L1 VOJ 2NO 
842.6581 636.3290 847-7500 
Tender Call for the Construction of Five (6) Housing Units 
On the Gltwlnksihlkw indian Reserve No. 7 
72 Miles North of.Terrace, B.C. 
GITWINKSIHLKW 
BAND COUNCIL 
P.O. BOX 1, GITWINKSIHLKW, B.C. VOJ 3TO 
TELEPHONE (604) 633-2294/2285 
FACSIMILE (604) 633.2639 
invites 
Contractors to TENDER 
on the construction of Five (S) Housing Units. 
The Tenderclosing date shall'be 1:50 P.M. PST/PDT Fd- 
day the, 23rd day of March 1990 and Tender opening at 
2:00 P.M, PST/PDT of the same day at Qltwlnkalhlkw Band 
Office in the Board Room, c/o Steve Bolton. :.:~. 
The bidder must be bonded.it any further'Information is 
needed, please contact the ~ Houalno:Offlcer at the GIt- 
winkalhlkW Band Co,IiCI! ~fflce ~t the al~(o~/e~ri'umbers 
Notice is hereby given pursuant o Section 056 of the Municipal Act that ~)uncll of the 
City of Terrace intends to proceed with the construction of certain ~orks hereinafter 
descdhed as a LOcal Improvement under the Initiatives Plan, 
General cescdp0on of the Work 
Upgrading (as required) and application of a 22 foot wide ~tdp of asphalt pave~,-.t on 
BRAUN STREET from Haugland Avenue to Braun's Irdand Bridge. 
Commuted Ceat/R~t/ 
Total TasaNe ~ml Year Over 
Slreot(s) Coal Frontage Per NOt 10 ynJ2O yn. 
Braun Street 
(Haogland to 
Braun's Island 
Bridge $14,878.64 977.13 ft. $11.56 $2.05 $1.55 
Further notice Is hereby given that a copy of this notice has been mailed to the owner(s) 
of the parcels of land liable to he specially charged for the cost of said wo~ks, and unless 
within one (1) month of the date of the pubticaHon of this nonce, a majority of the owners 
representing at least one half of the value of the parcels which are liable to be specially 
charged, the work may: be undertaken as a Local Improvement• 
Petitions shall be lodged with the Clerk-Administrator, and shall he deemed to be 
presented to the Council when so led9ed, of which every ow. her of a parcel of land ,table 
to be specially charged under these Prcgrammes i liable to take noUce and be governed 
accordingly. 
E.R. Nallsor 
Clerk-Administrator 
CITY OF TERRACE 
The Ministry of Parks, Skeena/Charlotte Zone, RR4, 1st Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 4V2, PH: 798.2277, arq/nv ling tenders for the supply and: 
installation of an electrical power supply for three toilet/shower 
buildings at Lakelse Lake Provincial Park. Tenders will be accepted ui~ ' 
until 2:00 p.m., Wednesday April 4, 1990 at the following address: ~ 
Ministry of Parks, Skeena/Chadotte Ileadquarlers 
Highway 37, Lakelse Lake 
PH: 798.2277 
Tenders will be opened in public at ihat time. " 
Tender packages can bepicked up at the above address or: 
Ministry of Parks, Skeena Bstdct 0fiBs 
3790 Alfred Ave, (2nd Floor) 
Son, hers, B.C. 
Ph: 847-7320 
A deposit .of $50.00 per tender package is required which will be 
refunded to the unsuccessful bidders, upon return of the plans,. 
specifications, and documents In good condition; within 30 days of 
award of tender. 
There will be a site viewing Ma~ch 22 at 10:00 a.m. at Lakelse Lake 
Park, Furlong Bay Park entrance• 
No tender will be considered having aRy qualifying clauses, and the 
lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
For further information, contact John Trewhitt, Area Supervisor, 
Lakelse Area at 796-2277. ' 
~ ~  Hen. Ivan iessmer 
Mininster of Parks 
= 
tenders for the construction and Installation of a sewage 
disposal system for three toilet/shower buildings at Lakelse 
Lake Provincial Park. Tenders will be accepted up unitl 2 :00  
p.m. Wednesday, March 28, 1990 at the foflowi0g addressF 
Ministry of Park, Skeena/chsrlotte HRdqusrtem 
Highway 37 .. 
Lskelse Lake , 
FH: 798-2277 
Tenders will be opened ifl public st that time. ,, ~. ~ 
Tender packages can be picked up at the above address or: 
Ministry of Psrksi SkHna District Office : ' ~" : 
3790 Alfred Ave'. (2nd Floor) ~ !:~: ( : :  :~:~, ~: 
Smlthers, B.C. k ~ r . . . . .  
PH:847-1'320 : , : '  : ::i~ "/ ', 
A deposit of $50.00 per tender,peokage Is required which 
will be refunded to the unsuccessfd[ bidders, upon return of 
the,plans, apecificatlons, and documente Ipgoodcbnditlbn: 
within 30 days of award of tender,: / : ;  : : .  i/~: (':~',. ",'~ ~'; '~ ' ' :  : 
There will be a mandatory site vlawlng March 20at  10:00 
a.m. at Lakelae Lake Park, Furlong Bay Park enhance. : . . ,  
No tender will be considered having any(tuaflfyjng clauses; i 
and the lowest or  any tender will not necessarily be  aC-~, 
c.epted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,,: .... 
For further Information, contact ~ John Trewhltt,',Area 8up~r.~ ~ 
visor,Lakelse Area at.798-2277. , ~ 
Hen. IvanMessmer : ' .... o,.,"~ ' 
• Minister of ~: 
. , i  t q / "  . .  
• " - ',~ P IP r ~ *P s "~ 
Boxerstake BUS = NF SS m TerraceSlandard, Wednesday. March14,1990_Pag, q~/i]9 
: RECTOR 
'on Rupert ' i . [ " ,,, TERRACEEXPERTS iN A GLANC; J~  I i i 
I i ! :r'~[~]B~C~" " Local boxers CharlieNama,.alsolT0. :i~'il I weat three for f iw when they Duncan Murdoch's fight - BUSINESS OF THE WEEK " "r:~'~:~"~ br0ught: their club show to were the distance, but the 139db 
Prince. Rupert for a boxing Terrace boxer came up with a :<~ 
tournament here. The five- unanimous decision win over ., 5: 
fight card was held at the civic his Prince Rupert opponent, 
centre. Feb. 24. 139-1b Bob Comeau. " 
Terrace's Clint Bell led the : Two other decisions went the let's talk ' way with a knockout victory other way, favouring the 
just past the'one-minute mark hometown Prince Rupert box- , - - :. 
of the first round::The 103-lb ers. 
Bell beat Prince Rupert's Don. Jeremy Hutter, 73 lbs, lost a - " " 
ny Price, who weighed in at 107 split decision to h heavier boxer, :i i i :~  
• Jordan Leask of Prince Rupert. • Portable radios 1 : ~ lbsl~lichade Burkette, 170 lbs, And Terrace's Marcus Ber- : :  ,- . 
,handed .,the, Terrace club naidez dropped a majority " " " * Marine radios '~":::" 
another win after a second, points decision to Prince :'" i ~7~ 
rouncl TKO Of Prince Rupert's. Rupert,s Steve Y a e g e r . . "  "*  Mountain top repeaters 
- -  • -# 
I 
Kermodes bounced , ~-¢=~"~'"°  • Satellite Sa les& Service ~, -u.,c^.o.s I ~  "~ 
. e~l  D LAN dealer 
TERRACE-- Caledonla's Jackle Brown, Mike Parker, '~' . , 
senior basketball teams wei'e and Paul blanhas. Northland 4-5002 Pohle Avenue 
fairly easy prey for the high. The senior girls were also 
flying Prince Rupert Ralnbirds quickly dispatched in straight 
in zone playof/s, games by their Pdnce Rupert [ Communications 638-0261 . 
The Terrace senior boys' dvals. 
team lost to the 'Birds in two "Nothing really rolled our " 
straight games two weekends way this year," coach Cam 
ago. Rupert prevailed by a MacKay concluded He said 
71-63 margin/n the first game, Caledonia could potentially 
and by 83-69 in the second, to put a very strong team on the 
qualify for the provinc~als, court next year with its core of 
The Kemlode all-stars were, strong young ,layersremnling. NE ID  ENTERPRISES LTD. ] 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
32. Legal Notices & MANUFACTURING 
Act ion  I cu,,o,.u,,_ __ . .  • ~ ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES /~'~'-'47.~ I~wl~e of RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR 
~ B~L.~z Co~umb~a cro*n ~ O0 TON METAL BENDING PRESS PH. 638-1166 
AdS LANDACT ~ "  ~'  - -  1 ' . . . . . . .  ~ J IM  NE ID  ~ Auto Glass ~" Windshields 
NOTICE 0F INTE~ION TO ; ~  1///~ / 4ESR~E~UE e " Glass Medic Repairs 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION / Specialists 
OF CROWN LAND ~ , ~ I  ..... '- . • • ,," I .C .B .C .  claims 
In Land Recording District of Prince Rupert, 
Phone B.C. and situated Shames River, 1500m ± north HiGhway 16. 
Take notice that Ermard Martin DJessner of 
Shames, B.C,, ~cupation Guide, intends to 
apply for a part of the foliowin8 lands: [ 
,,)~,~, ~ ~ .... ,. co.= TIRED OF RENTING? Oistrkt ¢~nin l l  6,379 ha ± 
' • or TIRED OF HIGH PRICES? • (b) Ccmmendnl at a PO~t planted 1500m ± . . . .  , 
" ' - " - ° ' -  s39 95 w_ _ . ,  5, co~t O~rla thenoe s2o~ ± north: ~ Portraits Mat Cutting .420m± we l t :  U lence  50m± seuth ;  thence  NOTA ZOOm± south  e ld ;  thence  170m± l in t  PENNY Family Portraits Posters 
• 22 ,  Careen ~.  270m± zo~J~azt and c~alnl~ I MOREl! 5 min Passports Limited Edition Pints 
6.379 h~ ruem or less. 
We'ti clean two rooms & hall Dry Mounting Laminating CAREER OPPORTUNITY with expanding mtai The purpose for which the disposition s re-, , "YES'I I have upho ls tep /spec~ 
f l~ .  Retati, expadence a definite a.~set,-Only' qdired isfor 8ravel removal purposes for a ' :.,=..:,:. "ANY SIZE" ': , ,: "ASK Mg" " ; +` : 
!" well. groomed, self motivated I~'Ople, with term ot tive Hen,s. " ...... FOR REFERENCES CALL; 
. ,. Ed Diessner ";' '" .... 
~' desire to show positive r sults, need apply. ,ameot~.o.,cent NORTHERN CARPE? & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING Jon'~ Photo We offer you a challenge, responsibility and Comments concernimz this application may" 
OppOrtUfilty' for "a great furore. Salary plus be made to the'Senior Land Officer, Ministry 
COSlm[SsI0ns and exce,ontc~pany benefits. J of Crown lain*. Ba 8 5000, Smithers, B.C., 635-3944 ,,o,=,=,,_ 
Apply at Maher Shoes in the Skeena Mall. voJ 2NO, Phone 8474334 File: 6400900. Tenace u&l l ln  
Must be transferable, 2p46 Dated March 7, 1990. 
1 
Earn extra income as the let 's  ta lk  
RESIDENT MANAGER Auto  .Tel .  Fax .  
638-9167 624-5703 of a small apartment building in Kitimat. 
Sales and maintenance skills an asset. • Portable rsdlo~ 
Please send restJmes by February 14, 1990 to: / . . i ! .~ ,  * Marine radlo~ WESTERN SCALES 
< MaJeetic Management (1981) Ltd. ' • Mountain top repeaters P.R. SCALE LTD. 
} ~ Suite 200 - 1515 Second Ave. ' m"~c%nom • Satellite Sales & Service 24 Hour Prompt Service 
Prince George, B.C. ~. OA I I : ) LAN~ dealer NEW WEIGHT TEST TRUCK 
• V2L 388 Northland 4-5002 Poh.Ze Avenue Dispatch No. No.10-220 Kaien Road 
i , Communications 638-0261 . 627-1652 Prince Rupert, B.C., VSJ 2X2 
' JOB POSTING " I 
RECREATION I 
- -  - -  YOUTH (PART-T IME)  I I caY°Urobusinesi or service centre! : v . CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD. 
g~ll~z.:~vel°p-andldlel~l~rq°.allty .rac..reat]°nPrng.ramsn°tavailablethraughc°mrnunity I I Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
0rgamza 0~s. Hecru t aria Ira~n part.time staff ano volunteers for c0mmun ty recreation I I 
i~oorams., " 
~*n*dl*n*di*dll!.~::,, P°~ts~°Maryed"caUonlnr~raati°n°rarelatedfleldan~°r I ] TERRACE STANDARI  TANKS-PIPE&FffTINGS-PLUMBINGSUPPLIES_ HEATING SUP- 
PLIES - WATER WORKS - MINING SUPPLIES - FIRE PROTECTION - 
I .................... _ , / I r ~ E R V l N G  'tHE I'E~I2ACE AREA ,~-,,,,~-- WELDING SUPPLIES - FASTENERS - FENCING SUPPLIES 
I SIal  I I I IMI I I  !0: . / ~-,..--,,;,.,---..-~ I j 
I : Tlmc¢ Pats and Romania . I ~ ' ' - " - - " '  
I a~s F.by Stnmt "¢l~Lk~' Da~:March3O'1990Twra¢e'B'C'¥'S'X' i ~ I ~ 638 SAVE Phone635-7158 5239 Keith Ave. Terrace Fax 635.6156 
! " " " - ' " " " ' " "  / 
I 
a " ~ ~ L E ' ACKAY S FUNERAL 
/ '~ i  ~ Northwest ,  Communi ty  Co l lege  , SERVICES LTD.  This space available to advertise 
[ ~ !1 TERRACE C.Lf lL~/ I ]PUSI  TerraceCrernatorlum 4626Davis v T your business or service centre! 
A e errace \ ~ JF 5331 MeCONNE1,L AVENUE "' 
~_ ~ TERRACE, B,C. ' Directors: Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
-,mF- DOUG MAC FARLANE & JAMES WESTERMAN ~ T  E 
~ ARE ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS . . . .  ,,qu.= ' RRACE STANDARI"  ) 
,, FOR 'THE FOLLOWING COURSES ~,~z,..;a,,t,. 24 HOUR /'A ~----~-q[ ' " '~ 'N°""" " '~ ' ' " '  ~ i 
a, m,,,, Answering and Pager Service /~.~ 
Terrace, Kit]mat, Smltimrs & Pdnce Rupert 635"2444 Funera~Se~ce 4647 A, oo  6 38-SA VE A ~P.ociation 
March 31st - Saturday 
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
April 18th - Wednesday 
7:00 - 10-30 p.m. 
Apr i l25th - Wednesday 
7:00 - 10:30 p.m. 
May 19th-  Saturday  ~, 
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p,m. 'i 
April 80th  - May 14th 
, Monday-  F r iday  
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
June  11th - June  26th 
Monday-  Frldlay 
8:00 a .m. -  8:00 p.m. 
We ~.o f fe rCont raet  Courses to meet your .  ~ 
• ! , Indlv ldul  needs and t lme schedules,: 
' . . . .  I " i " I I I I I . . . .  ' i  * 
FUN  L HOME 
Box 247,  S~n] th~l '8 '~e .c .  • 847-2441_  
l:~rofemlonal coudselll l~ } ~,,-" ~ "'~" 
. . Memodal markers ~ ....... ~ ) ~ ".. L A  
D | i l l lOT l l  J 
. . . . .  TRANSPORXA XIO_N 
-~SYSTEMS L TD:  ~ 
• D ; I ally freight service ex Vencouver / • : 
TEL: (6~04) 635-2728 " " ... ; i.:'i i ~ il 
3111BLAKEBURNST, I TERRACE, B C VGG3JI, ""m"!;:~ i l  .... ~, i 
• !> , .  ~ • 
J , ' ' :  i 
• ,i }~ ' .  i 
e(, 
{: 
) 
I 
. j  
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enr ,  no  . . . . . . . .  • Around :~ :,:~:i /- , ,  
Welcome to Around Thor- students who participated in Thornhl l l  
nhill, this event were eligible to win bv OOII KIInren 63~44 o
March has come in with mild one of two $10 gift certificates. " ~ . . . . .  
sunny weather, which we can all Llisa Duhan and Amber Fagan --. ~ ] _ ~ . . . _ ~  
use, and I feel we are thinking were the lucky winners in the 
about spring cleaning. When draw. Congratulations girls. 
that glorious un comes pouring 
into our windows we tend to see 
the winter's streaks and grime, 
So out comes the cleaner and 
papertowels and pretty soon 
that old sun is even more 
glorious. 
COPPER MOUNTAIN 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Achievement Awards: The 
fo l lowing  students  were 
recognized at our assembly on 
March I, 1990 for classroom 
achievement. 
Division 1. Hayes Beatty and 
Ryan Watson 
Division 2. Joseph. Henry and 
Allie Grief 
Division 3. William Henry 
and Erin Sandhals 
Division 4. Brandy Patricio 
and Kyle Reid 
Division 5. Kasy Dehart and 
Lydia Paligan 
Division 6. Erin Lockhart, 
Jacinda Orango and Adrienne 
Seidlitz 
Division 8. Adam Linteris 
and Melanie Schmidt 
Great going gangl Future 
Happenings: April 18, parents 
may register their children for 
September and January entry 
into Year 1 Primary for the 
1990-91 school year. A pot luck 
supper will be held on April 25. 
Spring Vacation: March 19-  
March 23. 
Last Tuesday during noon 
hour our students enjoyed wat- 
ching their teachers prevail in a 
volleyball match against a taller 
RCMP team. 
Pull the Plug Week proved to 
be very rewarding for two of 
our Kindergarten students dur- 
ing our last assembly. All 
from B1 
Moen 
March 5-10 is Education 
Week and Copper Mountain 
School would like to take this 
opportunity to give some big 
bouquets to some of their 
teachers: Mr. Keith Gosse - -  
Grade 6/7 and Learning 
Assistance teacher succeeded in 
getting a lap top computer for a 
student last year; coordinated 
computer contact with Santa 
Claus for our Grade 2 students; 
has coached wrestling; and 
coordinated Discover the World 
Contest tie,. group computer 
simulation game.) 
Miss D. Sahourin - -  Grade 2 
teacher -  coordinated contact 
with Santa Claus for Grade 2 
students with Mr. Gosse; 
organized aerobics for our 
students; coached fun gym- 
nastics and our cross country 
team. 
Mrs. K. Kuemper - -  Grade 
2/4 teacher - -  has coached 
cross country," fun gymnastics 
and girls' volleyball team; im- 
plemented salmonid program in 
her classroom. 
Miss D. Lorenzoti - -  Grade 
5/6 - -  coached boys volleyball 
and refereed basketball games, 
Mr. B. Hayes - -  Grade 4/5 
- -  working to create a garden 
centre at our school. 
Mrs. E. Arndt - -  Grade 1 - -  
Supervised all decorations for 
our Christmas concert and has 
been responsible for the 
beaut i fu l  bul let in 'board  
displays at front entrance of the 
school. 
¢Mrs. L. Turner - -  Librarian 
- -  has coordinated all aspects of 
the Copper  Mounta in  
Cookbook. 
Mrs. Schell - -  Kindergarten 
- -  has played a major role in 
readying our  staff for the im- 
plementation of aspects of the 
primary program next year. 
Miss S. Sturgeon - -  Music 
Teacher --  directed our Xmas 
concert. 
These and all teacher spend a 
great deal of their time in ex- 
tracurricular activities for our 
children to enjoy, during and 
after school. I think they 
deserve a big pat on the back 
and a big thank you. 
For some very sad news,- 
sometime during the evening of 
March 7, someone decided that 
the new soccer and ball fields at 
the back of Copper Mountain 
School needed some tilling, so 
they proceeded to rip it up with 
tire tracks. The school is 
devastated as they have been 
waiting for'a long time and the 
students have stayed off the new 
area as asked. Now some 
careless oul has delayed their 
use of the fields even longer. 
There is a $500 reward posted 
for the vandalizing of school 
Learn to Fly! 
ofpieces and pieces into the b ,~Ckthe  pick-u . L~I i,[~,F:riday,. Private Pii°t 'r"d" Sch°%_~~~. lMarchstar 'og30at 7 p.! 
t ,~  Get . ~ ,=#~ .%,~ ready now 
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astal Mountai      
Flying School 
Terrace - -  Kltlmet 
Airport 635-6255 
,   TRAVEL 
-~,,,,, ~ ,.,.---~,-.-~ , . • . 
RJI SPECIAL - $1,369 p.p. May to August 1990 
* .k .k*  
Although Martel and Fisher 
eventually worked up the 
courage to face the Royal Pur- 
ple with the bad tidings, to this 
day the ladies aren't sure 
whether it was a pothole or a 
sudden gust of wind which caus- 
ed the.mishap. 
Fortunately, the remains were 
examined by Mr. Spears who 
decided he could return the 
piano to its original condition. 
*****  
l would like to send out a 
special congratulat ion to 
Micheile Hendry on her recent 
repeat award• It is so nice to 
hear about a local athlete doing 
as well as Michelle and Terrace 
can certainly be proud of her. 
Annie Green at the Willows 
has gone to Vancouver for 
surgery and Annette Radcliff 
has gone down with her to lend 
a helping hand. 
*****  
A belated happy 60th birth- 
day to Art Kuemper - sorry I 
missed this big one, Art. Also, a 
happy retirement o his wife, 
Polly. Hope you enjoy your free 
time. 
'k' * "k "k' 4r 
Birthdays at Terraceview 
Lodge: Doris William s who was 
69 on March 3; Dave Roth, 33 
on March 4; Sadie Gagnier, 93 
on March 5; Peter Neaves, 81 
today; Edith lnglis, 84, and 
Lyman Millen, 78, both on 
March 16; and Steve Gregorash, 
67 on March 17. 
l was talking to Sally Barry 
the other day and she tells me 
husband Ted is really enjoying 
his retirement. He doesn't miss 
rushing off to work each morn- 
ing at all. And I hope Sally is 
feeling better after her short 
stay at the hospital. 
"k*  * ' k ,  
Start and Jean Cunningham 
have returned from their six 
month vacation in Europe and, 
looking well rested, are now 
back at work. 
' k ****  
Remember that picture a 
while back of 12-year-old Jamie 
Hills' unique hair style. It was a 
perfect replica of the mouth and 
tongue that was the logo for last 
year's Rolling Stones tour. 
Jackie Belanger was the local 
hairdresser who came up with 
the idea and the judges in the re- 
cent DJckson Colour Contest 
obviously agreed it was a very 
creative des ign-  they named 
her entry a winnerl Congratula- ,
tions, Jackle... " ~ . . . . . . .  " 
GREAT MINI CRUISE - May 18, 1990 
4 nights Los Angeles - Vancouver $499.00 US 
• k A, ,k. ,k- 
CANADIAN $$$ ACCEPTED AT PAR ON TILDEN CAR RENTALS - 
PREPAY RENTALS IN FLORIDA, CALIFORNIA AND HAWAI 
WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD. 
A, ,k, ,k ,k, 
NC PLACE - Outdoor show Apdl 5 .8  
CONTIKI HOUDAYS - Travel night $2.00. Terrace Hotel 
Momh 16, 1990 at 7:30 pm Prizesl Prizesl 
Tickets at Elan Travel 
• "* "k'* 
APRIL 4 - TRAVEL TALK AT THE UBRARY - CUBA - AT 7:30 pm • 
** 'k ,  
FORGET sOMETHING? - Holiday Inns program offers a variety of 
complimentary toileterles. 
* 'k**  
MARCH 21, 22, 1090 - VANCOUVER 
Royal Winnipeg Barley - Queen Elizabeth Theatre. Tickets 
through Ticketmaster. 
BRITRAIL 'N DRIVE'~ $499.00p.p 
8 out of 15 day Flexlpass plus 8 d~y Hertz Car Rental. Based on 
two people flylngAIr Canada. 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
l 
, • : ~R~VE:C  ~ ii! 
property. If you can help in cat- 
ching the culprit, don't hesitate 
to call either the school prin- 
cipal, Mr. Barry Eyjolfson 
(635-7760) or the Local RCMP. 
That's all for Around Thornhili 
this week. If you have some 
news you would like to pass on 
please give me a call. I would 
love to hear from you. G.K. 
NAME 
1, Ligla 
2, Janice 
3, Judy 
4, Dick 
5, Jackie 
6, MIchelle 
7. Adene 
e. Debble 
9, Allen 
10. John 
11. Larry 
12, Sheralyn 
13, Curt 
14,Ted 
15. Suzette 
16. Lee 
17.Dan 
18, Ted 
19, Paul 
20. Cathy 
21. Susan 
22, John 
23. Chris 
24. Brad 
, I 
STORE 
Mohawk 
GingerbreadPlayhouse 
Rainbow Fanbrolden] 
Ironworks 
Pro Tech 
Sight & Sound 
Safeway 
First Choice Travel 
Woolworth 
OverWaitea 
Terrace Equipment Sales 
Central Gifts 
~Totem Furniture 
iTermce Furniture Mart 
Erwlns Jewellers 
Sears 
,~,, Surs Exposure 
; Kelly's 
Terrace Toyota 
Totem Ford 
Fabric Land 
Spotless Cleaners 
Northern Computers 
CCI Computers 
LINK WINDOW LINK WINDOW LINK WINDOW LINK 
Make a Fashion Statem'ent With'!' : J, 
Your Windowsl ..... 
25% 
OFF 
ABBEY 
HORIZONTAL 
& VERTICAL 
, BLINDS 
I Ask :or details about 
J . our other specials 
Includes installation 
For a FREE consultation call, 
L INK WINDOW COVERINGS 635-4444 
Match the Merchant 
) WINNERS! 
1st prize of $150 
J.R. Nordstrom 
2nd Prize of $75 
Galli Jean 
3rd Prize of $50 
Susan Randrup 
" \  
Congratulations!. 
~TERRACE STANDAR D
.~:~__________~" SERVING ~"IE ;ERRACE AREA 
Thanks for entering! 4647 LazelleAvenue 638-7283 
See you next year! 
Purchase or 
Lease as 
Low as 6.9%1 Festiva 
AP,. Escort 
:1,000 
Customer Cash or 
9.9.% 
Fiaancmg 
Buy or lease on Ford Ranger, 
Aerostar and F Sedea Pick.up (reg. 
cab only}. 
LOW LEASE RATES 
9.9% 24 mRS. 
10.9% 25- 36 mrs. 
11.9% 37-48 mrs. 
Offer expln 
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